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ABSTRACT 
The stress-strain behaviour of granuLar soits under 
monotonic and cycLic Loading conditions and smaLL LateraL 
strains was studied in this work. A simpLe cubic triaxiaL 
apparatus (SCTA).. originaLLy cleveLoped at Leeds University- 
for monotonic stress-strain studies of sand under controLLed 
and smaLL LateraL strainse was used in this investigation. 
The three principaL stresses and strains can be independentLy controLLed and measured in this apparatus. The 
SCTA was modified and further deveLoped to aLLow cycLic 
stress-strain studies of granuLar soiLs-tobePerformed- 
To increase the stress-strain data avaitabLe on 
granutar soiLs simiLar tests to those previousLy carried out 
on the medium sand were performed on fine and coarse 
sands under monotonic Loading conditions. The sampLes tested 
were cubic of 150 mm side Length and prepared with ranges of initiaL porosities in a dry condition. 
To study the cycLic stress-straiý behaviour of sand at 
smaLL strains.. a series of new tests on simiLar cubic 
sampLes of the medium sand were performed under cycLic 
Loading conditions. CycLic Loads with different frequencies 
P ampLitudes and number of cycLes were appLied and the 
sampLes were prepared dry at the Loosest and densest 
conditions. 
VaLues of the coefficients of active pressure earth 
pressure at rest # constrained secant moduLuse Young's 
moduLus and Poisson's ratio for the fine P medium and coarse 
sandswere obtained and compared for different conditions. 
The reLationships between verticaL and LateraL stresses are 
found and the voLume change behaviour of sands in different 
conditions are studied. FinaLLy some comparisons are made between the resuLts obtained from monotonic and cycLic 
Loading conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
------------ 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
To soLve many probLems in soiL engineering it is usu- 
aLLy necessary to predict the amount of deformation resuLt- 
ing from the appLication of a specific Load to ensure that 
ground movements are acceptabLe. For this reason an under- 
standing of the stress-strain reLationship of soiLs is vi- 
taL. Howevere due to the particuLate and muLtiphase nature 
of the soiL, the response of a soiL to a change in Load is 
highLy compLex. From a practicaL point of view, it is cle- 
sirabLe to adopt comparativeLy simpLe Laboratory tests to 
measure the prope'rties needed for anaLysis. DifficuLties 
arise because the stress-strain behaviour of a soiL is 
strongLy infLuenced by many parameters such as confining 
pýessure and stress path. The stress- strain behaviour of 
soiLs aLso depends on a number of other factors incLuding 
such things as type of soiL, voids ratio, water contentp 
soiL fabrico drainage conclitionsp stress history and clura- 
tion of Loading. 
ALthough for convenience standard appro4ches using 
eLasticity theory assume the moduLus of eLasticity and Pois- 
son's ratio 
2 
of a soiL to be constant.. soiLt are not per- 
fectLy eLastic and dispLay non-Linear eLastic-pL. astic behav- 
iour. SimpLe eLastic approaches are in many instances 
2 
unreaListic as the pLastic properties' of the soiL are ig- 
nored. Increasing attention has been focussed on obtaining 
more satisfactory formuLations of stress-strain reLation- 
ships for both cohesive and non-cohesive soiLs that incorpo- 
rate such things as ineLasticity., strain hardening and 
stress dependencyn The behaviour of soiL is more compLi- 
cated ife after the initiaL Loadingo unLoading and subse- 
quent reLoading occurs. One iLLustration of this is the 
progressive settLement of granuLar soiLs under successive 
Loading-unLoading-re Loading cycLes due to the pLastic strain 
component. The other component is eLastic deformation which 
is recoverabLe in each cycLe [1]. NevertheLessf the precise 
reLationship between these two types of cleformatione whether 
the'progrepsive component LeveLs off after a number of Load 
cycLes Pthe infLuence of the initiaL conditions of the sand 
sampLe on its response and the effect of the stres. s or 
strain path on the behaviour of the sand are among the prob- 
Lems that stiLL require cLarification. This icleaLLY wouLd 
be done by carrying out a series of accurate and comprehen- 
sive investigations under controLLed conditions. 
The two main types of soiLs rcoliesive (cLays) and 
non-cohesive (granuLar incLuding sands)p both clispLay the 
type of behaviour described above. Howevere the work in this 
dissertation is Limited to the study of granuLar soiLs. As a 
fuLL and extensive review of experim6ntaL stress-strain 
studies and test apparatus has been carried out recentLy by 
EL-GammeL[223 at Leeds Universityr onLy a brief summary of 
experimentaL and theoreticaL studies of both static and 
cycLic Loading conditions of granuLar soiLs directLy reLe- 
6 
vant to this investigation is given beLow. 
1.2 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
1.2.1 MONOTONIC LOADING 
In the earLiest experimentaL stress-strain'studies of 
granuLar soiLs the intention was usuaLLy to investigate the 
appLicabiLity of eLasticity theory. This theory describes 
the stress-strain behaviour of perfect eLastic materiaLs 
which obey Hookes'Law. Timoshenko [43 defines eLasticity as 
"the property by which a body returns to its originaL shape 
after removaL of the Load". The 'properties of a perfect e- 
Lastic materiaL are independent of the orientation of the 
principaL axes and onLy two constants (E. - the moduLus of 
eLasticity and 4o Poisson's ratio) are required to express 
the stress- strain 'reLat-ionships: 
E crx v( cr y4 a-Z x -E - -f- 
I+ V) 
xy E Tý y 
C 
The suggestion that the theory of 
to be appLicabte to the behaviour of a 
granuLar medium was first put forward b 
Boussinesq in his studies' of stress 
Hookes' Law and considered sand as 
,, isotropic, homogenous and semi-infinite 
eLasticity seemed 
Loose cohesionLess 
y Boussinesq 1373. 
distribution used 
an ideaL eLastic 
materiaL. Since 
sand is a very comptex materiaL these and other simiLar 
A 
soLutionse because of their simpLicitye couLd not represent 
the reaL behaviour of the materiaL. 
FopL1151 carried out some cLassic Laboratory tests 
and measured the surface d. eformations of a sand mass at di, f- 
ferent points around a circuLar Loaded area. He found that 
the 'resuLts were not consistent with those Boussinesq 1543 
obtained for the case of an eLastic semi -infinite materiaL. 
Since then many experiments have been performed in order to 
study the stress distributions in sand. It has been found 
that the i'ncrease in stress in a soiL mass due to a surface 
Load increment is not so spread out as is the case within an 
eLastic materiaL and usuaLLy it is remarkabLy concentrated 
around the verticaL Loadirig axis. 
Griffith 133 and FrohLich 1533 in theirexpression 
for the stress distribution in sand suggested a new experi- 
mentaL factor which couLd give a better exp Lanation of the 
behaviour of the sand. It was sLiggested that when the vaLue 
of the factor is 3 the materiaL wouLd act as an eLastic- 
soLidf homogeneous and semi-infinite. If it equaLs 4P the 
sand wiLL behave as a soLid semi-infinite materiaL in which 
the moduLus of eLasticity increases in direct proportion to 
the depth. WiLson'and Sutton E53, in order to obtain a better 
understanding of stress distributions within a sand massr 
decided to insert some measurement devices in the sand. They 
performed a series of standard triaxiaL tests in which 
(12=U3. The resuLts were compared with those obtained assum- 
ing perfect eLastic behaviour. Assuming that the sand con- 
sists of eLast-i'c sphericaL parti*cLes in as Loose a packing 
as possibLet they proposed: 
5. 
E=C (1 
(2/3) 
Where C is an experimentaL constant. 
Jakobson 161 in his experimentaL studies of the 
stress-strain behaviour of. sand accepted the assumption of 
WiLson and Sutton., but assumed the spheres were not per- 
fectLy eLastic. 
c-omes: 
As a resuLt the stress-strain equation be- 
E= Co' (1.4) 
Where C and a are both experimentaL constants. The 
above equation was in good agreement with the experimentaL 
data (figure 1.1) and the two constants were found-to be: 
E= 0.6 08X1 Cr3 a-0.612 (kg/CM2) 
The values of C and a are not the same for aLL-pxper- 
iments but the differences are not great. 
These experimental stress-strain studies of sand were 
followed by-tests performed by Janbu 171. Data weire obtained 
from- triaxiaL tests perf 0 rmed under constant principal 
stress ratios(K=03/01). Results suggested that the tangent 
m oduLus of the stress-strain curve (M=dCrl /dEj be used for 
relating the vertical strains to the vertical stresses. Con- 
sequently the following incremental expression for increas- 
ing vertical stress from UT to 'ffl' was derived: 
6 
El= (-M. la )[( 
a Uri / Pa IF, / Pa ) 
Where: El= verticaL strain 
Pa = reference stress =1 atmosphere =1 Kg.. /cm2 
F, + AT, (11 effective verticaL stress= 
m moduLus number 
a= stress exponent 
Pa has been empLoyed to make the equation dimension- 
Less. Janbu measured m and a for different sands experimen- 
taLLy. In 1965 Janbu 191 compLeted his studies of stress- 
strain reLationships in a joint work with HjeLdness. This study 
indicated that m and a change with changing principaL stress 
ratio The variations of verticaL strain and tangent moclu- 
Lus versus verticaL stress under different conditions are 
repLotted in figures 1.2 and 1.3. 
These experimentaL equations concerning the stress- 
strain behaviour of granuLar soiLs did not cover aLt the 
factors affecting the response of sand e. g. intermediate 
stress and non-axisymmetric test conditions. ConsequentLy 
more experimentaL studies on different aspects of the behav- 
iour of sand were. carried out by many researchers. EL-Sohby 
in 1969 [141 assumed that the deformation of a mass of sand 
under a specific Loading condition might be considered as 
made up of two separate components. The first is the eLastic 
component which takes pLace due to the eLastic deformation 
of the individuaL particLes and clepends, upon the compressi- 
biLity of the grains. -The second is the sLiding or pLastic 
component which occurs because of the reLative movements of 
7 
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the particLes and is reLated to the shear forces deveLoped 
within the mass. Therefore, white the first component of 
deformation may be approached by studying the eLastic behav- 
iour of the individuaL particLese the second 'component has 
to be studied in terms of the Laws governing friction be- 
tween soLid bodies., Which emphasises the importance of sepa- 
rating the two components. NevertheLess other researchers, 
e. g. Dantu 1523, and Ko and Scott [551,, found that the de- 
formations of'sand under -aLL-round pressures are aLmost e- 
Lastic, particuLarLy if the sampLes are dense and subjected 
to a number of successive cycLes of repeated Loads. Ko and 
Scott [123 eLsewhere in their experimentaL studies Loaded a 
sampLe made by packing equaL spheres. They c6LcuLated the 
deformation, of each sphere d"ue to the forces icting on the 
contact surface and compared these to the totaL deformation 
of the mass in order to examine the deformationaL behaviour 
of granuLar soiLs. However, it was concLuded that the direct 
appLication of the behaviour of packings of equaL spheres to 
expLain the behaviour of granuLar materiaLs was not possi- 
bLe. The resuLts of some more reaListic tests E563 showed 
that under certain conditions soLutions based on Linear e- 
Lasticity might be heLpfuL but that these were not accurate 
where the sand is anisotropic or if it behaves non-LinearLy. 
However Huang [573 noted that these soLutions couLd be ap- 
pLicabLe for non-Linear eLastic mat-eriaLs if their moduLi of 
eLasticity were considered to vary with the-appLied st ress. 
In 1968 HoLubec [133 proposed an incrementat eLastic 
soLution which incLuded a combination of non-Linear and ani- 
sotropic prope'rties of materiaLs. He pointed out that the 
-9 
study of the st res s-st rain behaviour of cohesionLess soiLs 
has shown that they behave as eLast-ic work-hardening pLastic 
materiaLs. This means. that when a cohesionLess soiL is sub- 
jected to a Load.. both eLastic and pLastic deformations are 
probabLe. Thus any strain increment may be divided into e- 
Lastic and pLastic components and in this case both eLastic 
and pLastic theories are appLicabLe. Yet the pLastic behav- 
iour, of sand couLd not be expLained compLeteLy by this in- 
crementaL eLastic soLution. Coon and Evans [581 described 
the stress-strain behaviour of sand in a generaL incrementaL 
form. The inherent anisotropic property of sand due to the 
assumption of non-Linearity couLd be incLuded. In their 
studies they found that neither Linear eLastic nor ideaL 
pLastic m-odeLs are adequate expressions for the behaviour of 
granuLar soiLs under generaL conditions. 
A more comprehensive study of the stress-strain be- 
haviour of sand was carried out by EL-GammeL[221 in 1984. 
After a series of tests on cubic sampLes (150 mm size) of 
medium size Leighton Buzzard sandf under different condi- 
tions of initiaL porosity and confinement.. he concLuded that 
the variation of eLastic and pLastic deformations not onLy 
depends on the LeveL of verticaL stressp but on the porosity. 
of the sampLe as weLL. He observed that as the porosity of 
the sand decreasesf both the eLastic and pLastic strains 
decrease but the rate of the decrease of the pLastic defor- 
mations is greater than that of eLastic ones. EL-GammeL dur- 
ing some true triaxiat tests found that a sharp decrease in 
the LateraL stresses take pLace due to appLication of smaLt 
LateraL deformations. In some cases this decrease was re- 
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ported as more than 40'., , _, ý at 
LateraL strains of about 
0.3%. The effect of the intermediate principaL stress was 
studied and significant changes in the stress-strain behav- 
iour of sampLes due to this factor were obtained. He found 
the LateraL stress induced in the triaxiaL strain condition 
is about 30% greater, than that in pLane-strain condition 
under the same conditions of iniýiaL porosity and verticaL 
stress. 
ALthough many important factors affecting the stress- 
strain behaviour of sand were taken into account in this 
piece of researche there is'no evidence as to whether parti- 
cLe size wiLL have a major infLuence on the overaLL behav- 
iour. Neither is it known whether the information dbtained 
from the study on the medium sand can be used for other 
kinds of granuLar materiats. One of the aims of the current 
investigation is to cLarify th"ese probLems by conducting 
simiLar tests on cohesionLess soiLs of other sizes. 
1.2.2 CYCLIC LOADING 
The majority of*the experimentaL stress-straih stud- 
ies carried out on granuLar soiLs to date have invoLved mon- 
otonic Loading conditions. However the Limitations of 
stress-strain anaLyses based on soLeLy monotonic test data 
and the wide occurrence of cycLic Loading in practice e. g. 
on offshore structures reciprocating machine foundationsf 
earthquake vibrations.. transient vibration induced by atomic 
or nucLear expLosionst and piLe driving vibrations etcP has 
resuLted in cycLic studies becoming increasingLy important. 
Many researchers have concentrated their cycLic studies on 
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simuLating criticaL fieLd Loading conditions and have tried 
to reproduce some specific phenomena Like Liquefaction of 
sand or other faiLure mechanisms., hysteresis damping etc.. 
which usuaLLy invoLves a Large amount of strain. Howevere 
without fundamentaL information on the stress-strain charac- 
teristics of sand and its inherent propertiest especiaLLy 
when the range of aLLowed movements is smaLLo as occurs in 
many fieLd conditionse a reLiabLe and cLear interpretation 
and anticipation of sand behaviour under generaL cycLic 
Loading conditions is not possibLe. 
If sand behaves like an- eLastic materiaL it shouLd 
return to its initiaL shape on unLoading 141. ReLoading the 
sampLe wiLL cause preciseLy the. same pattern of deformation 
as before and in this case, successive Loading-unLoading-re- 
Loading cycLes wiLL give exactLy the same resutts as each 
other. If the behaviour is not eLastict hysteresis Loops 
wiLL deveLop in the stress-strain pLots and some irrecovera- 
bLe strain wiLL occur. This fact indicates how important the 
roLe of the cycLic test is when the inherent characteristics 
and stress-strain behaviour of a specimen are under investi- 
gation. 
A Large number of researchers deaLing with the 
stress-strain behaviour of soiLs have found that after un- 
Loading sand sampLes the strains induced do not disappear 
compLeteLy and some irrecoverabLe deformations remain (EL- 
Sohby [14]o HoLubec [133P Ko and Scott [12]o Lade and Duncan 
C [183.. Pyke Ell P DruLker et aL. [591, r ShcLw [441.. Ting [453.. 
EL-GammeL [221). The reLationship, between eLastic and pLas- 
tic deformations may be obtained by appLying cycLes of Load 
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to the sampLe. In this case the trend of variations of these 
two components of deformation wiLL aLso be obtained. HoLubec 
E13le whiLe confirming the eLastic-pLastic behaviour of sand 
stated that during reLoading the sampLes showed approxi- 
mateLy Linear eLastic behaviour. Lade and Duncan [181 in 
their studies indicated that both eLastic and pLastic clefor- 
mations occur from the beginning of the Loading of cohesion- 
Less soiLs. The pLastic strain is initiaLLy smaLLer than the 
eLastic strain but as the verticaL stress increases the 
pLastic strains dominate. Howevere during the appLication of 
severaL Load ýyc Les to the sand sampLe the eLastic and p Las- 
C tic deformations may be determined more cLearLy. Druýkerr 
Gibsone and HenkeL [601 in their studies on granuLar soiLs 
1 31, 
concLuded that these materiaLs behave as eLastic-work hard- 
ening-pLastic ones which become stiffer as the Loading cy- 
cLes continue. In a simiLar investigation carried out on 
coarse Ottawa sand by Poorshasbf HoLubece and Sherbourne 
1611 it was reported that the behaviour of this kind of sand 
is far from the idegLised modeL which considers it to be an 
eLastic work- hardening pLastic materi'aL. This concLusion 
was aLso reached by Barden and Khayatt E621 in their studies 
on dense and Loose sampLes of fine sand. Athough it has 
been cLearLy observed from the generaL stress-strain behav--ý 
iour of sand subjected to cycLes of Loadso that the eLastic 
and pLastic deformations occur in each cycLe with a decreas- 
ing rate' of pLastic strain and constant vaLues of eLastic 
strain iln different cycLes [1333 the eLastic work- hardening 
pLastic theory is not sufficientLy advanced to cover the 
whoLe response of the sand in these conditions. TypicaL 
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stress-strain curves during severaL cycLes of Loading on 
Monterey coarse sand in an'oedometer test carried out by 
Seaman et. aL [1331., are shown in figure 1.4. Seaman et. aL 
atso state that during the first 10 to 50 cycLesp a smaLL 
amount of permanent strain resuLted from each cycLe and fi- 
naLLy a stabLe hysteresis Loop was obtainede invoLving Lit- 
tLe or no additionaL permanent strain for each cycLe of 
Lo, ading. 
In some cases the Lack of accurate and reLiabLe ex- 
perimentaL data governing aLL major factors infLuencing the 
stress-strain behaviour of sand has made it clifficuLt to 
obtain comprehensive soLutions. As a resuLt experiments were 
carried out in this area. BurLey et. aL [191 showed that the 
behaviour of , granuLar media subjected to first Loading was 
found. to-be consistent with the equations which DanieL [633 
had proposed after conducting true triaxiaL tests. The-se 
equations wiLL be presented in -the theoreticaL review (sec- 
tion 1.3). They concLuded that at Low vaLues of strain the 
hysteresis Loop due to unLoading-reLoading cycLes might be 
considered comparativeLy smaLL., and that at this stage the 
stress-strain behaviour of the sampLe couLd perhapsP as a 
first approximationp be represented by a straight Line. How- 
ever as cycLing'continues at higher strain LeveLs the hy- 
steresis Loop becomes Largere presumabLy due to greater sLip 
of the particLes. Therefore it is not acceptabLe to approxi- 
mate the whoLe unLoading portion as Linear because signifi- 
cant errors wiLL be introduced. In 1978 Kii [203 continued 
the work carried out by DanieL and Burtey et. aL. He studied 
the stress-strain behaviour of sand in both cubic and rec- 
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tanguLar ceLLs subjected to different and independent triax- 
iaL stresses. The specimens were tested under 6oth incre- 
mentaL Loads to faiLure and cycLic Loads up to 5 cycLes. He 
deve Loped the st res s-st rain f ormuL a suggested by DanieL and 
further modified by BurLey et. aL shown in section 1.3). 
The resuLts of the experiments fitted his equation accepta- 
bLy. Kii conducted a series of tests to study whether sand 
is an eLast. ic work-hardening pLastic materiaL and attempted 
to obtain a comprehensive theory covering both eLastic and 
pLastic behaviour of sand. The resuLts. from cycLic Loading 
showed Large pLastic deformations during unLo'ading from Lev- 
eLs of stress 's , 
greater than 75' of the faiLure stress to 
Lower LeveLs of stress. This was then foLLowed by Linear 
eLastic reLoading untiL approximateLy 50*16 of the faiLure 
stress was reachede after which reLoading becomes more pLas- 
ticefinishing up at a sLightLy higher stress than the virgin 
Loading curve'. He aLso found I that granuLar soiLs of medium 
density usuaLLy cliLate on approaching faiLure. A typicaL 
stress-strain curve under independent triaxiaL stresses and 
cycLic Loading (5 cycLes) is shown in figure 1.5. 
Howev6r the deformations induced in the sand sampLes 
under a few Load cycLes may not be the same as those induced 
when the number of Load cycLes increases. Shaw 1441, cluring 
a series of repeated Loading tests on granuLar soiLsstates 
that the materiaLs exhibit two distinct types of deforma- 
tion; the eLastic which is recoverabLe and the permanent 
(PLastic) which is the buiLd up of irrecoverabLe strain over 
a number of Load appLications (figure 1.6). He aLso intro- 
cluced the concept of a threshoLd vaLue for the stress-path 
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above which Large permanent shear strains deveLop.. aLthough 
the stress-path is stiLL beLow the faiLure enveLope. The 
eLastic strains were found to stabiLize after severaL hun- 
dred cycLes of Load for stress-states beLow the threshoLd 
vaLue. He emphasises that above the threshoLd vaLue the e- 
Lastic strain behaviour is erratic. Permanent deformations 
of sand due to cycLic Loading have aLso been studied by many 
investigatorsp but there is confLicting evidence onw4ther 
or not equiLibrium is reached. ShackeL [641 (1973) concLuded 
"that much more research is needed into the probLem of char- 
acterizing the non-recoverabLe beýaviour of granuýar materi- 
a Ls" . 
The other notabLe phenomenon that occurs in some 
cases of cycLic Loadings on sand is Large decrease in voids 
ratio compared to other static or Low frequenc_y cycLic Load- 
ing. This Large voLume decrease is sometimes broadLy de- 
scribed as compaction of the materiaL [Pyker371 aLthough 
this is not an appropriate term. SiLver and Seed E343 found 
that the verticaL strain due to so caLLed compacti'one during 
a series of cycLic tests on dry sand, was not si. gnificantLy 
affected by the vaLue of the verticaL stress and was depen- 
dent on the shear stress ampLitude induced in the sampLe at 
shear strains exceeding 0.05%. The cycLic shear strain which 
deforms the sampLef aLLowing particLes to move into a denser 
packing, may weLL be a fundamentaL. parameter in determining 
the voLume change behaviour of cohesiohLess soiLs under 
cycLic Loading conditions., This has been confirmed by Pyke 
[653 and Youd 1661 who showed that cycLic shearing is most- 
ef-fective in causing densification. NevertheLess SiLver and 
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Seed 1343 in their experimentaL studies have shown that com- 
paction in cycLic simpLe shear tests is a function of the 
reLative density and previous strain history as weLL as of 
the magnitude of the cycLic shear strain. The compaction per 
cycLe decreases with an increasing number of Load cycLes. 
It was founde somewhat surprisingLye that for a given cycLic 
shear strain the amount of compaction was independent of the 
verticaL stress. Youd 1661 has confirmed these findings and 
shown that the compaction in simpLe shear tests is inclepen- 
dent of frequency for both dry and drained saturated sam- 
pLes. InitiaL shear strains and overconsoLidation have both 
been found to reduce the amount of compaction [Pykee653. 
Howevere it is not quite cLear what contribution the inher- 
ent characteristics of the sand make to the compaction of 
the materiaL under cycLic Loading compared to the contribu- 
tion due to the conditions under which it is tested. Pyke 
ýhows the amount of compaction in cycLic triaxiaL tests in- 
creases with an increase in the confining pressure but that 
it is independent of the verticaL stress in cycLic simpLe 
shear tests. 
Some other aspects of the deformation behaviour of 
sand under cycLic Loading-conditions have been studied and 
discussed by a number of researchers. 
Larew and Leonards [273 performed some cycLic triax- 
iaL tests on fine granuLar soiLs and found a criticaL LeveL 
of cycLic deviator stress above which deformation continues 
to increase untiL faiLure occurs. For LeveLs Less than this 
criticaL vaLuer the deformation remained constant. They sug- 
gested that the ratio of the criticaL stress LeveL to the 
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static deviator stress at faiLure in a conventionaL triaxiaL 
test may be taken as a measure of the strength reduction due 
to the effect of cycLic Loading. Howevere Seed and his co- 
workers 1231 in their cycLic studies on siLt found another 
factor affecting the deformation of the sampLes. They state 
that the deformation depends on the number of stress appLi- 
cations and is independent of frequency within' the frequency 
range of 3 to 20 Load appLications per minute. 
ALthough in recent years a Lot of research has been 
carried out on sand behaviour under cycLic Loading condi- 
tions,, such as those reported on the Liquefaction of satu- 
rated sand by Finn and Atkinson [673,1683. - most researchers 
have investigated onLy Limited aspects of sand response un- 
der cycLic Loading and the Lack of a generaL and fundament, aL 
investigation of stress-strain behaviour before faiLure is 
quite evident. The most recent piece of research attempted 
in this area is that by EL-GammeL [223 in 1984 which concen- 
trates mainLy on m. onotonic Loading. He performed a few Load- 
ing-unLoading-reLoading tests on medium size Leighton Buz- 
zard sande which whiLe confirming the eLastic work-hardening 
pLastic behaviour of sand.. emphasised that a series of basic 
and comprehensive cycLic tests is stiLL required to obtain 
an accurate and reLiabLe understanding of the stress-strain 
behaviour of sand u. nder different Loading conditions. 
1.3 REVIEW OF THEORETICAL WORK 
Before 1960 mathematicaL modeLs for the stress-strain 
r6Lationships of sand were usuaLLy derived by considering 
the sand as a semi-infinite eLastic materiaL and onLy 
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verticat'stresses and strains were taken into accounto e. g. 
the modeLs proposed by WiLson and Sutton 153P Jackobson 163P 
and Janbu E73. As a resuLt the expressions couLd onLy be 
appLied under certain conditions and a comprehensive theory 
capabLe of describing the stress-strain behaviour of sand 
under generaL conditions of three dimensionaL stresses and 
strains did not exist. In 1963 Kondner and ZeLasko [103 
propPsed a non-Linear stress-strain reLationship of hyper- 
boLic form which incLuded the principaL stresses and was 
appLicabLe to both sands and cLays as foLLows: 
0'3 
a+ 
Where: CF, =the major Principal stress 
Or3=the minor principal stress(=(12 
El=the strain in the major principal direction 
and a and b =constants to be found experimentally. 
Kondner et. aL [103 deduced their equation from con- 
ventionaL triaxiat test resuttse yet in some cases it did 
not fit the actual stress-strain curve. Using experimental 
data from conventional triaxiaL tests other researchers such 
as Hansen [113P Desai 1693f Brethe Schuter and Pise [703 
also derived stress-strain equations in which the intermedi- 
ate principal stress was assumed to be equal to the minor 
principal stress. Among them Hansen [113 developed Kondners' 
work 1101 by proposing two additional functional representa- 
tions: 
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crl - 0-3 
1 
El 
CL2 +b 2E1 
(1.8) 
1/2 
0*1 - 0'3 
(El) 
CL3+ b3 E1 
(1.9) 
Equation 1.8 aLLows-for the possibiLity of paraboLic 
variations of stress-strain curves at smaLL strains. Equa- 
tion 1.9 is an aLternative form to account for the maximum 
vaLue, of (11 - CT3 for a finite strai. n., i. e. it is suitabLe 
when the curve shows a decrease after a peak stress has been 
reached. Hansen [113 used data from Kondners' work E101 and 
compared, the stresses obtained from equations 1.7o 1.8o and 
1.9. He observed that if the stress-strain curve is ini- 
tiaLLy Lineare equation 1.7 is suitabLee if it is initiaLLy 
paraboLice equation 1.8 wiLL probabLy be betterr and if it 
exhibits work-softening., equation 1.9 shouLd be used. AL- 
though Hansens' equations give a better prediction of the 
stress- strain curves than that suggested initiaLLy by Kond- 
ner and ZeLasko, [101 they were not yet, abLe to express the 
reLationships between principaL stresses and strains when 
they were imposed on a sand sampLe'independentLy. 
DanieL [631 by conducting true triaxiaL tests, in 
which the three principaL stresses can be appLied indepen- 
dentLyp produced the-foLLowing stress-strain reLationship 
for granuLar materi aLs 
1 J-T2cr3 (1 -AeBEl) al Kr ý 
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Where: (j, *, CT2 rand C13 = the principaL stresses 
El = the major principaL strain 
Kr = the Rankine ratio 
and A and B are constants to be found experimentaLLy. 
He has aLso produced a generaLized principaL stress- 
strain reLationship of the foLLowing type which. is of an 
incrementaL nature and appLicabLe to dry granuLar media sub- 
jected to first Loading: 
6E1 =6 or, - (2- 
'71 )(ab- )6(3'3 
K( cli Ar Fa2 (r3) 0'2 al/Kr- (73 101/Kr 
13'3 ( CL 
ITJ G'3/Kr- U2 
b)6 
Cr2 
a'3/ Kr 
(1.11) 
Where: or, Cr2 rand Cr3 principaL stresses. 
El E2pand C3 principaL strains. 
6 (11 -v 
6Ei , etc. = a smaLL increment of the quaLi*ty 
concerned. 
Kr = Rankine ratio. 
and k. - a.. and b, are constants to be found exper- 
imentaLLy. 
I 
There are simiLar equations for 662 aný 6E3 If the 
condition of Cri = U2 =Or3 is appLied to DanieLs' equations. - 
a reLationship cLose to that suggested by Kondner is derived 
which means in the simpLified case Daniks, equations give 
the same resutts as Kondners'. BurLey et. aL [193 continued 
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experimentat and theoreticaL studies on granuLar soiLs and 
deveLoped DanieLs' work [633 to find some empiricaL equa- 
tions for both the Loading and unLoading portions of a com- 
pLete cycLe of Load. They derived more accurate incrementat 
equations for the first Loading of sand than DanieL, sl., as 
foLLows: 
6E1 6o-l 6 0'2 
K1 (- 
R'2 (73 Ol K2 
-C'3071 
0*2 Kr 0'3 Kr 
6(13 
K2 
FG'l 0'2 
C"2 Kr 
Where kl and k2 are constants which can be found ex- 
perimentaLLy. These equations are simiLar to DanieLs* but 
give more consistent resuLts. BurLey et aL(1975) aLso de- 
rived the foLtowing incrementaL equations which sat, isfacto- 
HLY predicted the behaviour of a specimen during the un- 
Loading sequences 
bE1 - 
ex p (-r 3 (rl / FG2173 6 crl 
exp (-r2 IT2 / 10'3 G'1 
f1 ý-02 luS f2( o3 / wl 1gý 011013 
exp (-rl iýFl 3 
-6 Oý3 (1.13) 
f2( (12 / (71 (T2 Ol 
Where: flpf2p and g are constants to be found experimentaLLy 
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r1j. r2., and r3. = the ratios of uLtimate princip"aL 
stresses to the stress LeveLs at which the untoading 
commences. 
BurLey et. aL in their studies found that the response 
of the sampLe on reLoading after the appLication of the 
first cycLe couLd be represented by Linear eLastic behav- 
iourr so they suggested the foLLowing equations to represent 
the reLoading characteristics: I 
6EJ=- 
Eiji- Ellf 
6al - 
E12i -El2f 6 'F2 
Ili i -"if 0'2i-(r2f 
E 13 i-E 13f 
-6(T3 (ý3 i-"3f 
Where E: 12i.. E12f., etc. are the strains in the major 
principal direction due to the Loading in the intermediate 
principal direction at the beginning and end-of the unload- 
ing portion of the unLoading-r. eLoading. cycLe respectively. 
These equationsp although usef'uL for samples sub- 
jected to cycL-ic Loading in the special conditions under 
which Burley et. aL, carried out their experimentsp due to 
their incremental nature are too complicated and difficult 
for general us-e unless processed by computer. Furthermore 
stress-strain theories based entirely on assumed incremental 
elastic behaviour have certain short -comings for the pre- 
diction of soil response at high stress-Levets due to domi- 
nation of plastic strains at these levels. 
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The theories of pLasticity have been appLied to cohe- 
sionLess soiLs by many researchers. The three basic require- 
ments for a pLastic stress-strain theory are as foLLows 
[HiLL and MendeLson-., 713: 
(1) There must exist a yieLd surface 
(2) A fLow ruLe is aLso required 
(3) A work-hardening Law is needed. 
C 
-Druber., Gibson and HenkeL C603, r Rowe 1723., Roscoe 
et. aL [173f Duncan and Lade [183f KhosLa and Wu [733f Vesic 
and CLough E743f ScofieLd and Wroth [753o Atkinson and 
Bransby [763f Kirkpatrick [773f Vermeer E783o NayLor 1793, 
Scott [803, SandLer and Diamagio E163t etc, are amongst 
those who have used the theories of pLasticity in examining 
the behaviour of sand and who have deveLoped pLasticity mod- 
eLsP detaiLs of which are described in their pubLications. 
Among the two most wideLy used are those known as the 
stress-diLatancy theory and criticaL state soiL modeL 
(C. S. S. M), both of which merit presentation here. 
Rowe [723 deveLoped -the stress-diLatancy reLation- 
ships from studies of the interaction between sphericaL par- 
ticLes. From considerations of energy input and output of 
the mass, reLationships between the strain increment rat'io 
and the stress ratios were derived for the conditions of 
triaxiaL compressione triaxiaL extension.. and-pLane-strain. 
The theory does not consider eLast'ic strain and is therefore 
most accurate at high stress LeveLs where pLastic strain 
dominates. SeveraL important concepts of pLasticity theory 
are expressed in the stress-diLatancy reLationships and they 
provide vaLuabLe insight into the stress-strain behaviour of 
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sand. 
Roscoe and his co-workers [171 originally developed 
the critical state soil model using experimental evidence 
from axisymmetric-tests (triaxiaL compression and consoLida- 
tion) on remolded clay. Based on the concept of the flow 
rule and plastic potential from plasticity theoryo the 
C. S. S. M. model was developed using simple curve fitting pro- 
cedures. Finally simple functions for the plastic potential 
and the hardening Law were suggested for the specific condi- 
tions of triaxiaL compression and pLane-strain. The theory 
has been extended to sand in simple shear [Wroth-and Bassett 
00 811 and tri, axiaL compression [Poorlshasb et. aL. - 613. 
The-stress, -diLatancy theory and the critical state 
soil mechanics model demonstrate that elements of real sand 
behavi-our can be modelled relatively well within the realm 
of elasticity and plasticity theories. 
Treating the soil as an elastic plastic work-harden- 
ing materiaLe Roscoe et al. [821 proposed a theoretical 
model in which the yield surface consists of a "critical 
state Line" and "bullet shaped" expanding cap,, while SandVer 
and Diamagio [163 offered another model comprising the gen- 
eraLized Mohr-CouLomb yield surface with an expanding eLLip- 
ticaL cap. In both models the stress-strain relationships 
are developed on the princiPLe of energy conservation during 
straining of a soil sample and the caps are functions of 
voLumetric strain. The capabilities of these two models were 
Later examined by KhosLa [351 in his studies of the impact 
of stress -path on the static and cyclic response of sand. 
He. found that the critical state model over-estimated the 
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strainsp whiLe the other modeL couLd effectiveLy predict the 
pLastic strains for both static and cycLic Loading. Never- 
theLess near the faiLure enveLope the experimentaL points 
feLL beLow the theoreticaL yieLd surface and Large deviation 
from normality took place. 
The stress-diLatancy theory of Rowe 1723 was used as 
a basis to derive a relationship between stresses 'and 
strains, assuming sand is a particulate material consisting 
of rigid groups of compacted particles by Barden and'Khayatt. 
[831. Using this theory based on the principle of maximum 
energy conservation between particles, they expressed the 
stress-diLatancy for the triaxiaL compression tests as foL- 
Lows. 
-0-1 
dy )tcin2 ( 45'+ 
Tf 
(1.15) 93 d El 
Where: or I a6d a3 : -- major and minor principaL stresses. 
dV a smaLL change in the voLume of the specimen. 
dEl a smaLL change in the major principaL strain. 
and Yf =a semi -empi ri ca L ang Ie which must Iie bet- 
ween the upper Limit of Ycv and the Lower, Limit of 
YU( ULtimate vaLue). 
For the anaLysis of triaxiaL extension tests (. Ui= 
(72>63 ) the theory was extended by them to give: 
O'l 
=-1 cLn2 ( 45 + 
tpf 
IT3 dy 2 
dF-3 
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And for the pLane-strain test ( F-2' 0) it can be dem- 
onstrated that: 
dv Yf 
d El 
)tan2 ( 45 +2 u3 
It is seen that the triaxiaL compression and pLane- 
strain tests have identicaL equations. ALthough these equa- 
tions can effectiveLy represent the stress-strain behaviour 
of cohesionLess soiLs. - particuLarLy when high LeveLs of ver- 
ticaL stress are invoLved., they cannot be used for eLastic 
deformations because they negLect eLastic strains. ALsop in 
cases where there is a high , degree of interLocking in a 
highLy compact assembLy the principLe of maximum energy 
transmission may not appLy because there may be a Lack of 
freedom of motion between particLes [Horne.. 841. 
AnaLyticaL works., using pLasticity theory for mod- 
eLLing sand, behaviour under different monotonic and cycLic 
Loading conditions have aLso been put forward and deveLoped 
by other researchers. The most recent work in thi's area is 
that carried out by Bardet 1851 in 1985, In this piece of 
research he appLied the theory of pL asticity to sand and 
offered a behaviouraL modeL representing both monotonic and 
cycLic responses. However the modeL stiLL does not accu- 
rateLy predict the response of soiLs to cycLic conditions 
an. d is restricted to describing conventionaL triaxiaL tests. 
Apart from these points the initiaL requirements of the 
modeLP which needs eight materiaL constants to be specifieap 
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make it too compLex for common use in routine practice. 
Despite much theoreticaL study of sand behaviour un- 
der different Loading conditionse each modeL proposed has 
its disadvantages. Therefore in order to derive a compre- 
hensive modeLP more work is required in this area. The sim- 
pLicity of such a modeL is as important as its accuracy and 
comprehensiveness. 
1.4 REVIEW OF TESTING APPARATUS 
The strength and deformation characteristics of soiLs 
are generaLLy measured by means of conventionaL apparatus 
among which the most common types are confined compression 
(oedometer)p direct shear box and isotropic compression ap- 
paratus. In recent years new devices cleveLoped from conven- 
tionaL apparatuse which are highLy sophisticated and capabLe 
of conducting soit tests into new areasp have become avaiL- 
abLe. CompLeteLy new pieces of apparatus have aLso been 
deveLoped. 
The oedometer apparatus which is the simpLest device 
used to study-the voLumetric stress-strain reLationships of 
soiLs under Ko conditions (figure 1.7) suffers from side 
friction when verticaL strain occurs E863. This apparatuse 
which is usuaLLy used for consoLidation studies of cohesive 
s'oiLs., cannot be empLoyed for other purposes and has Limý- 
ited usage in Laboratory studies. 
There has been wider appLication of direct shear ap- 
paratus in stress-strain and strength characterization of 
soiLs (figure 1.8). The reLationships between shear stress 
and strain and aLso verticaL and shear stresses can be 
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FIGURE 1.7 Schematic Diagram of a simple oedometer. 
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FIGURE 1.8 Schematic Representation of a Direct Shear Apparatus 
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studied easiLy. Peak strength and resi'duaL strength of the 
soiL can be determined. The direct shear box has been 
greatLy deveLoped by the Norwegian GeotechnicaL Institute 
1871. In this deveLopment, the originaL rectanguLar sampLes 
confined by rigid boundaries. were repLaced by cyLindricaL 
specimensý surrounded by wire reinforced rubber membranes 
(figure 1.9) so that the undrained strength can be measured 
using this apparatus. As the -stress distribution in the 
sampLe is unknown the resuLts may be doubtfuL. - but they are 
cLoser to the fieLd conditions than confined' drained shear 
tests. Latere two types of shear apparatus were cleveLoped in 
which the axes of principaL stresses and strains can be ro- 
tated to any desired angLe. In the first one hoLLow cyLin- 
dricaL specimens under internaL and externaL'radiaL pressure 
are-subjected to torsion Loadings which, of course, are very 
compLicated [Broins'and Gasbarian, 881. The second shear' appa- 
ratus was deveLoped by Roscoe et. aL 1893. In this device 
LateraL deformations of a cuboid specimen are prevented by 
stiff metaL waLLs. The sides paraLLeL to the direction of 
the shear deformations are fixed reLative to the base and 
the cap whiLe the other two sides are attached to the cap 
and the base bý hinges (figure 1.10). The voLumetric and 
shear strains can be measured under pLane strain conditions 
whiLe the non-uniformity of the sampLe is minimized. However 
it is, too compLicated to be used for routine tests. Another 
kind of shear apparatus which was deveLoped at the Univer- 
sity of London, has fLexibLe boundaries and is abLe to per- 
'form pLane strain shear tests [Arthur et. aL 901. It has been 
used to study the stress-strain behaviour and strength ani- 
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FIGURE 1.10 Schematic Sketch of the Cambridge University Direct 
Simple Shear Appaxatus. 
(Roscoe et al. 1953) 
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sotropy in sand and can monitor the rotation of principaL 
axes It is caLLed the "DirectionaL Shear CeLL". Later a 
simiLar shear apparatus caLLed the "DirectionaL Shearing 
CeLL", was deveLoped by Rodriguez et. aL [911. They were 
abLe to study Loose sand under Large strains to faiLure 
without inducing non-uniformity within the sampte.. They 
showed that deformations induced in the sampLe shouLd not be 
restricted by rigid boundaries for good resuLts. Neverthe- 
Lessp providing such a compLicated boundary condition may 
Limit the apparatus to pLane str, ain conditions. 
In generaLe using the shear apparatus usuatLy causes 
an imposed faiLure pLane in the soiL specimen which is nor- 
maLLy far from that which wouLd occur tnpractt*c; e-, 
Another type of Laboratory testing apparatus for 
stress-strain studies and the measurement of basic soiL pa- 
rameters is the conventionaL triaxiaL equipment (figure 
1.11). It is the most popuLar and versatiLe of soiL tests. 
Using this apparatuse cyLindricaL specimens of soiL under a 
three dimensionaL stress fieLd tan be tested either in com- 
pression or extension. The compression triaxiaL, test is the 
most common týpe. The specimen in this case is subjected to 
faiLure by increasing the axiaL stress under a constant 
vaLue of confining pressure. In the extension triaxiaL test 
the axiaL stress is decreased tiLL it faLLs beLow the con- 
fining pressure and as a resuLt faiLure takes pLace. This 
type of triaxiaL test is comparativety difficuLt to perform 
compared to the compression test. HenkeL and Bishop E921 in 
their Laboratory studies concentrated on this equipmento 
extensiveLy deveLoped it and demonstrated its potentiaL to 
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provide different stress or strain paths for testing dryf 
saturated.. and partiaLLy saturated sampLes. NevertheLessf 
there are stiLL some criticisms., most of which can be sumýa- 
rized as foLLows [Reads.. 931: 
a) For accurate tests the effect of friction between 
Loading shaft and the chamber must be taken into account. 
b) The rigid pLates which are normaLLy pLaced at the 
two ends of the sampLes may restrain them and cause some 
non-uniformity in the specimen. 
c) The rotation of the principaL axes is not possibLe 
and as a resuLt the isotropic properties of soiLs can not be 
studied. 
d) Two of the principaL stresses ar. e aLways equaL and 
the in. fLuence of the intermediate 'principaL stress cannot be 
investigated. 
Since the conventionaL tr. iaxiaL apparatus is adequate 
for testing soiL onLy when there are axisymmetric stress 
conditionse it cannot be appLied to other cases when some 
degree of non-axisymmetry in stresses is invoLved. As a re- 
suLt the conventionaL triaxiaL apparatus is restricted to a 
few practicaL situations. This major Limitation has caused 
many researchers to design new pieces of apparatus capabLe 
of appLying true triaxiaL conditions (figure 1.12). Some of 
these devices have been abLe to aLLow rotation of principaL 
axes in addition to appLying different and independent prin- 
cipaL-stresses and strains. The earLy true triaxiaL appara- 
tus were mechanicaLLy compLicated and the tests resuLts were 
questionabLe due to friction between sampLe and rigid pLa- 
tens [94.. 6., 95., 631. In recent years they have been deveL- 
I 
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oped significantLy so that the stresses and strains acting 
upon a cuboidaL sampLe can be independentLy monitored and 
accurateLy measured [96., 97P 98P 93o 993. 
The true triaxiaL apparatus can be categorized on the 
basis of their boundary conditions into three different 
groups. The first one incLudes those providing principaL 
stresses and strains by means of rigid pLatens (figure 
1.12)p Like those used by DanieL 1631.. HambLy 11003P Pearce 
11011f Gudehus E1021o Wood 11033P Fardis and Frydman 11043P 
and Kii C203. In this group of true triaxiaL apparatus which 
are basicaLLy designed Jor strain-controLLed tests. - the six 
faces of the cuboidaL soiL sampLes are surrounced by three 
pairs of paraLLeL rigid pLatens. The principaL stresses and 
strains which are normaLLy produced by mechanicaLp pneu- 
maticp hydrauLic or combined systems, are transferi-ed to the 
specimen through these rigid pLatens. This type of the true 
triaxiaL apparatus is reLativeLy easy to construct. The 
principaL strains can be appLied uniformLy and measured ac- 
curateLy. ALso differentp compLicated and predeterm, ined 
strain paths can be easiLy modeLLed. Apart from thisp Load 
ceLLs and other -measurement devices can be accommodated in 
the Loading pLatens. NevertheLessp they suffer from some 
probLems which can be summarized as foLLows [Sture and Desai 
1051: 
a) It is difficuLt to monitor the uniformity of the 
stresses induced in the sampLe. 
b) It is difficuLt to appLy predetermined stress- 
paths on the sampLe. 
C) The interference of the Loading pLatens takes 
UNIVERSITYLIBRARYLIED. 
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pLace at Large muLtiaxiaL strain states. 
d) The apparatus is usuaLLy Large and th. e operation 
is normaLLy compLicated. 
The second group of true triaxiaL apparatus have 
fuLLy fLexibLe boundaries (figure 1.13). Such devices have 
been empLoyed by BeLL 11061P Ko and Scott 11083P Lomize 
et. aL E1103P Arthur and Menzies [1113P Lewin 11133P Ko and 
Masson [1143P Sture and Desai [1053P Yamada and Ishihara 
11161P Berends and Ko [1171e Rodriguez et. aL [911. 
This type of true triaxiaL apparatus can perform 
stress-controLLed tests. The generaL design feature of this 
kind of triaxiaL device is fLexibLe bags fiLted with com- 
pressed air or Liquid over aLL the faces of the ZuboidaL 
specimen. The principaL stresses acting upon the three pairs 
of soiL faces can be independentLy monitored by controtLing 
the amount of pressure produced inside each pair of fLexibLe 
bags. In order to prevent interference between different 
bags'when their inside pressures are not equaL they are con-: 
tained inside rigid space frames in some cases 11083. Green 
11183P Arthur and Menzies 11193P and BeLL [1201 pointed out 
that the rigid frame may cause an edge restraint which may 
resuLt in the stress-strair) curves being steeper than wouLd 
otherwise be the case and aLso in higher strengths. ALthough 
this type of apparatus has the*great advantages of appLying 
uniform stresses over the faces of cuboidaL soiL sampLes and 
foLLowi ng compLicated and predetermined stress paths easiLyp 
they are more difficuLt than the first group to construct. 
Sture and Desai 11053 mentioned the main criticisms facing 
this type of true triaxiaL apparatus as foLLows: 
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a) Int! erference may occur at boundaries unLess proper 
precautions are taken. 
b) It is difficuLt to maintain the uniformity of the 
strains induced in the sampLes particuLarLy when they are 
Large. 
d) Performing pLane-strain tests requires some spe- 
ciaL corrections of stress states normaL to pLane to prevent 
any undesirabLe strain. 
e) Accommodating pore water pressure faciLities and 
measurement devices is difficuLt. 
The Last group of true triaxiaL apparatus are those 
with combinations of rigid and fLexibLe boundaries (figure 
1.14)f such as the equipment used by Shibata and Karube 
11211f Lenoe [1221f Young and Mckyes E1231f Green 1973f 
SutherLand and Mesclary [1243.. Dyson 1981f Ramamurthy and 
Rawat [1271o Barden and Proctor 11263f Lade and Duncan 
[1283, r Green aind Reads [1291.. and Samashekar [1303. In this 
kind of triaxiaL equipment various conditions of fLexibLe 
and rigid and rigid-Lubricated boundaries have been used. 
The verticaL principaL stress is normaLLy appLied through 
the rigid pLatens at'the cap and base of the cuboidaL sam- 
pLe. As far as-, the LateraL stresses are concerned., usuaLLy 
one of them is. appLied by a ceLL pressure acting upon the 
specimen and the other one is provided by a speciaL f LexibLe 
or rigid system accommodated inside the chamber where the 
sampLe is contained. In some cases both LaýeraL stresses 
have been appLied by two pairs of simiLar fLexibLe systems 
independentLy. The overaLL chamber has been abandoned in 
these cases [Rawat and Ramamurthyf 1311. 
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Boundary interference in this group can usuaLLy be 
avoided if the rigid boundary is use-d in the compressive 
deviator ýdirection. - and the stress -controLLed fLexibLe 
boundary to the extension cleviater direction. ALso stress 
or strain paths can easiLy be appLied provided a prede'ter- 
mineý seLection of specimen orientation with respect to the 
apparatus axes is aLLowed. Furthermore pLane-strain tests- 
can be performed and pore water pressure measurement devices 
can easiLy be accommodated. NevertheLesse they stiLL suffer 
from some important disadvantages Which are Listed beLow 
[Sture and Desaip 1053: 
a) It is usuaLLy impossibLe to appLy compLicated pre- 
determined stress or strain paths. 
b) The uniformity of stress and strain fieLds in di- 
rections normaL to the rigid and fLexibLe boundaries cannot 
be guaranteed. 
c) Near boundaries usuaLLy heterogeneous stress and. 
strain fieLds occur. 
d) These apparatus are usuaLLy' Large. 
e) The operation is usuaLLy extremeLy compLicated. 
In recent years a true tr,, iaxiaL apparatus with fuLty 
rigid boundaries has been cleveLoped at the soiL mechanics 
Laboratory of Leeds University EEL-GammeLp 223 which is abLe 
to appLy three independent principaL stresses and strains on 
cubic sand sampLes of 150 mm size. Most disadvantages facing 
this type of true triaxiaL apparatus (mentioned before)p 
have been eLiminated for stress-strain studies of cohesion- 
Less soi Ls over smaLL ranges of strain under strain-cont roL- 
Led conditions. This apparatus was used in the current in- 
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vestigation after some modifications. A brief description of 
design principLes and fuLL expLanations of essentiaL modifi- 
cations carried outo are presented in the next chapter. 
1.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
It is essentiaL to know the stress-strain behaviour 
of a soiL in order to find soLutions to soiL engineering 
probLems. Its importance was weLL recognised when Roscoe 
requested a change in outLook on the subject and that engi- 
neers stop concentrating onLy on the shear strength of soiLs 
and start to think in terms of their stress-strain behaviour 
[1323. 
The stress-strain behaviour of cohesionLess soiLs has 
been studied by many researchers. A Lot of empiricaL infor- 
mation has been -obta. ined. However as the conditio, I 
rfsunder 
which th. e experimentaL studies are carried out has a great 
effect on. the tests resuLtse it is sometimes difficuLt to 
compare the resuLts of different investigations. Yet the 
non-Linearity and eLastic-pLastic characteristics of sand 
have been confirmed by most investigators. Other aspects 
stiLL require more accurate and thorough studies in order 
that they be cLarified. 
Since most pýatticaL projects usuaLLy invoLve smaLL 
deformations of the soiL masse stress-strain data at smaLL 
strains are criticaL. By gathering sufficient information 
in this area the number of tests required to soLve the prob- 
Lems in each _case can 
be reduced. ALthough thýre is much 
information obtained from numerous test's on medium'size sand 
[221, which shows a sharp decrease in stresses due to smaLL 
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La. teraL strains Less than 0.3, 'e'p it is not yet cLear if the 
behaviour of aLL. kinds of sands wiLL be simiLar and if par- 
ticLe size has a major effect. Due to a Lack of experimentaL 
evidence in this area a series of tests on sands with other 
sized particLes is required. 
The cycLic stress-strain behaviour of sand has in- 
creasingLy been the subject of interest and studyP not onLy 
because of its wide appLications in soiL engineering 
projectse but aLso to aLLow an insight into the inherent 
characteristics of cohesionLess materiaLs. Many researches 
have concentrated on this area and it has been confirmed 
that-when a sampLe of granuLar soiL is subjected to cycLic 
Loadingsp recoverabLe and irrecoverabLe deformations take 
pLace. WhiLe the first is usuaLLy reLated to the eLastic 
properties of the particLes the second is attri buted to the 
sLiding deformations of the mass and normaLLy buiLds up as 
the number of Load cycLes increases. The majority of inves- 
tigators have focussed their cycLic studies directLy on par- 
ticuLar phenomenon such as faiLure mechanismsp Liquefactionp 
hysteresis damping... etc. As a resuLt there is not enough 
information to compLeteLy identify the fundamentaL proper- 
ties of sand Further basic experiments are needed to rec- 
tify this. 
The type of testing apparatus used is one of the im- 
portant factors in Laboratory studies. An adequate testing 
device shouLd not onLy be abLe to simuLate the fieLd condi- 
tions but ensure the accuracy and simpLicity of the test as 
weLL. SeveraL testing apparatus have been used for experi- 
mentaL stress-strain studies of soiLs. In the earLy stages 
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their abiLities were Limited and they had many disadvan- 
tages. They range in type from simpLe oedometers to highLy 
sophisticated triaxiaL apparatus. The true triaxiaL equip- 
ment which has been designed and used by many researchers 
has the great advantage of appLying three inclepýenclent prin- 
cipaL stresses to soiL sampLes and hence can provide a bet- 
ter approximation to actuaL fieLd conditions in thý Labora- 
tory. ALthough there are stiLL some criticisms of this new 
kind of triaxiaL apparatuse in the absence of a perfect oner 
and taking speci-aL care, when using them.. they are the best 
devices for stress-strain studies under three climensionaL 
stress states in the Laboratory. 
1.6 OBJECTIVES OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
The majority of stress-strain experiments carried out 
so far concern the behaviour of sandýat high LeveLs of 
stress and Large deformations Leading to faiLure. Conse- 
quentLy the peak stress and strength of the materiaL have 
been the focus of attention. However.. when a practicaL prob- 
Lem in the fieLd is being considerede smaLL deformations due 
to Low LeveLsof verticaL stresses are most LikeLy and the 
behaviour of soiL be-fore faiLure is of great interest. 
Since the stress-strain behaviour of medium size sand 
at Low LeveLs of static Loads has aLready been studied 
CEL-GammeLP223f the present project aims in part to investi- 
gate the effect of particLe size on the stress-strain behav- 
iour of granuLar soiLs by conducting simiLar tests on two 
other sizes (coarse and fine) of the same type of sand. The 
other objective of this research is to st udy the cycLic 
he 
stress-strain behaviour of the sand by performing a series 
of cycLic tests on medium size Leighton Buzzard sand at the 
same LeveLs of verticaL stress under controLLed LateraL 
strain conditions. 
The apparatus used in the inyestigation is the simpLe 
cubic true triaxiaL apparatus (SCTA) deveLoped at the soiL 
mechanics Laboratory of Leeds University. The specimens 
tested are aLL cubic of 150 mm dimension but with different 
initiaL porosities. DetaiLs of the objectives of this re- 
search for each Loading area are as foLLows. 
1.6.1 MONOTONIC LOADINGS 
A series of detaiLed tests were to be performed on 
very fine and coarse sands under static Loading in order to 
Determine the stress-strain behaviour under con- 
fined.. pLane strain, and triaxiaL strain conditions. 
- Study the effect of porositye verticaL and interme- 
diate principaL stresses on sand behaviour. 
Study the variations of LateraL stresses under dif- 
ferent stress-strain conditions. 
- Obtain a cLearer idea of the interparticLe beýav- 
iour of the sand. 
- Study the effect of the particLe size on the 
stress-strain behaviour of cohesionLess soiLs. 
1.6.2 CYCLIC LOADING 
Medium sand sampLes were to be tested under cycLic 
verticaL principaL stress conditions to investigate 
- The cycLic stress-strain behaviour under confined, 
pLane strain, and triaxiaL strain conditions. 
LL4 
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- The infLuence of the frequencyp ampLitudee and the 
number of Loading cycLes on the stress-strain behaviour of 
the sand. 
- The effect of the porosity of the sampLe on the 
cycLic behaviour. 
- The eLastic and pLastic behaviour of the sand under 
successive Loading cycLes. 
The variations of LateraL stresses under different 
stress-str ain conditions. 
- The inherent characteristics and interactions be- 
tween particLese and finaLLy 
- to compare cycLic and monotonic Loading behaviour 
of the sand. 
ALL these tests are to be carried out at smaLL Lat- 
eraL strains. In chapter two the simpLe cubic true triaxiaL 
apparatus (SCTA) is expLained and the essentiaL modifica- 
tions and cleveLopments carried outo described. Testing ma- 
teriaLs and sampLe preparation techniques are described in 
chapter three. In chapter four the resuLts of static tests 
on both coarse and fine sands are given and in chapter five 
the resuLts of cycLic experiments on medium sand. The be- 
haviour of sand under monotonic Loading conditions and the 
interpretation of the tests resuLts are discussed in chapter 
six. In chapter seven the behaviour of sand under cycLic 
Loading conditions is discussed and some comparisons between 
tests resuLts under monotonic and cycLic Loading conditions 
are presented. FinaLLy concLusions and recommendations for 
further research are given in chapter eight. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
------------ 
THE EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The apparatus used in this investigation is a true 
triaxiaL apparatus which was cleveLoped at Leeds University 
originaLLy for static Loading conditions. The LateraL strain 
is controLLed in two horizontaL directions and the LateraL 
stress in these directions is measured. The stress in the 
third direction (verticaL) is aLso controLLed and the strain 
in this direction is measured. 
These test conditions can be appLied to a sampLe 
either by using different internaL and externaL radiaL pres- 
sures on a hoLLow cyLindricaL specimen or by Loading cuboi- 
daL sampLes in such" a way that different and independent 
stresses act upon their three sets of paraLLeL faces. The 
first technique is comparativeLy compLicated so the second 
was seLected by EL-GammeL [223 and a simpLe cubic triaxiaL 
apparatus(SCTA) was cleveLoped which aLLowed the testing of 
cubic sampLes under monotonic Loading conditions. The appa- 
ratus was originaLLy designed to study the behaviour of sand 
in smaLL strains and under working verticaL stresses rather 
than faiLure stresses. As one objective of this investiga- 
tion was the study of the behaviour of sand under cycLic 
Loading conditions the rig had to be modified. A fuLL de- 
scription of the SCTA is given by EL-GammeL in chapter four 
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of his dissertation. The design principLes and structuraL 
detaiLs of the SCTA are presented briefLy in the foLLowing 
section. The necessary modifications to the sampLe container 
and deveLopment of the Loading system are aLso fuLLy de- 
scribed. 
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMPLE CUBIC TRIAXIAL APPARATUS 
(SCTA) 
The detaiLs of the SCTA as used by EL-GammeL [221 
are shown in figure 2.1. It consists of a steeL sampLe con- 
tainer of inside dimensions 150x150x150 mm. -The, internaL 
faces of the container are covered with a very smooth ma- 
teriaL( poLy-tetra-fLuoro-ethyLene.. PTFE)p which is then 
coated with a thin Layer of siLicon grease and sheets of 
thin rubber membrane(O. 26 mm thick) to eLiminate shear 
stresses as far as possibLe. Two of the container's side 
waLLs are fixed and the other two are moveabLe. The two 
fixed waLLs are firmLy connected to each otherr boLted and 
pinned in position to the rigid base. To ensure their rigid- 
ity appropriate stiffeners are fitted behind them. The two 
moveabLe waLLs are free to sLide LateraLLy on the base. A 
guide shaft of 15, mm. diameter is connected to the centre of 
the outer face of each free waLL. It passes through a Lin- 
ear bearing. and terminates in a Load ceLL which measures the 
totaL Load carried by the free waLL. The Load ceLL forms a 
Link between the guide shaft and a driven shaft which con- 
troLs LateraL movemento using a fine screw thread. The 
driven shaft terminates in a handLe which can be rotated to 
move the waLL inwards and outwards a controLLed amount. The 
base of the sampLe container, and the other parts of the 
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FIGURE 2.1 Details of the SCTA (El-Gammel 1984,22) 
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apparatus are fixed on a thick steeL pLate 
dimensions. 
The originaL Loading system of t 
of a simpLe Lever arm.. with a Loading ratio 
Loaded with dead weights. This Lever arm 
verticat Load to the Loading pLate of the 
bearing. 
of 740x74Ox26 mm 
he SCTA consisted 
of 20o which was 
system appLied a 
SCTA via a baLL 
2.3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MODIFIED SCTA 
The SCTA described above was originaLLy designed 
to study the stress-strain behaviour of sand under monotonic 
Loading conditions. It had to be modified in order to per- 
form cycLic Loading experiments. The basic design require- 
ments of the apparatus for the current investigation are as 
foLLows: 
. a) 
it shouLd be capabLe of appLying a principaL 
stress system to the sampLe i. e. shear stresses on the faces 
shouLd be zero. 
b) the stress-strain conditions shouLd be uniform 
and known in the sampLe. 
c) the test rig shouLd be abLe to appLy and meas- 
ure very smaLL strains on the sampLe i. e. 0.0l'S verticaL 
strain and 0.001% LateraL strain increments. 
d) the rig shouLd be simpLe to construct and oper- 
ate and be suitabLe for testing different grades of sand. 
e) sufficient controL of boundary conditions 
shouLd be possibLe so that confined e pLane strain ande tri- 
axiaL testý can be carried out. 
f) the Loading system shouLd be capabLe of appLy- 
ing both incrementaL monotonic and cycLic Loads up to 450 
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WA 
The friction between the sand and faces of the 
container is reduced to a minimum LeveL by using PTFE coated 
with siLicon grease and a thin Layer of naturat rubber 
I 
(0.26mm thick). The angle of waLL friction was measured in 
the shear box apparatus under simuLated test conditions and 
was found to be quite smaLL. The maximum angLe of friction 
measured was 3.5 degrees. 
AppLying different strain paths on the specimen 
using a cubic true triaxiaL apparatus is usuaLLy achieved by 
moving the four side waLLs of the sampLe container. In the 
SCTA for the sake of simpLicity in construction and testing 
operations two of t, he verticaL faces are fixed to the base 
and the other two are free to movee by which means the tat- 
eraL strains are appLied to the sampLe. 
The maximum verticaL'stress that can be appLied to 
the sampLe is 450 kN/m2which is equivaLent to a 10 kN verti- 
cat Load. This vaLue was seLected as being representative of 
reasonabLy high stress LeveLs in practice and aLso is the 
highest vaLue that couLd be appLied using reasonabLy priced 
and readiLy avaitabte pneumatic systems that wouLd aLLow 
cycLic Loading. Investigation showed that to exceed this 
LeveL for cycLic Loading wouLd entaiL the use of very ex- 
pensive eLectro-magnetic Loading systems. According to Reads 
1933 a verticaL stress of 450 kN/m2shouLd not causeAcrush- 
ing of the particLes. 
appreciable 
In order to study the behaviour of sand under 
working conditions (before faiLure occurs) the sampLes are 
subjected to smaLL vaLues of LateraL strains (Less than 
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0.75110. These strains are appLied to the specimens in in- 
crementaL steps of 0.033%. The uniformity of. the strains 
of the sampLe and the accuracy of the apparatus in appLying 
and measuring stresses and strains are fuLLy discussed and 
expLained in section 2.5. 
2.4 OUTLINE DESCRIPTION OF THE MODIFIED SCTA 
The generaL view of the SCTA after aLL modifica- 
tions is shown in figure 2.2. DeveLopment of a new Loading 
system and modifications of other parts of the SCTA were 
necessary. A cletaited description of the Loading system. - 
measurement devices.. and the data acquisition system is 
given in sections 2.6 and 2.7. 
The main probLems associated with the apparatus 
which had to be considered were: 
a) friction on the faces of the sampLe containere 
b) escape of sand from the containert 
c) stiffness of the containero 
cl) stabiLity of the free waLLs. - 
e) controL of the LateraL movements of the free 
wa LLs. - 
f) the performance of the Loading system. 
ALthough friction between the sand and faces of 
the container is not zero (3.5 degrees maximum it is not 
thought to be Large enough to cause significant shear 
stresses.. and therefore it can be assumed that practicaLLy 
the sampLe is under principaL stress conditions. The escape 
of sand from the corners of the free waLLs was stopped by 
using 30 mm wide narrow pieces of very compressibLe rubber 
strip inside the gaps. 
FIGURE 2.2 The SCTA modified for both monotonic 
and cyclic tests. 
rh 
-7'r 
The next three areas(codeandee) couLd potentiaLLy 
give. rise to significant errors and required modifications 
which are described in section 2.5. The performance of the 
Loading system and the method of controLLing the new Loading 
unit for producing different Loading patterns are given in 
section 2.6.2. 
2.5 ALTERATION OF THE SAMPLE CONTAINER 
Since aLL parts of the originaL SCTA excLuding the 
Loading sýstem were to be used in this investigatione an 
overaLL assessment of the performance of the equipment was 
carried out. The two fixed waLLs of the sampLe container 
were found to be sufficientLy rigid and no measureabLe move- 
ments were observed. However the moveabLe waLLs and Loading 
pLate of the container seemed to suffer unclesirabLe dis- 
pLacements. The amount of error and possibLe distortion of 
resuLts introduced by these movements made modification of 
the container necessary. 
2.5.1 DEFORMATION AND MOVEMENT OF THE FREE SIDE WALLS 
The moveabLe waLLs of the sampLe container have to 
be rigid and capabLe of being fixed in their positions after 
being set to a particuLar constraint condition (e. go con- 
fined. - pLane strain or triaxiaL strain). This is -in order 
to Preserve the uniformity of the specimen and the accuracy 
of the test. During initiat checks the rigidity of these 
waLLs appeared to be Lowp -and so further measurements 
were taken-. DiaL gauges were mounted at the topp middLe and 
bottom of each free waLt ( three in each horizontaL Line) on 
their outer faces which measured the amount of movement at 
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FIGURE 2-3 Typical deformation of the top edge of -the free side walls 
under different vertical stresses. 
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FIGURE 2.4 Strains induced due to deformation of the free side wall 
under maximum vertical stress before modification. 
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each point. The free side walls were set for confined (no- 
Lateral strain) conditions and the container was filled with 
sand. During application of the .- vertical stress in 
steps up to the maximum value. (450 kN/m2) the movements of 
each face were recorded. Typical results for the top Line of 
the wall under different vertical stresses and for aLL nine 
points under maximum vertical stress_ are shown in figures 
2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 
From figure 2.3 it can be seen that under small 
vertical stresses of up to 80 kN/mz nothing significant 
happens but as the Load increases the wall tends to bend 
about its central support and to rotate about the right hand 
edge which is adjacent to the fixed side wall. Under maximum 
vertical stress both bending and rotation of the wall is 
quite clear. Figure 2.4'shows the resulting strains'at the 
nine measurement points and the overall deformation of the 
wall is quite evident. 
Although the values of the strains are smaLLo EL- 
GammeL [223 during his studies found sharp decreases in Lat- 
eraL stresses due to small Lateral strains and that the main 
part of this variation took place before the Lateral strain 
exceeded 0.2%. Therefore the uniformity of the Lateral 
strainsp which is one of the important advantages of this 
kind of true triaxiaL apparatus, can no Longer be claimed. ' 
In order to eliminate these errors it was neces- 
sary to identify their main sources. It is clear from the 
figures that the free walls not only bend about their cen- 
tres but also rotate along their nearest edges to-the fixed 
walls. While the first motion is mainly due to the elastic- 
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ity of the waLL., the second may be attributed to the toLer- 
ance between the bearing and the guide shafto which is con- 
nected rigidLy to the waLLP and aLso to the stiffness of the 
shaft. Therefore additionaL steeL stiffening pLates with the 
same dimensions and 12 mm thick were pinned to the interior 
faces of the free waLts and the bending of the free faces 
was reduced significantLy. The rotation of the free waLLs 
was more difficuLt to cleaL with. As the guide shaft trans- 
mits the totaL force on each waLL to the Load ceLL on the 
one hand it shouLd no t be too tight a fit inside the bearing 
to minimise any friction but on the other handp too much 
toLerance wiLL aLLow side movements of the shaft and accord- 
ingLy movement of the waLL. Therefore the amount of toLer- 
ance between the shaft and fhe support bearing has to be 
made as smaLL as possibLe bearing in mind these restraints. 
For these reasons the Length of the support bear- 
ing was nearLy doubLed (from 39 mm to 6*5 mm) to keep the 
shaft in Line more accurateLy. ALsop the diameter of the 
shaft was increased from 15 mm to 30 mm to support the waLL 
more rigidLy and finaLLy the support bearing was rebuiLt to 
accommodate the new guide shaft with optimum toLerance. 
A series of checking tests simiLar to those per- 
formed initiaLLy were carried out after the modifications. 
As the resuLts showe in figure 2.5.. the deformation of the 
free waLLs was reduced to an acceptabLe LeveL and has no 
significant effect on the uniformity of the LateraL strains. 
2.5.2 DEFORMATION OF THE LOADING PLATE 
The verticaL Load is transmitted to the sampLe via 
a Loading pLate on top*of the specimen. The Loading ptate 
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was originaLLy stiffened with webs and provided with a 
socket at its centre to accommodate a baLL bearing. Before 
modifications of the free side waLLsP under verticaL Load 
the Loading pLate was tiLting towards the corner of the con- 
tainer where the two moveabLe waLLs meet each other. This 
did not occur after the stiffening of the free waLLs. The 
onLy important factor therefore that needed to be controt- 
Led to avoid tiLting was the initiaL position of the Loading 
pLate i. e. great care had to be taken to set it up horizon- 
taLLy. 
The other probLem associated with the Loa'ding 
pLate was bending under high verticaL Load. Four diaL gauges 
were mounted at its four corners and its verticaL movements 
were recorded whiLe the verticaL Load was increased to its 
maximum. It was found that as the verticaL stress increased 
the Loading pLate tended to bend in a non-uniform manner. 
Figure 2.6 gives typicaL resuLts of a test and aLthough a 
Large part of the overaLL movement is due to compressibiLity 
of the sand the bending of the pLate, according to the dif- 
ferentiaL movement of its cornersf is quite cLear under max- 
imum Load. 
The bending of the top pLate was reduced by in- 
creasing its thickness in a simiLar fashion to the modifica- 
tion of the side waLLs. A steeL pLate with the same climen- 
sions and 15 mm in thickness was boLted and pinned firmLy to 
the'Loading pLate which reduced the amount of the bending 
effectiveLy (fig 2.6). DetaiLs of the-modified parts of the 
of the apparatus are shown in figure 2.7. 
2.6 THE NEW LOADING SYSTEM 
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Strains in 
FIGURE 2.5 The lateral strains due to distortion of the free side 
wall under maximum vertical stress after modification. 
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FIGURE 2.6 Variations in the vertical movement of the loading plate 
at its four corners under maximum vertical stress before 
and after modification. 
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As the main objective of this research was to ob- 
tain experimentaL data of monotonic and cycLic stress-strain 
behaviour of sand,, the originaL Loading system of the SCTA 
which was abLe to provide onLy a simpLe Loading pattern had 
to be repLaced by a new one capabLe of appLying both mono- 
tonic and cycLic Loads. 
Different techniques-can be used to provide cycLic 
Loading e. g. mechanicaL., hydrauLic., eLectricaLe pneumatict 
or a combination of these systems. The requirements for a 
versatiLe Loading system capabLe of providing different 
Loading patterns which was aLso easy to construct and oper- 
ate coupLed with the fact that a permanent compressed air 
suppLy existed in the Laboratory suggested the use of a com- 
puter controLLed pneumatic Loading system asmemost suitabLe 
for this research project. This system can be divided into 
the air cyLinder (Loading) and controL sections which are 
expLained beLow. ý 
2.6.1 THE AIR CYLINDER AND SUPPORT FRAME 
The verticaL Load is provided by a very Low fric- 
tion Loss pneumatic cyLinder. In the type seLected a roLLing 
diaphragm inside the. cyLinder is Loaded by compressed air. 
The pressure acting upon the diaphragm is transmitted via a 
shaft. If the pressure is removed the shaft wiLL return due 
to reaction of a return spring inside the chamber. Therefore 
aLtering the pressure of the compressed air wiLL resuLt in 
reciprocaL movements of the shaft providing a cycLic Loading 
capabiLity. 
As the maximum pressure of compressed air in the 
Laboratory is 690 kN/mz(100 psi)f to provide a verticaL Load 
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of 10 kNP equivaLent to maximum verticaL stress of 450 kN/m2 
on the sampLep a cyLinder with an effective area of 145 cm2 
was needed. A spring return air cyLinder with a 155 cm'(24 
sq. inch) effective area manufactured by BeLLofram was used. 
The externaL dimensions of the cyLinder are 200 mm height 
and 150 mm diameter. 
The cyLinder is mounted above the sampLe over the 
centre Line of the container on a steeL frame which consists 
of two soLid steeL rodse 40 mm diameter, acting as coLumns, 
and a box section of 90x5Ox6 mm as the beam which is de- 
signed to carry the maximum force with Low defLections. The 
air cyLinder can be Lowered to touch the Loading pLate by 
moving the beam down aLong the threaded parts of the coL- 
umns.. Since the sand is deposited inside the container by a 
raining technique(see chapter 3) the beam aLso has to be 
moved to the side during this stage. For this reason it is 
sLotted on one side which enabLes the beam to rotate about 
the other side and so be moved from its position above the 
sampLe container. 
. As the originaLbase pLate of the apparatus was 
not Large enough to accommodate the Loading frame a new 
Larger circuLar base pLate of 30 mm thickness was put under 
originaL one and the Loading frame was rigidLy fixed to this 
new pLate. In order to additionaLLy stiffen the coLumns they 
are supported by two adjustabLe braces approximateLy haLf 
way aLong their Length. The air cyLinder and Loading frame 
are shown in figure 2.8. 
2.6.2 THE LOAD CONTROLLING SYSTEM 
The pressure of the compressed air sent to the 
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FIGURE 2.8 A simplified diagram of the air cylinder and loading frame. 
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pneumatic cyLinder is controLLed by an eLectro-pneumatic 
converter and a micro-computer. The converter used in this 
system is a digitaL eLectro-pneumatic 100D modeL. - manufac- 
tured by John -Watson & Smith Ltd. It consists of two main 
parts. The first, part is an eLectronic interface which re- 
ceives the digitaL signaL-(O td 255., for changing theýair 
pressure from 0 to the maximum) from the computer and con- 
verts it to an anaLo gue signaL. The second part is a mechan- 
icaL device which reguLates the pressure of the compressed 
air. This is done by passing the air through a nozzLe a- 
gainst which a controLLing diaphragm suspended in a magnetic 
fieLdr is acting. The space between the nozzLe and diaphragm 
is adjusted 'by aLtering the magnetic fieLd which. is con- 
troLLed by the digitaL input. 
The signaLs for the converter are generated using 
a BBC micro-comptiter. The frequencyp ampLitude and number of 
the cycLes are controLLed by software. The fastest cycLic 
Load with a maximum 450 kN/m2 peak produced by this system 
is 0.1 Hz. In fact cycLes wit'h frequencies greater than 0.1 
Hz. can be produced but their maximum ampLitude is reduced. 
This is due to the time required for the pneumatic cyLinder 
and the mechanicaL part of the converter to respond i. e. it 
is due to the time needed for sufficient fLow of air to oc- 
cur to cause the required pressure and aLso for the air to 
exhaust. A'speciaL computer programme was written by which 
aLmost any shape of Loading diagram can be produced e. g. 
sinusaidate rectanguLare trianguLare etc. Monotonic Loads 
can be appLied to the sampLes using this Loading programme 
or manuaLLy. TypicaL sinusoidaL Loads with the maximum am- 
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pLitude obtained are Mustrated in figure 2.9. A schematic 
diagram of the new Loading system is shown in figure 2.10. 
The performance of the Loading system was examined 
under different patterns of Loads and the stabiLity of the 
appLied Loads over a period of time was checked. The verti- 
caL stresses were appLied to the sampLe in increments of 10 
kN/mz and the Loading was continued up to the maximum LeveL 
of the verticaL stress (450 kN/m2 CycLic Loads with dif- 
ferent shapesp frequencies and ampLitudes were aLso produced 
and examined at this stage. The Loading system was found to 
operate weLL for the ranges of frequencies beLow 0.1 Hz and 
the verticaL Load was stabLe over time. A constant pressure 
Loss of 10 kN/m2(l. 5 psi) in the converter was found which 
of course did not affect the resuLts because the uLtimate 
verticaL Load appLied to the sampLe was measured using a 
Load ceLL directLy connected to the specimen. 
2.7 THE MEASUREMENT DEVICES 
Measurement is one of the most sensitive and crit- 
icaL operations in experimentaL studies and it is here that 
errors are LikeLy to occur. For this reason great care was 
taken in seLecting instrumentation and caLibrating it. In 
the SCTA the normaL stresses and strains on the boundaries 
of the sampLe had to be measured. 
2.7.1 STRAIN MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL DEVICES 
As the sampLes were tested under LateraL strain- 
controLLed conditions the two horizontaL LateraL strains 
were monitored by two diaL gauges fixed at the top of the 
support bearing. To appLy a LateraL strain the handLes of 
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the driven shafts were turned which allowed the side walls 
to move outwards. The amount of total movement of the side 
walls was measured by the dial gauges. These dial gauges 
had a resolution of 0.002 mm which is equivalent to 0.001% 
Lateral strain., 
The vertical strain could not be measured by a 
dial gauge since cyclic Loads-were applied to the sample as 
well as monotonic. Therefore a Linear variable differential 
transducer'(LVDT) was used ( D2/100 model from RDP Electron- 
ics Ltd. r manufactured in the UK). The LVDT was mounted on a 
special platform near the container in contact with the 
Loading plate and was able to measure up to ± 12 mm of ver- 
ticaL movement. It was carefully calibrated using the mi- 
crometer calibration tabLe*in the Laboratory. The resoLu- 
tion of the LVDT was found to be 0.02 mm which allows 
measurement of the vertical strain to 0.01,6.1. Finally a d. c 
power supply (PL-320 modeLpmade by ThurLby Ltd. ) capable of 
supplying a constant and stable voltage was used to Power 
the-LVDT during operation. 
2.7.2 STRESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES 
The totaL forces acting upon the three independent 
faces of the container were measured by three Load ceLts. 
Knowing these forces the principaL stresses can easiLy be 
caLcuLated. The principLes of design and performance of the 
three Load ceLLs were the same the onLy difference being in 
the maximum design Load for the verticaL and horizontaL Load 
ceLLs. As the ratio of LateraL to verticaL stress was not 
expected to exceed 0.5 EEL-Gammete 221 the design Load for 
the LateraL Load ceLLs was 5 kN and that for the verticaL 
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Load ceLL 10 kN. 
Each Load ceLL consists of a hoLLow aLuminium cyL- 
inder with a pair of Loading caps which fit into the ends of 
the cyLincler. The caps are recessed at one end to accommo- 
date baLL bearings and have the same internaL diameter as 
the hoLLow cyLinder at the other end to fix into the cyLin- 
der. The reason for using caps is to avoid damaging the Load 
ceLL body and to distribute the'Load uniformLy over the 
cross-section of the cyLinder. 
The Load ceLLs operate by using eLectricaL resis- 
tance strýin gauges bonded to their bodies. The strain 
gauges form a Wheatstone bridge and as the cyLinder com- 
presses under Load their resistance changes and this changes 
the output voLtage of the bridge which has a constant input 
voLtage. The output voLtages can be reLated to the appLied 
Load by caLibrating the Load ceLL. 
The type of strain gauges used are rosette PC 
5-11P 5 mm Lengthe 120±0.3 Ohm resistance and gauge factor 
2P manufactured by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyuio Co. Ltd. Two rosette 
strain gauges were fitted on opposite sides of the cytinder 
to form the fuLL Wheatstone bridge which compensates for 
temperature fLuctuations. The surface of the cyLinder was 
first degreased and cLeaned with ChLorothene SH soLvent then 
the strain gauges were gLued using ULtra SupergLue. Next 
they were cLamped in position on the ceLLs whiLe the Super- 
gLue cured in the oven at 1200 C for 2 hours. The strain 
gauges were then wired so that they formed a fuLL bridge 
circuit. The ceLL bodies were coated using a speciaL rubber 
compound (SeaLing Compound 2114-5) to protect the strain 
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gauges, 
The Load ceLLs were catibrated using an oedometer 
apparatus., Forces upto the design Loads were appLied to the 
Load ceLLs in increments and the resuLting output voLtages 
were recorded at each step. A number of Loading and unLoad- 
ing cycLes were carried out to eLiminate any hysteresis ef- 
fects and to ensure a Linear response from the Load ceLLs. 
These procedures were repeated after each main series of 
tests in order to check the performance of the Load ceLLs. 
No significant drifting in the output voLtages and changes 
of the caLibration factor were observed. The caLibration 
graphs are Linear and the response was repeatabLe to about 
la, je 0 
Using the caLibration factorp as the resoLution of 
the data Logger unit was : tO. 003 mVP the sensitivities of the 
LateraL Load ceLLs were found to be ±0.45 kN/M2 and that of 
the verticaL Load ceLL ±0.9 kN/m2 These resuLts for the 
measurement of the LateraL stressesp which change approxi- 
mateLy from 0 to 200 kN/m2 Pand for the verticaL stress 
'which ranges from 0 to 450 kN/mz are quite acceptabLe. 
FinaLLy a d. c power suppLy simiLar to that used 
for the LVDT was empLoyed to energise the three Load ceLLs. 
TypicaL circuits and the dimensions of the Load ceLLs with 
end caps are shown in figure 2.11. 
2.7.3 THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The data acquisition system is based on a data 
Logger controLLed by a micro-computer. The output voLtages 
from the Load ceLLs and the LVDT. are sent to the data Log- 
ger unit. They are converted from anaLogue to digitaL forms 
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by the data Logger. The digitaL resuLts are then read by a 
micro-computer and saved on fLoppy disks. The resuLts couLd 
be directLy anaLysed by the micro-computer or transmitted to 
the university's main frame computer. During this investiga- 
tion the second method was used to aLLow the use of other 
pLotting faciLities. 
The data Logger used in this research is a muLti 
f'unctionaL instrument (MFI).. modeL 1010P manufactured by CIL 
ELectronics Ltd. (UK). It has tweLve channeLs and can be ex- 
panded. The MFI is a programmabLe unit which can communi- 
cate with the micro-computer. A speciaL programme was writ- 
ten by which the whoLe data reading procedure; scan 
intervaLso number of channeLs in usep fiLtration of scan 
etc. p couLd easiLy be monitored. The resoLution of the MFI 
is ±0.003 mV and the fastest scan rate is 1 sec. for each 
channeL. 
The micro-computer Linked to the MFI is an Apricot 
modeL F1 made by ACT Ltd. (UK). It has 128K memory and ac- 
normally 
cepts both singLe and doubLe sided fLoppy disks. ALthoughAit 
can be fitted to any eLectronic interface easiLy. (a deLicate 
operation) compLex and Lengthy technicaL support were re- 
;A IM!, case 
quiredAto join the whoLe system together to achieve a satis- 
factory resuLt. A schematic diagram of the data acquisition 
system is shown in figure 2.12. 
2.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The apparatus used in this investigation is a true 
triaxiaL device with fuLLy rigid (Lubricated) boundariese 
originalty deveLoped by EL-GammeL [223 for monotonic stress- 
strain studies of the sand. It has been further deveLoped 
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for both monotonic and cycLic Loading conditions. The per- 
formance of the equipment was carefuLLy checked and some 
probLems were identified. The sources of errors wýere studied 
and the necessary modifications were carried out which im- 
proved the performance of the equipment. 
A pneumatic computer controLLed Loading system was 
constructed which aLLowed monotonic and cycLic Loads to be 
appLied to the specimen. The measurement system was de- 
signed to enabLe automatic Logging of the test resuLts. The 
data were read by a data Logger Linked to a micro-computer 
and saved using fLoppy disks. They were then transferred to 
the university's main frame for anaLysing the tests resuLts. 
The generaL view of the whoLe testing equipment used is 
shown in figure 2.13. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
-------------- 
TEST MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The st ress-strain behaviour of granuLa r materi aLs., 
as mentioned in chapter onep is highLy compLex and affected 
by severaL factors. These factors must be controLLed but 
without Limiting the appLicabiLity of the resutts obtained. 
The sand particLe size distribution is one of the most im- 
portant factors which "needs to be accurateLy reproduced in 
Laboratory studies. Experiments performed on homogeneous 
sampLes of uniformLy graded granuLar materiaLs wiLL heLp to 
cLarify the effect of other factors such as the porosity of 
the sampLe.. confining pressurep stress historyo drainage 
conditionsp etcP on their stress-strain behaviour. The ex- 
periments can then be repeated with the same test conditions 
but using other sized sands in order to study the infLuence 
of particLe size. The uniformity of such sampLes in the 
Laboratory has to be controLLed carefuLLyo otherwise erratic 
resuLts are inevitabLe. 
In this investigation homogeneous sampLes of vari- 
ous sized uniform sands were prepared with different poros- 
ities. The method of preparation was based on the work of 
KoLbuszewski 1503 on uniform sand sampLes in the Laboratory 
which is described Later in section 3.3. 
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3.2 TEST MATERIALS 
Different grades of Leighton Buzzard sand ranging 
from coarse to very fine were used in order to study the 
stress-strain behaviour of sands over the whoLe size range. 
These materiaLsý, are prepared and cLassified from a naturaL 
siLica sand by the David BaLL Company Ltd. in the UK. 
The first group(A) is a very fine sand quite cLose 
to coarse siLt in the soiL cLassification system. The parti- 
cLes of this sand have an angutar shape and are between 
0.024 mm and 0.15 mm in size with an average of 0.085 mm. 
Their specific gravity is 2.67 and the maximum and minimum 
porosities obtained in the Laboratory were 51% (e=1.04) and 
42*, *' (e=0.72) respectiveLy. Group B is a medium sand with 
sub-anguLar particLes of between 0.12 mm and 0.84 mm in 
sizee an average of 0.48 mm and specific gravity of 2.65. 
This materiaL is the same as that which EL-GammeL 1223 used 
in his investigation on the static stress-strain behaviour 
of sand. The maximum and minimum porosities of this sand 
were 44*#e (e=0.78) and 33% (e=0.49) respectiveLy. The third 
group(C) is a coarse sand with the same particLe shape as B 
and between 0.32 mm and 2.0 mm in size. The average particLe 
size is 1.1 mm with a specific gravity of 2.68. The maximum 
and minimum porosities were 45% (e=0.81) and 34'0* (e=0.51) 
respectiveLy. 
The specific gravity of the materiaLs was measured 
in the Laboratory according to the method defined in B. S. 
1377 [1343. The minimum porosity given above is the densest 
condition of the sand produced by the raining technique(this 
is expLained in the next section) and the maximum is the 
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Loosest case produced by pouring into a container using a 
scoop. As the stress-strain response of sand B under mono- 
tonic Loads was studied by EL-GammeL 1223P this materiaL was 
mainLy used for cycLic tests in this investigation. The 
other two groups(A and C) were subjected to monotonic Load- 
ings to compLete the stress-strain data over the compLete 
sand size range. ALL three types of sands tested were in an 
air dried and cLean condition. ParticLe size distributions 
and micrographs of the materiaLs are given in figures 3.1 
and 3.2 respectiveLy. 
3.3 THE SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNIQUE . 
Different techniques can be used to prepare dry 
sand sampLes in the Laboratory e. g. by compactione vibra- 
tion.. raining, etc. What was required in this research was a 
method which wiLL produce a uniform dry sampLe of the de- 
sired porosity. Compaction and vibration couLd not produce a 
sampLe with an acceptabLe degree of uniformity as some pre- 
Liminary tests showed. In these tes-ts each sampLe was pre- 
pared in 5 Layers each 3 cm thick and the porosity of each 
Layer was measured and compared (figure 3.3). Therefore the 
raining technique was used to deposit sand in the sampLe 
container of the SCTA. The generaL principLes of this method 
are based on the fundamentaL work carried out by KoLbuszew- 
ski [503 in 1961. In this , he estabLished a new method for 
preparing sand sampLes for Laboratory testing. 
In this method the sampLe container is fiLLed by 
aLLowing the sand to faLL from a certain height at a certain 
fLow rate. Increasing the height of faLL wiLL Lead to an 
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e=0.76 n=43.2 % 
e=0.69 n=40.8 % 
e=0.58 n=36.7 % 
e=0.64 n=39.0 % 
e---0.51 n=33.7 % 
5th layer 
4th of 
3rd it 
2nd 
lst Is 
Sample of fine sand (A), compacted 
by a1 kg weight (40 blows/layer). 
e=0.56 n=35.8 % 
e=0.52 n=34.2 % 
e=0.60 n=37-5 % 
e=0.58 n=36.7 % 
e=: 0.62- n=38.3 % 
5th layer 
4th 11 
2nd 
lst 
e=0.67 n-40.1 % 
e=0.89 n-47.0 % 
e=0.96 n=48.9 % 
e=0.75 n-42.8 % 
e=: 0.82 n-45.0 % 
Sample of fine sand(A), vibrated 
by a plate vibrator(20 sec. /layer). 
e=0.61 n--37.9 % 
e=0-53 n-34.6 % 
e=0.58 n-36-7 % 
e-0.62 n=38.3 % 
e=0-55 n=35.5 % 
Sample of coarse sand (C), compacted Sample of coarse sand (C), vibra- 
by a1 kg weight (40 blows/layer). ted by a plate vibrator (20 sec. 
per layer). 
FIGLM 3-3 Measurement of the uniformity of the cubic samples of 150 mm 
dimensions prepared in 5 layers of 3 mm, thick by compaction 
and vibration. 
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increase of the density of the sampLer whiLe increasing the 
intensity of the mass fLow rate wiLL resuLt in a decrease of 
the density. ConsequentLy different densities can be ob- 
tained by aLtering the height of faLL and/or rate of fLow as 
appropriate. The uniformity of the sand sampLes prepared in 
this manner for this project were found to be acceptabLe and 
repeatabLe (see section 3.5). 
3.4 THE SAND RAINING DEVICE 
The sand raining apparatus used in this investiga- 
tion follows the principles outlined in section 3.3. and is 
similar to that built and used by EL-GammeL 1223. It con- 
sists of a. hopper., sand tray and a mounting system (figure 
3.4). 
The hopper is a wooden box 240x24Ox3OO mm internaL 
dimensionse open at its upper and Lower ends. It is designed 
to contain sufficient sand to fiLL the sampLe container 
without refiLLing and to hoLd a pLate perforated with circu- 
Lar hoLes at the Lower end. The pLate is made of 20 mm thick 
pLywood with a reguLar square network of hoLes. Different 
perforated pLates were made with 2o 3.. 5 and 8 mm diameter 
hoLes. A shutter pLate of fibergLass 3 mm thick is used un- 
der the perforated pLate to controL the reLease of the sand. 
The shutter pLate has the same pattern of hoLes as the per- 
forated pLater but with a Larger hoLe size. By dispLacing 
the shutter pLate reLative to the perforated pLate fLow 
couLd be controLLed. A diffusion screen made from wire mesh 
is pLaced horizontaLLy in the path of the faLLing sand to 
produce a uniform rain of sand by breaking up the faLting 
coLumns of sand. An aLuminium frame to which a pLastic 
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curtain is attached is fixed to the outer circumference of 
the hopper. The curtain rests on the sand tray fixed to the 
. top of the sampLe container and was used when sampLes of 
sand A were preparede to prevent dust spreading onto other 
parts of the SCTA. 
As the voLume of the 'hopper is greater than the 
voLume of the sampLe containerf to ensure the fiLLing of the 
container in a singLe pour a sand tray is used to coLLect 
the excess sand. This is a 500x5OO mm wooden pLate with side 
waLLs 150 mm high. The tray has a square hoLe in the middLe 
(150x150 mm) which fits around the sampLe container. An in- 
side waLl of sharp edged steeL surrounds the square hoLe to 
prevent sand faLLing back from the tray into the container 
which might affect the sampLe uniformity. The sand tray is 
designed to rest on. top of the sampLe container during fiLL- 
ing. 
The support system of the sand pouring apparatus 
aLLows the hopper to be set at the desired height on the 
verticaL centre Line of the sampLe container. It consists 
of a 200 cm Longo 60 mm diameter steeL tube fixed to a cor- 
ner'of the supporting tabLe of the SCTA. The hopper is con- 
nected to this coLumn by a cantiLever arm. The cantiLever 
arm has an adjustabLe support on the coLumn so that it can 
be moved up and down. The hopper can be fixed at any height 
up to 170 cm above the sampLe container. The sand raining 
apparatus is shown in figure 3.4. 
3.5 CALIBRATION OF THE SAND RAINING DEVICE 
A cubicaL wooden container with the same internaL 
surfaces ( i. e. covered with PTFE and rubber membranes) and 
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the same dimensions as the sampLe -container of the SCTA 
(l50xl5Oxl5O mm)P was used to assess the reLiabiLity and 
repeatabiLity of the sampLe preparation process and aLso to 
caLibrate it for the different sands used in this investiga- 
tion. The sand was deposited in the wooden container and 
the poýosity of the sampLe was determined by measuring the 
mass of the sand inside the container. For each sand type 
different perforated pLates were used and the sampLes were 
prepared aLLowing the sand to faLL into the wooden container 
from different heights. In order to assess the repeatabiL- 
ity of the apparatus each test was carried out three times. 
A few tests were aLso carried out to check the uniformity of 
the sampLe. In these tests the wooden container was fiLLed 
with sand in five Layers. The porosities of the Layers of 
sand were obtained and compared. Less than 0.3%' difference 
in porosity of the Layers was found (figure 3.5). 
The height of faLL of the sand was measured from 
the base of the hopper to the middLe of the container. Ini- 
tiaLLY it was measured from the base of the hopper to the 
top of the sampLe inside the container and an attempt was 
made to keep this constant by Lifting the hopper up whiLe 
the pouring pro cess was in progress. However as this did not 
have a significant effect for the ranges of heights used 
(Less than 0.20UP it was abandoned as being an unnecessary 
compLication in the preparation stage. 
In figure 3.6 the resuLts of the caLibration tests 
on the medium size sand (group B) are shown. Depending on 
the particLes size,, different perforated pLates with aper- 
ture diameters of 3o 5, and 8 mm were used and the height of 
0-, QU 
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5th layer 
4th of 
3rd 
2nd 
lst 
e-0-794 n-44.25 % 
e=0.799 n-44.41 % 
e--o-790 n-44.15 % 
e=0.793 n-44-23 % 
e=0.792 n-44.19 % 
Sample of fine sand (group A) prepared by pouring through the 
hopper (2 mm. aperture) from 30 cm. height. 
5th layer 
4th It 
3rd of 
2nd to 
lst 
e=0.571 n-36-33 % 
e=0.565 n-36.11 % 
e=0.568 n--36-23 % 
e=0.567 n=36.18 % 
e=o . 569 n=36.28 % 
Sample of coarse sand (group C), prepared by Pouring through the 
hopper (8 mm. aperture 
. with mesh) 
from 80 cm. height. 
FIGURE 3-5 Measurement of the uniformity of the cubic samples of 150 mm 
dimensions ( sands A and C) prepared in 5 layers of 3 mm 
thick by the raining technique. 
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pouring was aLtered foe each test. Each test was repeated 
three times and the best curve fitted to the points. 
The caLibration graphs for the coarse sand (group 
C are shown in figure 3.7. Perforated pLates with aper- 
tures of 5 and 8 mm. were used and different heights of pour- 
ing were tried in an attempt to cover a wide range of poros- 
ities.. Each test was repeated three times and the best fit 
curves are drawn on the graphs. 
The sampLes of fine sand (group A) were prepared 
by using b, th a singLe aperture 0 mm outLet diameter fun- 
neL) and the hopper with a perforated pLate with 2 mm diame- 
ter apertures. These were found to be best after trying 
different pLates. Due to its very fine and Light weight 
grains, preparation of this materiaL was not as easy as the 
others. The* particLes soon reach their uLtimate veLocity., 
which is quite Low, and the fLow is uncontroLLabLe unLess. 
great care is taken to provide adequate conditions as turbu- 
Lent fLow of the sand can easiLy occur resuLting in a very 
uneven surface of the sampLe. In addition the fLow is easiLy 
disturbed by air currents in the Laboratory. It was aLso 
LikeLy that the wide dispers'ion of the very fine sand might 
damage the apparatus. SampLes prepared using other methods 
such as compaction and vibration to avoid the probLems de- 
scribed above proved unacceptabLe.. therefore two variations 
of the raining method were used. The first was using a fun- 
neL of 3 mm outLet diameter. In this method the sand was 
poured through the funneL at a certain height whiLe moving 
it around the container to give a LeveL surface. The second 
was using the hopper with a perforated pLate of 2 mm diame- 
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go 
ter. This was the same technique as used for the other types 
of sand. The sampLes were prepared using different heights 
of pouring and again each test was repeated three times. The 
resuLts are pLotted in figure 3.8. To controL the dust pro- 
duced with this sand the pLastic curtain described in sec- 
tion 3.4 was used. 
Using aLL three types of sand.. raining was stopped 
to give a finaL surface just above the top edge of the con- 
tainer. The 'surface of the sampLe was then LeveLLed using a 
very sharp steeL straight edge. The excess grains were 
carefuLLy removed by sLicling the straight edge over the top 
of the container in order to avoid disturbing the upper zone 
of the sand. 
Having caLibrated the sand raining device for the 
different groups of sand, it was possibLe to prepare sampLes 
with the desired porosity by choosing the appropriate height 
of faLL and outLet pLate and the resuLts show that a fairLy 
precise degree of controL is possibLe. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
------------- 
MONOTONIC TESTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to obtain a better understanding of the 
stress-strain characteristics of granuLar soits at smaLL 
deformations before faiLure occurs under monotonic Loading 
conditions, a series of t. ests were performed on both fine 
and coarse Leighton Buzzard sands. The dry cubic specimens 
of 15xl5xl5 cm were prepared ag described in chapter three. 
A Large number of sampLes with different initiaL porosities 
were tested under verticaL stresses of up to 400 WA 
During the tests the verticaL stress was appLied by 
the Loading system in steps up to the maximum desired stress 
LeveL. The verticaL strain and two LateraL stresses were 
reguLarLy measured whiLe the two LateraL strains were con- 
troLLed to give the desired confining conditions. 
The apparatus and particuLarLy the soiL container 
were designed so that the principaL strains couLd be con- 
troLLed. ALthough the shear stresses induced on the faces 
of the specimen were not zerop they were smaLL enough to 
ignore when anaLysing the resuLts (see section 2.3). 
In this chapter onLy the resuLts of the experiments 
are described. Discussion and comments on the data are 
given separateLy in chapter six. 
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4.2 THE GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE 
The generaL experimentaL procedure for monotonic 
Loading is the same as that used by EL-GammeL 1223 during 
his investigation. OnLy a brief outLine is given beLow to 
identify the most important features of the procedure. 
InitiaLLy the soiL container is dismantLed cLeaned 
and any sand particLes removed. It is then assembLed for the 
confined condition. The six interior faces of the container 
are covered with a thin Layer of siLicon grease and a Latex 
rubber membrane is appLied carefuLLy to each greased face. 
The soiL is rained into the container from a height required 
to obtain the desired porosity and the sampLe is prepared 
foLLowing the method described in chapter 3. Next the top 
Loading pLate is put in pLace. Having positioned the verti- 
caL Load ceLL and Loading shaft on the centre of the Loading 
pLate.. the LVDT is mounted on the top of the Loading pLate 
to record the verticaL strain. The LateraL Load ceLLs are 
aLready fixed in pLace. The first increment of verticat Load 
is appLied and the verticaL strain and the LateraL stresses 
are measured. At this point the test can be continued 
either in the confined condition by simpLy appLying the next 
increment of verticaL Loade or in the other test confinement 
conditions under which the sampLe can move LateraLLy to a 
certain degree. Having compLeted the testt the frame is 
removed and the container is emptied and cLeaned for the 
next test. 
As the constraint conditions under which the speci- 
mens are tested have a significant effect on the behaviour 
of the soiLs and as the apparatus is capabLe of appLying a 
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range of conclitionse ninety tests were carried out using 
three different constraint conditions to cover the most com- 
monLy considered situations. In the first series specimens 
were tested under conditions of-no LateraL strain or fuLLY 
confined situations. The second series was of pLane strain 
condition tests F-2ýO. - E3controLLed and finaLLy in the third 
series.. strains were aLLowed in aLL three directionsp i. e. 
triaxiaL strain tests in which F-2 : -C: 3* 
4.3 CONFINED TESTS 
The main objective of this series of tests was to 
study the stress-strain behaviour of different grades of 
sand under no-LateraL strain conditions. Therefore during 
these experiments the two LateraL moveabLe waLLs of the con- 
tainer were fixed.. hence E2ýF-3ý0, 
In each test the verticaL stress was appLied in 
incrementaL steps up to 400 kN/m2 and the vaLues of verticaL 
strain El and LateraL stresses U2 and C13 were measured. for 
each step. 
For the fine sand the sampLes were tested at differ- 
'0 If ent initiaL porosities ranging from 42% (Dr=100"') to 490, 
(Dr=22%*)P whiLe for the coarse sand the range was between 
34*, *' and 45% corresponding to reLative densities of 100"'* and 
O"S respectiveLy. To check the repeatabiLity of the apparatus 
and test procedure each experiment was carried out twice 
under the same condition. The resuLts obtained show the 
tests are quite repeatabLe. In order to assess the behaviour 
of the apparatus after the modifications (chapter three). - 
some confined tests were performed aLso on the same sand 
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(group B) as was used before by EL-GammeL [223. 
The testing programme in confined conditions incLud- 
ing the number of testsf initiaL porosityf reLative densi- 
ties and the type of sand used are summarized in tabLe 4.1. 
4.3.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRESS AND VERTICAL 
STRAIN 
The most common way of representing data in stress- 
strain studies of soiLs is to pLot the reLationship between 
C11 and El which shows the magnitude and rate of change of 
the verticaL deformations of the sampLe as the appLiedcr, 
increases. 
Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show the reLationship between Cr, 
and El In figure 4.1 the curves show the variation of ver- 
ticaL strain versus verticaL stress for sand A for different 
initiaL porosities whiLe in figure 4.2 the same reLation- 
ships for sand C are shown. In order to be abLe to compare 
the resuLts of the two different sizes of sand figure 4.3 
pLots aLL the curves for both sand A and C on one graph. 
The reLationship between(j, and El for many materiaLs 
is Linear. - especiaLLy at Low stress LeveLs but for soiLst as 
can be seen from the figures this does not hoLd. The curves 
begin with Large strains initiaLLy and as the verticaL 
stress increasese the rate of increase of verticaL strain 
becomes smaLLer and the reLationship between stress and 
strain tends towards a straight Line. For denser sampLes 
this tendency is more noticeabLe than for Loose sampLes. 
ALso the amount of initiaL verticaL strain for the coarse 
materiaL is'significantLy smaLLer than for the fine one. The 
maximum verticaL strains under the maximum appLied verticaL 
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stress for the coarse sand are considerabLy smaLLer in com- 
parison with those of the fine sandf and it seems that the 
fine materiaL is more deformabLe and *softer' than the 
coarse one. In figure 4.2 there is a Large gap between the 
curve of the Loosest sampLe (porosity of 45,60) and the rest 
of the curves. This is probabLy because a different method 
of preparation was necessary for this case and the container 
was fiLLed using a scoop. The uniformity of such a sampLe is 
doubtfuL. 
To assess the behaviour of the anoaratus after the 
modificationsf some confined tests on sand B were carried 
out repeating some of those performed by EL-GammeL E223. The 
resuLts of these tests together with those obtained by EL- 
GammeL are shown in figure 4.4. It is cLear that the verti- 
caL strains generaLLy are smaLLer than those reported 
before. ALthough the difference for dense sampLes is smaLLf 
as the porosity increases it becomes noticeabLe (maximum 
increase of 10%). This vaLue-for the fine sand which has 
reLativeLy Large strain couLd have been even greater. The 
reduction in El may be due to the increased support and 
stiffening of the free side waLLs which had undesirabLe 
movements before. 
4.3.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRESS AND LATERAL 
STRESS 
The resuLtant LateraL stresses are pLotted against 
the appLied verticaL stresses in figure 4.5. in fact for 
each increment of, &Cr, there are two LateraL stresses Cr2 and 
CF3 which shouLd be equaL butf due to practicaL Limitations 
such as the impossibiLity, of setting up the two free side 
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waLLs so that the base friction deveLoped over their contact 
areas are exactLy identicaL (and the same clifficuLties appLy 
to the two guide shafts inside the support bearing) etcf 
there is some difference between the two LateraL stresses 
for both confined and triaxiaL tests in which E2 =E3. However 
the difference between Or2 and Cr3 is never more than 2% of 
their average vaLue which is not significant. For this rea- 
son., in figure 4.5f the average vaLue of the LateraL 
stresses is pLotted as: 
Crh ý 
As can be seen in figure 4.5 the reLationship between 
verticaL stress and LateraL stress is nearLy Linear for each 
specimen but as the sand becomes Looser the gradient of the 
Lines decreases and it is a minimum for the Loosest case. 
This generaL pattern is vaLid for both coarse and fine sand.. 
but on the whoLe the sLopes of the Lines for the coarse sand 
are greater than those for the fine sand which means that 
for the same initiaL porosities and verticaL stresso Lower 
LateraL stresses are induced in the coarse sand. Again the 
gap between the Last Line of coarse sand ( porosity 45,. ) and 
the other Lines is due to the use of a different method for 
preparing this sampLe. 
4.3.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COEFFICIENT OF EARTH 
PRESSURE AT REST (Ko) AND THE VERTICAL STRESS 
The ratio of the LateraL stress to verticaL stress in 
confined conditions is caLLed the coefficient of earth pres- 
sure at rest (Ko) and has been the subject of interest and 
study for many. years. The ratio of average vaLues of LateraL 
101 
stress Wh) to verticaL stress is pLotted against vertiýaL 
stress in figures 4.6 to 4.8. 
The curves in figure 4.6 show the reLationship 
between. Ko and Cf, for fine sand whiLe figure 4.7 shows the 
resuLts for coarse sand and the resuLts for both sands are 
iLLustrated in figure 4.8 so that they may be compared eas- 
iLy. 
From the figures it is apparent that the assumption 
that Ko is a constant for soiLso whatever the stress or 
strain conclitionse is not true. It can be seen that Ko 
depends on the stress LeveL and the initiaL porosity of the 
sampLe. For a certain initiaL porosityp as the verticaL 
stress increases the vaLue of Ko decreases and under a con- 
stant LeveL of verticaL stress Ko increases as the porosity 
of the specimen increases. The rate of decrease in Ko due to 
increasing verticaL stress is initiaLLy great but it drops 
at higher stress LeveLs. 
ALthough the generaL trend of variation of Ko for 
both fine and coarse sand is the samer from figure 4.8 it is 
quite cLear that the vaLues of Ko for the coarse sand are 
significantLy smaLLer than those for the fine sand. 
4.3.4 THE EFFECT OF VERTICAL STRESS ON THE CONSTRAINED 
SECANT MODULUS (D) 
When soiLs are studied under confined conditionsf the 
constrained secant moduLus (D) isa parameter characterising 
the behaviour of soiL which is commonLy caLcuLated and used. 
.D 
characterizes the deformabiLity of a soiL and is given by 
the stope of the Line connecting two points of the stress 
strain curve togetherr hence: 
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DA 
cr 1 (4.2) 
AEI 
It is quite obvious that if 
tionship of the soi L is Linearp the 
constant equaL to the sLope of the 
eLasticity). However.. due to the 
sands the secant moduLus wi LL usuaL 
stress increases. 
the stress strain reLa- 
secant moduLus wiLL be a 
Line (i. e. the moduLus of 
non-Linear behaviour of 
Ly change as the verticaL 
In figures 4.9 to 4.11 the variation of constrained 
secant moduLus with verti caL stress for fine and coarse 
sands are shown separateLy and -then together. In these fig- 
ures the vaLues of D are caLcuLated using the differences 
between the point of interest and the origin point on the (1, 
- El curve. 
It can be seen in figure 4.9 that the reLationship 
between D and verticaL stress is approximateLy Linear for 
the Lo ose sampLes of fine sand but as the sampLes get denser 
it ten. ds to become curved concave upwards. This tendency is 
quite cLear for the densest specimen (of 42!; 'porosity). 
In figure 4.10 the variation of D against C11 for 
coarse sand shows a non-Linear reLationship even for Loose 
sampLes. It is apparent from figure 4.11 that the con- 
strained secant moduLus for both fine and coarse sand 
increases with increasing (11 Pbut the rate of increase for 
dense sampLes is greater than Loose sampLes and aLso greater 
for coarse sand than fine sand. 
4.3.5 THE VARIATION OF VOIDS RATIO WITH VERTICAL STRESS 
105 
As the verticaL stress is appLied to the specimen it 
strains verticaLLy and the voLume of voids wiLL decrease, 
The particLes move to a denser packing and the voids ratio 
decreases. 
The variation of the voids ratio of soiLse during 
confined compression testsp with verticaL stress foLLows 
typlicaL patterns in most cases. ThAs type of clatap usuaLLy 
from an oedometer test is commonLy used for settLement caL- 
cuLations for cLays. The great advantage of this type of 
representation of data is that when using semi-Logarithmic 
axes,, the reLationship between voids ratio (e) and the ver- 
ticaL stress for non-prestressed sampLes is usuaLLy Linear. 
The sLope of this Line is caLted the compression index (Cc) 
and is given by: 
C= Ae 4.3) CA (10 g Cri) 
which is the change in voids ratio per Logarithmic cycLe of 
stress. 
In figures 4.12 to 4.14 the variation of voids ratio 
with the Logarithm of the verticaL stress for both fine and 
coarse sand are shown. From the figures it is apparent that 
the curves pLotted are straight Lines and Cc for each type 
of sand is aLmost constant and dependent on the initiaL 
porosity. The other factors infLuencing the compression 
in'dex seem to be the size and shape of the grains. Cc for 
the fine sand is greater than that for the coarse sand. 
4.4 PLANE STRAIN TESTS 
A series. of experiments on both fine and coarse sands 
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were carried out under pLane strain conditions. This condi- 
tion was produced in the SCTA by aLLowing LateraL strain in 
one direction (F-3)0' and keeping F-2 at zero aLL the time in 
the other horizontaL direction. 
4.4.1 TEST PROCEDURE AND OBJECTIVES 
The test procedure for the pLane strain experiments 
is generaLLy the same as described in section 4.2 for con- 
fined tests. The onLy important difference is the way of 
producing pLane strain conditions. After appLying the 
required verticaL stress and measuring E, . Cr24' and Cr3' the 
first increment of LateraL strain is appLied aLong one axis 
by means of the controL handLef whiLe in the other direction 
no LateraL strain is permitted. Therefore the sampLe is 
aLLowed to strain in one horizontaL direction f EV but there 
is no LateraL strain in the other direction (E2: '-O) Having 
done this the resuLting verticaL strain (El and the two 
LateraL stresses were recorded and under the same Cy I the 
LateraL strain was increased and so on to the required uLti- 
mate vaLue of the LateraL strain. The incrementaL step of 
the LateraL movement was 0.05 mm which is equaL to 0.033*, *' 
strain for the 150 mm cubic specimen. 
The main objective of this series of experiments was 
to investigate the stress-strain behaviour of granuLar soiLs 
under pLane strain conditions incLuding: 
a) the effect of LateraL strain on the minor and 
intermediate principaL stresses ( (12 and (13 ) 
b) the effect of the LateraL strain on the verticaL 
strain (Ei ) 
c) the voLume change of the sand in the pLane strain 
110 
condition 
d) the effect of the porosity of the sampLe and the 
LeveL of verticaL stress on the pLane strain behaviour. 
e) the effect of the LateraL strain on the coeffi- 
cient of earth pressure. 
4.4.2 THE TEST PROGRAMME 
Two series of pLane strain tests were carried out in 
this part of the investigation. The first series was on the 
fine sand and incLuded some 25 experiments with dif f erent 
initiaL porosities and different LeveLs of verticaL stress. 
The vaLues of porosity tested were the same as those used 
for the confined tests (i. e. 42*, er 43*, e'e 45*, o,, 47*, o r and 49%) 
and the maximum vaLues of verticaL stress for each new test 
were 75o 150 . 225. - 300., and 375 kN/m 2 
The second series of tests was on the coarse sand and 
incLuded some 10 tests. The resuLts of the tests on this 
type of sand with different initiaL porosities in the con- 
fined conditions had shown that the variations of behaviour 
aresmaLL and it was therefore decided to test onLy the upper 
and Lower Limits of porosity., i. e. the densest and Loosest 
cases achieved in the Laboratoryp equivaLent to 34% 
(Dr=100', g) and 38', @ (Dr=64', *). The LeveLs of appLied verticaL 
stress were the same as for the fine sand. 
The testing programme incLuding the number of experi- 
ments.. LeveLs of verticaL stresso porosity of the specimenso 
reLative densities and the type of sand used are given in 
tabLe 4.2. 
4.4.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 93 A. ND E3 
ill 
type of sand test number 
initial 
porosity 
M 
relative 
density 
M vertical stress (kN/m2) 
21 42 100 
22 43 89 
23 45 67 75 
24 47 44 
25 49 22 
26 42 100 
27 43 89 
28 45 67 150 
29 47 44 
30 49 22 
31 42 100 
32 43 89 
fine(A) 33 45 67 225 
34 47 44 
35 49 22 
36 42 100 
37 43 89 
38 45 67 300 
39 47 44 
40 49 22 
41 42 100 
42- 43 89 
43 45 67 375 
44 47 44 
49 22 
46 34 100 75 
47 38 64 
48 34 100 
49 38 64 150 
coar e(C) 
50 34 100 225 s 
. 
51 38 64 
52 34 100 300 
53 38 64 
A 34 5 100 375 
55 38 64 
TABLE 4.2 Test programme for plans strain experiments- 
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In figures 4.15 to 4.19 the variation of LateraL 
stress W3 is pLotted against LateraL strain. The soLid 
Lines denote the coarse sand response whiLe the dotted Lines 
the fine sand. Each figure shows the resuLts of tests under 
one vaLue of Cyl From the figures it can be seen that aLL 
the curv6s start from the vaLues of LateraL stress equaL to 
no-LateraL strain conditions. As the LateraL strain is 
increased aLL CT3 drop sharpLy and increasing . -E3 
Leads to a 
further decrease in Cr3 As E3 increases the rate of decrease 
of the LateraL stress in most of the sampLes faLLs and after 
some increment of LateraL strai'n Cr3 tends to become con- 
stant. 
At Low LeveLs of Cl, r CT3 becomes constant more 
quickLy than at high vaLues. For exampLer in figure 4.15 
which shows the response of both fine and coarse sand in 
pLane strain tests under CTI =75 kN/M2 . there is LittLe if any 
change in Cr3 after E3=0.3', * for both materiaLs.. whi Le in fig- 
ure 4.19 for which Crl=375 kN/M2, there is stiLL some change 
in C13 even after E3=0.60*0, '. It is aLso evident that for sam- 
ptes with greater porosity., U3 tends to become stabLe more 
rapidLy than for those at Lower porosity. 
ALthough the generaL trend for both sands is simiLarp 
for the coarse sand variations of CY3 seem to be Less depen- 
dent on the initiaL porosity than for fine sand. ALsor for 
coarse sand G3 stabiLizes more cLearLy at around E3=0.40*'* 
after which no significant decrease is discernibLe. 
4.4.4 THE EFFECT OF E3 ON U2 
In the SCTA when a sampLe is initiaLLy confined and 
subjected to a verticaL stresse the two LateraL stresses 
113 
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(minor and intermediate principaL stresses) induced are 
equaL (see section 4.3.2). ALLowing LateraL strain in one 
directione giving the pLane strain conditione wiLL Lead to a 
rapid faLL of the LateraL stress in that directione but in 
the other principaL direction with no-LateraL strain the 
LateraL stress wiLL not drop. Therefore the induced LateraL 
stress in the direction of LateraL strain wiLL be the minor 
principaL stress ((13) and in the other horizontaL direction 
wiLL be the intermediate principaL stress (Cr2)- 
Since the majority of the stress strain investiga- 
tions carried out to date have used variations of the stan- 
clard triaxiaL apparatus in which the LateraL stresses are 
equaL. - there is Limited information avaiLabLe on the roLe of 
the intermediate principaL. stress in soiL behaviour. 
In figures 4.20 to 4.24 the variation of CT2 with F-3 
for different initiaL porosities for both fine and coarse 
sand are shown. It can be seen from the figures that at 
certain vaLues of Cr, . cF2 starts initiaLLy at the same vaLues 
,, 
increases as E3 increases as found in the confined testspCY 
whiLe CT3 decreases as shown in figure 4.19. These increments 
for the fine sand are negLigibLe except for the sampLes 
under maximum Ui but for coarse sand are significant and the 
medium sand response as reported by EC-GammeL [221 is inter- 
mediate. The important point is that without appLying any 
LateraL strain in the direction of the intermediate princi- 
paL stress it starts increasing due to the appLication of 
LateraL strain in the other direction. 
The increase of CT2 seems to be dependent on verticaL 
- stress. It is apparent that at Low LeveLs of Cr, it is smaLL. - 
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but when Cr I reaches its maximum LeveL (375 kN/M2 )fi gure 
4.24o it becomes marked. These variations are quite cLear 
for the coarse sand. It is aLso cliscernibLe that 02 for the 
coarse sand tends to LeveL off as the LateraL strain 
increases and it becomes aLmost constant as U3 becomes con- 
stant. These conditions for sands are usuaLLy caLLed the 
active state which means the interparticLe frictionaL resis- 
tance has been fuLLy mobiLized. 
FinaLLy from the figures it seems thpt the porosity 
of, the sand has no major effect on the response Of CT2- 
4.4.5 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRAIN AND LATERAL 
STRAIN 
In figures. ' 4.25 
at different LeveLs of 
porosities for both fine 
F-1 -F-3 graphs., the voLume 
easiLy be studied. The 
as foLLows: 
to 4.29 the variation of El with E3 
constant Cr, and different initiaL 
and coarse sand are pLotted. Having 
change behaviour of the sampLes can 
voLumetric strain can be caLcuLated 
AV E: 3 - ci: 
3L- E,. Ci 
3 
ci 3 
-=E3 -Ei (4.4) 
where: Av= sampLe voLume change 
V= initiaL voLume of the sampLe 
d= side dimension of the cubicaL sampLes 
and E3 andEl = minor and major principaL strains. 
According to the above equation o in pLane strain 
tests if there is no voLume change the verticaL strain 
shouLd be equaL to the LateraL strain and hence the curves 
shouLd be straight Lines at 45 degrees to the horizontaL. If 
there is some negative voLume changep i. e. 1EIME31 P the 
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experimentaL curve wi LL be above the 45 degrees Line on the 
Ei -E3 pLote In this case the sand compresses and its Ooros- 
ity decreases. For positive voLume changeri. e. IEIME31 the 
experimentaL curve wouLd Lie under the 45 degrees Line on 
the-E, -E3 PLOte The sand in this case is diLating and its 
porosity wi LL increase. In the case in which no change in 
porosity takes pLace i. e. neither contraction nor diLation 
occurso the sand is said to be at its criticaL voids ratio. 
From the figures it can be observed that for the 
coarse sand diLation takes pLace in aLL testse whiLe for the 
fine sand often there is notabLe compression and onLy for 
very dense sampLes (porosities=42"0 and 43, 'O)is there either 
some diLation or no voLume change. 
Refering to the figures some other points can be 
noted: 
a) The verticaL strain increases as the LateraL 
strain increases. The variation is nearLy Linear for f ine 
sa nd.. but for coarse sand there is some non-Linearity ini- 
tiaLLye but after this the reLationship is Linear. 
b) For both coarse and fine sands the increase in 
verticaL strains for Loose sampLes is more than that for the 
dense ones. 
c) As the LeveL of CT, increases the verticaL strains 
for the coarse sand gracluaLLy increase but for the fine sand 
it happens onLy in the d6nse condition. For the sampLes pre- 
pared in Loose conditions (porosities=47"*' and 49%) there is 
either no change or a smaLL decrease on increasing the ver- 
ticaL stress. 
d) In spite of preparing the specimens of both fine 
12-5 
I 
and coarse sands for ranges of initiaL porosities i. e. from 
very Loose to very densep it seems that the generaL state of 
packing of the fine sampLes is Loose in comparison with its 
criticaL voids ratio P whiLe for the coarse sand it is quite 
dense with initiaL porosities beLow criticaL. 
4.4.6 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COEFFICIENT OF LATERAL 
STRESS AND LATERAL STRAIN 
The variations of the ratio of U3/Cfl with the Lat- 
eraL strain for different initiaL porosities and different 
LeveLs of constant verticaL stress for both fine and coarse 
sand are shown in figures 4.30 to 4.34. 
From the figures it is evident that the coefficient 
of LateraL stress for each series of graphs starts from Ko 
vaLuesp but as the first step of LateraL strain is appLied 
it decreases. Increasing the LateraL strain the coefficient 
keeps decreasing but at a decreasing ratep and finaLLy the 
vaLue becomes aLmost constant. The state after which no fur- 
ther significant change takes pLace is caLLed the active 
state and the coefficient of LateraL stress at this stage is 
said to be the coefficient of active earth pressure (Ka). 
It can be seen that Ka depends on the LeveL of the 
verticaL stresso porosity of the sandt and type of the sand. 
The effect of the porosity of the sampLe decreases as the 
LeveL of verticaL stress increases. For Loose sampLes the 
sand reaches its active state at Lower strains than for 
dense'sampLes. 
In figures 4.35 to 4.39 the variation of the ratio ofU2/Cjl 
against F-3 are pLotted. The coefficients of LateraL stress 
C12 / Cyl in this case begin from the same points as 
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mentioned above (i. e. Ko). but they increase with increas- 
ing LateraL strain. The increase for the fine sand is not so 
marked but for coarse sand it is quite discernibLe. The rate 
of increase of the coefficients drops as E3 keeps in'creasing 
and finaLLy they become more or Less stabLe as the sand 
reaches its active state. 
4.5 TRIAXIAL TESTS 
The vast majority of triaxiaL stress-strain experi- 
ments that have been carried out on sand so. far have used 
some kind of standard triaxiaL apparatus in which the con- 
fining pressure on the sampLe is appLied by means of water 
pressure on a cyLindricaL specimen and the verti ca L stress 
is appLied aLong the axis of the sampLe. In the SCTA triax- 
iaL tests are different in that the cubicaL sampLes are sub- 
jected to two independent LateraL strains ( E2 and F-3 ) simuL- 
taneousLy whiLe the specimen is under a constant verticaL 
stress (90. If the appLied LateraL strains are equaL,, F-V-F-3 
P the LateraL stresses shouLd aLso be equaL but usuaLLyP due 
to practicaL difficuLtiesp there are smaLL differences 
between the two LateraL stresses whiche howeverr can be neg- 
Lected in anaLysis (see section 4.3.2). 
The triaxiaL tests carried out on the SCTA in this 
investigation can be assumed to be simiLar to those carried- 
out on the standard triaxiaL apparatus in which the verticaL 
stress on the sampLe (Crt ) is kept constant and the confining 
pressure WO is graduaLLy clecreasede except that the sampLe 
here is in a symmetric rather than, axi-symmetric condition. - 
which is the case in the standard triaxiaL apparatus. 
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4.5.1 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE TESTS 
The reason for performing triaxiaL tests in the SCTA 
was to study the behaviour. of cubic sampLes under different 
LeveLs of verticaL stress and different initiaL porosities 
whiLe they were aLLowed to strain in the three principaL 
directionse the LateraL strains being equaL. - The informa- 
tion obtained in the other monotonic tests covers onLy the 
behaviour of sands subjected to confined and pLane strain 
conditions. The detaiLed objectives of this series*of tests 
are: 
a) To study the effect of the LateraL strains on the 
LateraL stresses. 
b) To study the effect of the LateraL strains on the 
verticaL strain. 
c) To study the voLume changes of the sampLe in this 
condition. 
d) To study the variations of the ratios of the Lat- 
eraL stress to the verticaL stress of the sand. 
e) to compare the resuLts with those obtained in 
pLane strain conditions. 
4.5.2 TEST PROCEDURE AND TEST PROGRAMME 
The test Procedure is simiLar to that of the pLane 
strain tests (section 4.4.1). The onLy difference here is 
the appLication of LateraL strain in two directions instead 
of onLy one. Independent and different LateraL strains can 
be appLied to specimens but in this research project in 
order to compare the resuLts with pLane strain testso the 
LateraL strains were kept equaL ( E2 ýE3 ) and appLied 
133 
simuLtaneous Ly. 
In a simiLar manner to the pLane strain tests the 
cubic sampLes of both fine and coarse sand with different 
initiaL porosities were subjected to different constant Lev- 
eLs of verticaL stress f rom 75 to 375 kN/m 2, For each test 
the LateraL strains were appLied in both directions in steps 
of 0.033% up to 0.60% equaLLy. The LateraL st resses ( CJ2 and 
(Y, 3) a nd the verticaL strain ( El after appLying Cr, at the 
begining of the testsp and after each step of increasing 
LateraL strains were measured and recorded. 
Some 25 tests on the fine sand and 10 tests on the 
boarse sand were carried out in order to cover the required 
range of conditions. The test programme incLuding the test 
numbersp the initiaL porosity of the sampLesp reLative clen- 
sitieso the LeveLs of verticaL stress and finaLLyP the type 
of sand used are given in tabLe 4.3. 
4.5.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LATERAL'STRAINS AND LATERAL 
STRESSES 
The variation of Cr_, and CT3 with LateraL strains for 
different initiaL porosities and different LeveLs of Cr, are 
pLotted in figures 4.40 to 4.44. 
As mentioned in section 4.5 on appLying equaL LateraL 
strains to the sampLes the resuLting LateraL stresses shouLd 
be equaL (CF2ý'03 ).. but during the experiments they exhibited 
some smaLL differences which were (Less than 2% of the aver- 
age) and so the differences have been negLected. To demon- 
strate the differences between CT2 and U3 in each figure both 
have been marked and then the best curve fitting their aver- 
age vaLues is pLotted. It can be seen that the vaLues Of a2 
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type of sand test number 
initial 
Porosity 
M 
relative 
density 
M 
vertical stress 
(kN/M2) 
56 42 100 
57 43 89 
58 45 67 75 
59 47 44 
60 49 22 
61 42 100 
62 43 89 
63 45 67 150 
64 47 44 
65 49 22 
66 42- 100 
67 43 89 
Fine(A) 68 45 67 225 
69 47 44 
70 49 22 
71 42 100 
72 43 89 
1 73 45 67 300 
74 47 44 
75 49 22 
76 42 100 
77 43 89 
78 45 67 375 
79 47 44 
80 49 22 
81 34 100 
82 38 64 75 
83 34 100 
84 38 64 150 
85 34 100 
Coarse(C) 86 38 64 2-25 
87 34 100 300 
88 38 64 
89 34 100 375 
90 38 64. 
TABLE 4-3 Test programme for triaxial strain experiments. 
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and CT3 are cLose. 
From the figures it can be seen that the Laterat 
stresses in each test start f rom the vaLues corresponding to 
the confined condition ande as the LateraL strains are 
appLied in the f iýst stepe they drop rapidLy. On increasing 
the LateraL strains they keep faLLing but with a decreasing 
rate and they eventuaLLy become constant i. e. after this 
point increasing the LateraL strains causes no further sig- 
nificant decrease in (12 or (13 a This trend is the same for 
both fine and coarse sand but% the vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses for the fine sand are.. on the whoLe., much greater 
than those of the coarse sand repeating the pattern seen in 
the other tests (i. e. confined and pLane strain). 
It is evident from the figures that under a particu- 
Lar vaLue, of cil the LateraL stresses tend to become constant 
earLier in Loose sampLes than dense ones. In other words 
under a constant (11 as the porosity of the specimen 
increasese the rate of decrease of the LateraL stresses 
reduces. This reduction is more obvious for fine sand than 
coarse sand. 
At Lower LeveLs of Cr, the LateraL stresses tend to 
become constant at Lower LateraL strains e. ge in figure. 
4.40 which shows the variation of the LateraL stresses under 
Ch= 75 kN/m2.. after 0,35, * LateraL strains there is no marked 
change in (12 or (73 f whiLe in figure 4.44 (UI=375 kN/m2) 
even after appLying 0.60% LateraL strainsp in some casesp 
the LateraL stresses show a tendency to drop and they have 
not LeveLLed out compLetety. 
4.5.4 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRAIN AND LATERAL 
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STRAINS: 
The variation of El with LateraL strains at different 
LeveLs of Orl. - for various initiaL porosities and for both 
fine and coarse sands are shown in figures 4.45 to 4.49. 
From the figures it can be seen that the reLationships 
between El and LateraL strains are nearLy Linear. If some 
smaLL initiaL noný-Linearity of the curves is ignorede the 
reLationships for the rest of the points are quite Linear. 
This is more marked for the coarse sand than for the fine 
sand. 
At a constant LeveL of Cr, as the porosity of the 
sampLe increasesp El increases. For sampLes with the same 
porosityp as the LeveL of 1g, increases El increases as weLL. 
The specimens' voLume change can aLso be easiLy stud- 
ied whi Le the verticaL-LateraL strain reLationships are 
under consideration. If the LateraL strain is denoted by Eh. 
verticaL strain by Elp voLume change by &vP and the dimen- 
sions of the cubic sampLe by do then the voLumetric strain 
can be caLcuLated as beLow: 
AV 24 -d 
3- EI -d3 =2 Eh -EI (4.5) 
d3 
In comparison with the pLane strain data in which the 
voLumetric strain was Eh -E, , here the coefficient of 2 is 
due to the appLication of LateraL strain in two directions. 
The Lines of El ý Eh and El=2Eh are pLotted using a soLid 
Line in each figure in order to determine whether the voLume 
change is positive (diLation) or negative (compression). 
From aLL the figures it is evident that the coarse 
sampLes show positive voLumetric straint which means they 
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are diLating as the LateraL strains are appLied. For the 
fine sampLes negative voLume change (compression) aLways 
occurs except for those sampLes which were prepared in the 
densest state (porosity of 42', g)p in which diLation has taken 
pLace. The amounts of voLumetric strain for coarse sand are 
Located between the two Lines (El: --Eh and El = ZEh )-I but as 
the porosity of the sampLes increases t-he voLumetric strain 
decreases. For fine sand howevere the voLumetric strains 
increase as the porosity increases. 
It can aLso be noted from the figures that the voLu- 
metric strains for the coarse sando and for the fine sand in 
the densest case (porosity=42%)P decrease as cr, increases 
but for the fine sand in aL L other cases it increases on 
increasing (11. 
4.5.5 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RATIO OF LATERAL TO 
VERTICAL STRESS AND LATERAL STRAIN 
The ratios of LateraL to verticaL stress versus Lat- 
eraL strains are pLotted in figures 4.50 to 4.54. Each 
graph is for a series of sampLes with di ff erent initiaL 
porosities at a constant a, and shows both fine and coarse 
data. As mentioned previousLy because of smaLL differences 
between U2 and U3 their average vaLues I Uh--: (CT2+CI3)/23 
have been used for caLcuLating the coef fi ci ent of LateraL 
stress. 
From the figures it can be observed that., for each 
LeveL of CrI. - the coefficients of LateraL stress start from 
t he va Lue equa L to th at of t he conf i ned te st s (Ko) - As the 
LateraL strains are appLied they drop sharpLy and on 
increasing the LateraL strains they keep faLLing but the 
F1 
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rate of change decreases and gracluaLLy they tend to become 
constant. This is when the frictionaL strength of the sand 
has been fuLLy mobiLized and the' sand is said to reach its 
active state and so the ratio of LateraL t0 verticaL 
stresses in this case is caLLed the coefficient of active 
pressure (Ka). The discussion about Ka and comparison 
between the vaLues obtained in pLane strain and triaxiaL 
te sts are given in chapter six. 
According to the figures Ka increases on increasing 
the initiaL porosity of the sampLe. Atso it is apparent that 
the Loose sampLes reach their active states sooner than 
dense ones. This means that at a constant vaLue of GrIp Less 
LateraL movement is required to mobiLize the frictionaL 
strength of the'sand. This fact is more marked for the fine 
sand than for the coarse. The effect of porosity on the 
coefficient of active pressure decreases as the LeveL of 
verticaL stress increases. 
-J-1 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
------------- 
CYCLIC TESTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Stress-strain data obtained from tests using mono- 
tonic Loading is Limited in appLication and in the informa- 
tion it gives on the behaviour of sand under more generaL 
Loading conditions. The eLastic and pLastic properties of 
sand can onLy be examined when unLoading takes pLace after 
initiaL Loading and further cycLic Loading enabLes the 
reLationship between these properties to be studied. 
In recent years a Large number of researchers have 
concentrated on the behaviour of sand under cycLic Loadinge 
but most of them have focused their studies on the strength 
and faiLure of the materiaL under cycLic Loading conditions 
in which Large deformations are invoLved (see section 1.3). 
As a resuLt there is a Lack of knowLedge on the cycLic 
stress-strain behaviour of sand at smaLL deformations before 
reaching fai Lurep a condition which is LikeLy to occur in 
most practicaL cases. 
Therefore a programme of cycLic tests under controL- 
Led strain conditions on one of the test sands has been per- 
formed in an attempt to fiLL this gap and aLso for-compari- 
son with the monotonic tests. In these. experiments.. which 
were performed on dry medium size Leighton Buzzard sand 
(group B)P the stress-strain behaviour of the 150 mm cubic 
'i ho ýý 7 
specimens under cycLic Loading at various frequencieso 
ampLitudes and totaL number of cycLes was studied. Using a 
simi Lar technique to that used for the monotonic test so the 
sampLes were tested under confined o pLane strain and triax- 
iaL strain conditions. ALL the experiments were carried out 
at. two different porosities : the densest and the Loosest 
cases which can be prepared by the raining method (chapter 
D., 
During these experiments the verticaL stress was 
appLied cycLically to the top of the sampLe. The LateraL 
stresses and the verticaL strains induced were measured con- 
tinuousLy and the lateraL strains set to give the required 
test conditions. Due to the change of the principaL stress 
and strain directions during cycLes of Load the three prin- 
cipaL stresses and strains acting upon the faces of the sam- 
pLes in these tests are denoted in this chapter as shown 
beLow: 
Crv and Ev = verticaL stress and strain P 
CTh, and Ehl = LateraL stress and strain in one directionp 
CTh2 and Eh2 = LateraL stress and strain in the other 
di rection. 
5.2 THE TEST PROCEDURE 
The test procedure for the cycLic Loading tests is 
simi Lar to that of the monotonic tests described in section 
4.2. The onLy additionaL detaiL which needs to be expLained 
is the way in which verticaL Load was appLied to the speci- 
men. Af ter compLeting the preparation of the sampLe (see 
section 4.2)p the desired Loading programme incLuding the 
shape . ampLitudep frequency and number of Load cycLes was 
150 
Loaded into the BBC micro computer Linked to the Loading 
system. Hence on running the programme the appropriate 
cycLic Loading was appLied to the specimen. A sinusoiclaL 
wave form was used for the cycLic Load tests. The data 
acquisition system prepared by Loading the appropriate 
programme P reads the forces acting on the sampLe faces and 
the verticaL- dispLacement at specified periods. After the 
Last Loading cycLe the data acquisition and Loading systems 
are stopped and the sampLe container is emptied and cLeaned 
for the next test. During the tests LateraL strains may be 
appLied to the sampLe as detaiLed beLow.. 
The specimens were tested under confined PpLane 
strain and triaxiaL conditions. Each test was initiaLLy 
carried out under confined conditions (no-LateraL strain 
-permitted) unt iLa certain number of cycLes had been 
reached. In the case of pLane strain or triaxiaL tests f ur- 
ther cycLes of Load were then appLied after some smaLL Lat- 
erat strain had been appLied to one side (pLane strain) or 
simuLtaneousLy to two sides (triaxiat tests). This proce- 
clure was continued for the required number of steps of Lat- 
eraL strain. 
5.3 CONFINED TESTS 
The main objective of this series of tests was to 
study the cycLic stress-strain behaviour of sand B when 
Ehl -ý Eh2`0- Therefore during these experiments the two move- 
abLe sides of the sampLe container were fixed so that no 
ýLateraL strains were aLLowed. 
During these experiments the verticaL stress was 
cycLed between its minimum and maximum vaL ues whiLe the two 
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LateraL stresses and the verticaL strain were measured and 
recorded continuousLy by the data acquisition unit. 
In order to study the effect of the frequency of 
Loadingt frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz (i. e. one cycLe per 
10 sec) to 0.0033 Hz (i. e. one cycLe per 300 sec) were used. 
The maximum verticaL stress appLied was aLso varied up to 
its maximum LeveL of 425 kN/mz , ALthough the number of 
cycLes appLied in most tests was about 60P in order to study 
the effect of this parameter some tests were carried out in 
which up to 215 cycLes for the dense and 360 cycLes for the. 
Loose sampLes were appLied. These figures-were chosen in an 
attempt to achieve stabLe conditions of stress and strain in 
the sampLe. 
To assess the reLiabiLity of the apparatus and the 
repeatabiLity of the tests under cycLic Loading conditions 
some of the initiaL experiments were performed t wice. The 
test programme., incLuding the number of experimentse the 
frequency of Loadinge the ampLitude and number of cycLes and 
finaLLy the initiaL porosity of sampLes is summarized in 
tabLe 5.1. 
5.3.1 THE GENERAL BEHAVIOUR OF CONFINED SAMPLES UNDER CYCLIC 
LOADING 
TypicaL resuLts of the confined tests are shown in 
figures 5.1 and 5.2. As can be seen the behaviour of the 
sand under this condition of Loading is as foLLows. 
1- As CTV cycLes between its minimum and maximum vaL- 
ues . the Laterat stresses ( CThl and 42 ) vary between minimum 
and maximum vaLues as weLL. 
2- ALthough the minimum and maximum vaLues of Crv.. as 
152 
test 
number 
Frequency 
(Hz. ) 
Period 
(see. ) 
Amplitude 
(kN/m2) 
No. of 
cycles 
Initial porosity 
M 
1 &2 0.1000 10 212-5 60 33 
3 &4 0.1000 10 212.5 60 41 
5 &6 0-0333 30 212.5 40 33 
7 &8 0-0333 30 212.5 40 41 
9 & 10 o. ol67 60 212.5 60 33 
11 & 12 0.1000 10 112.5 60 33 
13 & 14 0.1000 10 112.5 60 41 
15 & 16 0.0333 30 112.5 40 33 
17 & 18 0.0333 30 112.5 40 41 
19 & 20 0.0167 60 112.5 60 41 
21 0.0167 60 112.5 60 33 
22 o. ol67 60 212.5 60 41 
23 0-0333 300 212.5 
. 
50 33 
24 0-0333 300 212.5 50 41 
25 0.0667 15 212.5 215 33 
2-6 0.0667 15 212.5 36o 41 
27 o. o667 15 62.5 70 33 
28 o. o667 15 62.5 70 41 
29 o. o667 15 112.5 70 33 
30 o. o667 15 112.5 70 41 
31 o. o667 15 162.5 70 33 
32 o. o667 15 162.5 70 41 
33 0.0667 15 50.0 70 33 
34 o. o667 15 50.0 70 41 
35 o. o667 15 100.0 70 33 
36 o. o667 15 100.0 70 41 
37 0.0667 15 150.0 70 33 
38 0.0667 15 150.0 70 41 
39 o. o667 15 100.0 70 33 
4o o. o667 15 100.0 70 41 
41 o. o667 15 50.0 70 33 
42 0.0667 15 50-0 70 41 
43 0.0667 15 50.0 70 33 
44 0.0667 15 50.0 70 41 
I Test programme in confined conditions under cyclic loading. , ABLE 5.1 
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controLLed by the Loading systemp are constanto the minimum 
and maximum vaLues of the LateraL stresses change. 
3- The maximum vaLues of the LateraL stresses 
decrease whiLe their minima increase as the number of cycLes 
increases. 
4- The rates of decrease of the maximum and increase 
of the minimum vaLues decrease and the LateraL stresses tend 
to stabiL. ize after a certain number of Load cycLes (i. e. the 
maxima and minima become constant). 
5- As the sampLes are in symmetric test conditions 
CFhl and Crh2 shouLd be equaL as found before (chapter 4) 
there are some smaLL differences. 
6- As the first cycLe of CFv is appLied to the speci- 
men the verticaL strain increases untiL the peak of the Load 
cycLep but on unLoading it does not return to zero and some 
pLastic strain remains. 
7- For the next cycLe of Uve Ev starts f rom the vaLue 
it had at the end of the previous c*ycLe (i. e. the maximum 
pLastic strain) and then fLuctuates between minimum and max- 
imum vaLues which increase as the number of cycLesincreases. 
8- The rate of increase of the minimum and maximum 
vaLues of the verticaL strain decreases as the cycLic Load- 
ing continues. 
9- The percen. tage of the changes of the minimum and 
maximum vaLues of Ev over a certain number of Load cycLes is 
greater than that Of Crhe 
The generaL behaviour of sand sampLes under confined 
cycLic Loading conditions as described above is the same for 
both Loose and dense sampLes. However the difference between 
156 
the minimum and maximum 
LateraL stresses induced 
for dense sampLes. ALso 
of the LateraL stresses 
induced in the fi rst cyc 
dense sampLes. 
vaLues of the verticaL strain and 
are greater for Loose sampLes than 
in Loose sampLes the maximum vaLues 
and the amount of pLastic strain 
Le of Load are greater than those of 
5.3.2 THE EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON CYCLIC BEHAVI. OUR 
- In order to assess the infLuence of the frequency of 
the cycLic Load on the response of sand samPCes, a series of 
cycLic tests were c arried out on both dense and Loose speci- 
mens in which the test conditions -were the same except for 
the frequency of the Load. The frequency of the cycLic Loads 
used were 0.1 Hz (one cycLe per 10 sec)p 0.033 Hz (one cycLe 
per 30 sec)P 0.016 Hz (one cycLe per 60 sec) and., 0.003 Hz 
(one cycLe per 300 sec). 
The variations of Cfv,, CThl Gh2 and Ev for the clif- 
f erent f requenci es are shown in figures 5.3 to 5.10. In 
these graphs onLy the minimum and maximum points of the 
stýesses and strains are pLotted.. the other points of the 
cycLes are omitted to cLarify the graphs. 
From figures 5.3 to 5.6p which are of test data on 
dense sampLese it can be seen that the resuLts are very sim- 
iLar for the different frequencies appLied. The maximum 
LateraL stresses are initiaLLy marginaLLy above 100 k/m2 and 
then decrease quite graduaLLy to vaLues under 100 kN/mle and 
finaLLy after about 40 cycLes stabiLize. The minimum LateraL 
stresses are initiaLLy nearLy 20 kN/m*z and increase gradu- 
aLLY to about 40 kN/ml after 40 cycLes of Load and stiLL 
seem to be increasing. The maximum vaLues of the verticat 
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strain are approximateLy 0.65010, increase sharpLy during the 
first 25 cycLes, then keep increasing at a sLower rate and 
reach vaLues of about 0.88*10 at 45 and of 0.90*0 at 60 cyc Les. 
However they are sti LL increasing si gnif i cantLy at 45 cycLes 
when the tests ended. The minimum vaLue of the verticaL 
, strain 
is approximateLy 0.35% at the end of the first cycLe 
and then with the same trend as for' the maximum vaLAiesp 
increases to 0.65*14 at the 60th cycLe. 
In figures 5.7 to 5.10 of data from tests on Loose 
sampLes under simiLar conditions to those of the dense sand 
tests, the same generaL trends in variations of the verticaL 
strain and LateraL stresses for aLL different frequencies 
are evident. The onLy significant differences for the Loose 
sampLes are the initiaL vaLues of minima and maxima Of Uhl, 
Uh2 and Ev which are not equaL to those of dense sampLes. 
ALso the distances between the minimum and maximum Points of 
these parameters for Loose sampLes are greater than those 
for dense sampLes. 
From the resuLts of this series of tests it can be 
concLuded that the frequency of cycLic Loading does not have. 
a major effect on the generaL response of dry sand, and that 
variations of LateraL stresses and verticaL strain are inde- 
pendent of the rate of Loading and unLoading within the 
ranges of frequencies tested. For this reason the frequency 
of cycLic *Loading for the rest of the cycLic tests performed 
was fixed at 0.067 Hz (i. e. one cycLe in 15 sec). This rate 
is fast enough to minimize the time of experiments on the 
one hand and to aLLow the data to be scanned at the most 
effective rate by the data acquisition unit on the other 
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hand. 
5.3.3 THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF LOADING CYCLES ON THE 
RESPONSE OF THE SAND 
As mentioned in section 5.3.1 for the confined sam- 
plese under successive cycLes of Load the maximum and mini- 
mum LateraL stresses and verticaL strains appear to tend to 
a constant vaLue. These g. eneraL trends were found after 
appLying approximateLy 60 cycLes of Load to the sampLes. 
However it is not cLear from the data how many cycLes are 
needed to reach a constant vaLuep if indeed a constant vaLue 
is reached.. or what the constant vaLues wiLL be. 
To answer the questions raised abover two additionaL 
series of confined tests on dense (n=33*0) and Loose (n=41%) 
sampLes were carried out in which the number of cycLes was 
increased to 360 for the Loose specimen and to 215 for the 
dense sampLe. Both experiments were performed at a fre- 
quency of 0.067 Hz and an ampLitude of 215 kN/m2. 
The resuLts of these tests are shown in figures 5.11 
and 5.12. In these figures the variations of the minimum and 
maximum vaLues Of (Tv 01 Uhl 0' (Jh2 and Ev are pLotted. 
In fig 5.11P test on a dense sampLe. - the minimum and 
maximum vaLues of LateraL stresses stabiLize after approxi- 
m-ateLy 120 cycLes of Loade whiLe the verticaL strain does 
not become constant even after 215 cycLes. In fig 5.12 the 
resuLts of the test on the Loose sampLe show much more vari- 
ation in Crhl. -Cyh2 and.. Ev than those of the test on the dense 
sampLe. The maximum vaLues of the LateraL stresses stabi- 
Lize after aLmost 200 cycLesp whereas the minimum vaLues 
stiLL keep. increasing up to 360 cycLes., the Limit of the 
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test, aLthough the rate of increase is quite smaLL at this 
stage. For the verticaL strain both the minimum and maximum 
va Lue s keep i nc re asi ng even af te r 360 cyc I es of Load .It can 
be seen cLearLy from the figures that the *rate of increase 
in strain is stiLL considerabLe at the end of the test in 
comparison with the response of the dense sampLe. 
5.3.4 THE EFFECT OF THE AMPLITUDE OF LOADING ON THE BEHAV- 
IOUR OF SAND 
In order to study the effect of the ampLitude of the 
cycLic Load on the behaviour of sand sampLes under confined 
conditionsp a series of tests were carried out on both dense 
and Loose specimens under cycLic Loads at different ampLi- 
tudes. In this series of testsp the verticaL stress was ini- 
tiaLLy increased from zero to the desired maximum vaLue and 
was then cycLed between this maximum and the specified mini- 
mum vaLue up to a specified number of cycLes. 
For each test the ampLitude was constant but was 
varied from test to test. In order to cover a wide range of 
ampLitudesp the verticaL stress was cycLed between 425-325P 
425-225P 425-125P 425-Oe 325-225P 325-125P 325-Or 225-125P 
225-0 and finaLLy 125-0 kN/m2, The frequency for aLL tests 
was 0.067 Hz and aLL sampLes were subjected to 70 cycLes of 
Loadings. 
The resuLts of these experiments are shown in figures 
5.13 to 5.19. In these figures variations Of (Tv, CFhl-' CTh2 
and Ev against the number of cycLes for both Loose and dense 
sampLes are pLotted. From the figures *it can be seen that 
the amount of eLastic strain (i. e. the differences between 
the maximum and minimum vaLues of Ev ) depends on the 
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ampLitude of the Load. When the ampLitude of the cycLe 
increases the eLastic verticaL strain increases as weLL. The 
other factor affecting the eLastic strain is the percentage 
of unLoading in each cycLe. The greater this percentageo the 
Larger the eLastic verticaL strain. From figure 5.13 it is 
cLear that for variations of verticaL stress Less than 25% 
of -the maximum appLied stress.. there is no appreciabLe 
change of eLastic strain on cycLic Loading for both Loose 
and dense sampLes. For a cycLic Load with fuLL unLoading.. 
maximum eLastic verticaL strain takes pLace (figures 5.16 
and 5.19). The same trend for the variation of pLastic 
strain (i. e. the maximum vaLues of Ev) can be seen from the 
figures. The differences here are the th. reshoLd vaLues for 
ampLitude effects. For Loose sampLesp cycLing of the verti- 
caL stresses at Less than 3010 of the maximum appLied stress 
(figure 5.17) does not have any effect on Gh and Ev. - and 
for vaLues greater than this the pLastic strains begin to 
increase. For dense sampLes this Limit is about 60% (figure 
5.18). This means that cycLic Loads with variations of ver- 
ticaL stress Less than 60, *9 of the maximum appLied stress do 
not have any major effect on the pLastic verticaL strain of 
the dense sampLes. GeneraLLyr under fuLL unLoading condi- 
tions the eLastic and pLastic verticaL strains increase on 
increasing the peak Load vaLue (figures 5.16 and 5.19). When 
a comparison is made between two ampLitudes with different 
percentages of unLoadingp this factor shouLd be taken into 
account otherwite the resuLts cannot be justified. E. g. the 
vaLues of eLastic strains (for both dense and Loose sampLes) 
and pLastic strains (for onLy Loose sampLe) in fig 5.16 are 
178 
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greater than those in figure 5.15 in spite of ha, ving smaLLer 
ampLitude. 
ALthough the minimum and maximum vaLues of the Lat- 
eraL stresses directLy depend on the minimum and maximum 
vaLues of the verti caL stress appLied to the sampLes the 
percentage of unLoading is again a key factor on the changes 
of these vaLues over the cycLes of Load. For Loose sampLes 
the cycLic Loadings with unLoading percentage Less than 45% 
do not cause any change in Cfhmin. and Crhmax. (figure 5.14)p 
whereas for dense sampLes this percentage increases to about 
70%. It means that onLy the cycLic Loadings with ampLitude 
greater than these ranges wiLL cause changes in the minimum 
and maximum vaLues of the LateraL stresses. 
5.3.5 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRESS AND VERTICAL 
STRAIN AND NUMBER OF CYCLES 
VerticaL stress versus verticaL strain for both dense 
and Loose sampLes under confined conditions for different 
cycLes of Load are shown in figures 5.20 and 5.21. For Loose 
sampLes the stress-strain curves are pLotted for the lste 
10tho 50the 100tho 150thp 200thr 250the 300thp 350th ande 
360th cycLes and for dense sampLes they are iLLustrated for 
the lstr 5tho 10th., 20the 50thp 100the 150the 200th and 
215th cycLes. The ampLitude (212 kN/m2) and frequency (0.067 
Hz) are the same for aLL experiments. 
From the figures it can be seen that for both dense 
and Loose sampLes eLastic and pLastic strains occur from the 
first cycLe of Load. In the first cycLe the pLastic and 
etastic strains, particuLarLy for dense sampLesp are nearLy 
equaL but as the number of cycLes increases the totaL 
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pLastic strains dominate. The eLastic strains for both den- 
sities are initiaLLy Large but as the cycLing continues they 
become marginaLLy smaLLer and after some cycLes (10 for 
dense and 100 for Loose) they become nearLy constant. How- 
ever the totaL pLastic strain increases on increasing the 
number of cycLes. ALthough the rate of increase in pLastic 
strain graduaLLy decreasest there is no sign of stabiLity 
after 215 cycLes on dense and 360 cycLes on Loose sampLes. 
The hysteresis Loops of the stress-strain curves for the 
earLy Load cycLes are quite Large but they become smaLLer as 
the number of cycLes increases and after a certain number o-f 
cycLes they-become smaLL and negLigibLe. From these resuLts 
it is seen that after a number of Load cycLes the sand wiLL 
behave as a non-Linear eLastic materiaL with nearLy constant 
eLastic properties. 
5.3.6 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL STRESSe LATERAL 
STRESS AND NUMBER OF LOADING CYCLES 
In figures 5.22 and 5.23 the LateraL stress versus 
verticaL stress under cycLic Loading at different numbers of 
cycLes are shown for dense and Loose sampLes respectiveLy. 
As there are smaLL differences between CTh, and CTh2 Itheir 
average vaLues are pLotted on these graphs. The same ampLi- 
tude and frequency of Loading were used for each test. In 
order to show the trend of the resuLts the curves for lst, 
5th, 10th., 15th, 20th, 25th. - 30th. - 40th and 50th cycLes of 
Load are given. 
It can be seen from the figures for both dense and 
L6ose sampLes that the Loading portions of the curves are 
simiLar to those for monotonic Loading and are generaLLy 
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reasonabLy Linear, whiLe the unLoading portions are curves 
which are concave downwards. As a resuLt., from the first 
cycLe of Loado hysteresis Loops deveLop which are initiaLLy 
Large but as the number of cycLes increase they become 
smaLLer. 
For the first cycLe of Loading, on increasing the 
verticat stress the LateraL stress increases untiL peak of 
the Loading. When unLoading commences the Laterat stress 
decreases but at a smaLLer rate than on'Loading. After com- 
pLete unLoading (Clv=O) the LateraL stress does not return to 
zero and some irrecoverabLe stress remains. In the second 
cycLe of Loadingl' the LateraL stress begins to increase 
again/LinearLy from this point and after compLete unLoading. - 
the residuaL LateraL stress is higher than at the end of the 
previous cycLe. Therefore as the cycLing continues the vaL- 
ues of residuaL LateraL stress increase. This means that the 
minimum point of the LateraL stress on the curve (i. e. when 
(Yv=O) increases. The rate of increase of the minimum vaLues 
of the Laterat stress decreases as the Loading continues, so 
that after about 30 cycLes of Load for dense sampLes and 40 
c*YcLes for Loose sampLes no appreciabLe changes are 
observed. 
The vaLues of LateraL stress corresponding to the 
peak points of the Loading cycLes decreases on increasing 
the number of cycLes. In other words the maximum vaLues of 
LateraL stress (i. e. where CFv=425 kN/mZ) decrease as the 
Loading continues. Again the rate of decrease in the maximum 
vaLues of LateraL stress decreases on increasing the number 
of cycLes. After about 20 cycLes the maximum vaLues of Lat- 
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eraL stress in dense sampLe become constant (figure 5.22). 
The figure for the Loose sampLe increases to 30 cycLes (fig- 
ure 5.23). 
From- the above resuLts it is cLear that as the 
cycLing on the sampLes continues the resuLting LateraL 
stress in the Loading portions of each cycLe initiaLLy 
-decreases but finaLLy stabiLizes. It means that the coeffi- 
cient of earth pressure at rest for cycLic Loading reaches a 
new stabLe vaLue proportionaL to the characteristics of the 
Loading and initiaL porosity of the materiaL. 
5.4 PLANE STRAIN TESTS 
There are many practicaL instances in which a sand 
mass is free to move in. one direction and hence the confined 
condition wiLL not be appLicabLe. In these cases the sand is 
said to be in a pLane strain condition and the two LateraL 
stresses induced by Loading the sand wiLL not be equaL. 
In an attempt to study the behaviour of sand under 
cycLic Loading conditions where there is some degree of 
freedom in one directione two series of pLane strain tests 
on Loose and dense sampLes were carried out. 
In these tests the specimens were initiaLLy subjected 
to 36 cycLes of Load under confined conditions ( Ehl ý 42ý0), F 
then another cycLe of Load was appLied and when it reached 
its peak a. smaLL increment of LateraL strain was appLied to 
one side (Ehl),, whiLe the other side was fixed (Eh2: --O). Then 
the verticaL stress was cycLed for another 36 cycLes after 
which the whoLe procedure was repeated for the new increment 
Of Ehl . This was continued up to tweLve increments of 
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LateraL strain. 
The increment of LateraL strain appLied at each step 
was . 067'" equaL to 0.10 mm movement of the side waLL. This 
vaLue was chosen so that neither too Large a sudden change 
nor onLy negLigibLe changes in the LateraL stresses took 
pLace. The 36 Load cycLes appLied in each step was the maxi- 
mum number which couLd be appLied to the sampLe for a singLe 
run of the Loading prjogramme and for which the data obtained 
couLd be recorded by the data acquisition unit without any 
break in the operations. Furthermore it was found that 
changes in the maximum and minimum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses were very smaLL by the end of this number of Load- 
ing cycLes. 
The tests were carried out under the same ampLitude 
(215 kN/M2) and frequency (0.067 Hz) as used previousLy for 
confined tests. A schematic diagram of the test procedure 
is shown in figure 5.24. 
5.4.1 THE GENERAL RESPONSE OF SAND IN PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
UNDER CYCLIC LOADING 
The variations of the maximum and minimum vaLues of 
cr V-1 9 hl - CJh2 and Ev with the number of Loading cycLes for 
dense (n=330,01) and Loose (n=41%j) sampLes are shown in figures 
5.25 and 5.26 respectiveLy. 
The first 36 cycLes of Loading are appLied to the 
sampLe in confined conditions (Ehl: --Eh2=0) and it can be seen 
from the figures that the variations Of CJhl 'Crh2 and, Ev in 
this stage are the same as described earLi*er (section 5.3). 
At the peak point of the 37th cycLe, when the first incre- 
ment of Ehl is appLied, there is a sudden drop in both the 
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FIGURE 5.24 Schematic diagram of the test procedure in the cyclic plane 
strain experiments. 
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maximum and minimum vaLues of Uhl and a sudden increase in 
both the maximum and minimum vaLues of Ev. But the variation 
of the LateraL stress in the direction of no-LateraL strain 
Wh2) is somewhat different. The minimum vaLues of CFh2 drop 
suddenLy'by a reLativeLy smaLL amount whereas its maximum 
vaLues show some increase at this stage. 
As the cycLing continues.. for the first few cycLes 
the maximum and minimum vaLues Of (Thl buiLd up sharpLy and 
then keep increasing at a sLower rate. Their variations 
become very smaLL towards the end of the second series of 
cycLes. For 19h2 I the maximum vaLues drop whiLe the minimum 
vaLues inc-rease as the cycLing goes on. The variations of 
the maximum and minimum vaLues of this LateraL stress are 
reLativeLy smaLL and they tend to stabiLize sooner than the 
other LateraL stress. The maximum and minimum vaLues of bothCrhl 
and(Jh2 tend to become approximatety equaL when they reach 
the end of the second series of Load cycLes. 
After the peak point of the second series of 37 
cycLesp where the second increment of LateraL strain is 
appLied. - the same trend of variation in the LateraL stresses 
takes pLace. The important point is that besides the typi- 
caL variations of the maximum and minimum vaLues of LateraL 
stresses in each step.. the generaL trend of their variation 
over aLL tweLve steps of test shows that the maximum vaLues 
of LateraL stresses, particuLarLy for CJh1 graduaLLy 
decrease. But'the minimum vaLues of LateraL stresses in the 
Loose sampLe are nearLy constantp whereas for the dense sam- 
pLe this is onLy true for (Th2 For(Jhj an overaLL decrease 
is evident. 
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As far as the' verticaL strain is concerned, it is 
cLear from the figures that in both Loose and dense samPLes, 
there are sudden and smaLL increases at the time of appLica- 
tion of the LateraL strain. After that the verticaL strain 
keeps increasing untiL the next step of the LateraL strain. 
The pLastic st rain buiLds up continuousLy and there is no 
sign of stabiLity over any of the tweLve increments of Lat- 
eraL strain appLication. However the eLastic strain shows 
onLy a very smaLL decrease during the tests and can be 
assumed to be constant. 
5.5 TRIAXIAL TESTS 
In order to study the cycLic response of sand sampLes 
when the particLes have some degree of freedom to move in 
both horizontaL directionse triaxiaL tests on dense (n=33*, *) 
and Loose (n=4VO) sand sampLes were carried out. In both 
tests the same ampLitude (215 kN/m2) and frequency (0.067 
Hz) were used as the pLane strain tests. 
The procedure for these tests is simiLar to that 
described for pLane strain testse the onLy difference being 
the appLication of the LateraL strains. In these tests 
instead of appLying LateraL strain in onLy one direction 
Ehl *0 and Eh2 =0 it was appLied to both directions equatLy 
and simuLtaneous Ly (Ehl =Eh2 460) a Therefore the sampLes were 
under symmetric conditions which shouLd resuLt in equaL Lat- 
erat stresses. 
The LateraL strain increments in each stepf the num- 
ber of'cycLes of Load appLied after each increment of Lat- 
eraL strain and the number of steps for these tests were 
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exactLy the same as for the pLane strain experiments. This 
aL Lows a compa ri son of the test reguLts obtained under dif- 
ferent constraint conditions. 
5.5.1 THE GENERAL RESPONSE OF SAND IN TRIAXIAL CONDITIONS 
UNDER CYCLIC LOADING 
The maximum and minimum va Lues Of Uv -1 Clhl I Crh2 and Ev 
versus the number of cycLes for both dense and Loose sampLes 
are shown in figures 5.27 and 5,. 28. 
It can be seen from the figures that the vaLues of 
Crhl and Uh2 are very simi Lar. The maximum and minimum va Lues 
of the LateraL stresses for the first 36 cycLes of Load are 
the same as those obtained in the confined tests. At the 
peak of the 37th cycLe, on the appLication of the first 
increment of the LateraL strains, a sudden drop in both the 
maximum and minimum vaLues of LateraL stresses occurs. As 
t he cycLing continues the LateraL stresses recover reta- 
tiveLy sharpLy over the first few cycLes and then keep 
increasing at a much sLower rate. At the end of the second 
series of 36 cycLes of Load their variations become very 
smaLL but there is an appreciabLe drop in the maximum and 
minimum vaLues Of Clhl and (Th2 for dense sampLes, in compari- 
son to the first series of Loading. In the Loose sampLes 
this totaL drop occurs onLy for the maximum vaLues of the 
LateraL stresses. 
After the second increment of LateraL strain there is 
again a sudden drop in both the maximum and minimum vaLues 
of the LateraL stresses foLLowed by a partiaL recovery. The 
same trend as described for the first increment is seen. 
Therefore, for dense sampLes, as the steps of test continue 
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both Crh minimum and maximum decrease aLthough over a singLe 
step-the maximum and minimum vaLues of the LateraL stresses 
increase. This can be seen onLy in the maximum vaLues for 
Loose sampLes. The minimum vaLues of the LateraL stresses 
for the Loose sampLe seem tý reach the same vaLue at the end 
-of each step of the test. 
The maximum and minimum vaLues-of the verticaL strain 
(figures 5.27 and 5.28) show a continuous increase in pLas- 
tic strain which is very marked for the Loose sampLes. There 
is a sudden increase in both the maximum and minimum vaLues 
of the verticaL strain on appLication of the increments of 
LateraL strain. The eLastic strain does not show a signifi- 
cant change during experiments. As a resuLt it can be 
assumed to be constant over aLL the 12 steps of each test. 
However the pLastic strain jumps in vaLue at the begining of 
each step and then keeps increasing at a nearLy constant 
rate without showing any sign of stabiLity. 
5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The stress-strain behaviour of dry sand sampLes under 
cYcLic Loading conditions is significantLy different from 
that found under monotonic Loading. The eLastic and pLastic 
properties of the sand can be investigated more easiLy under 
this condition. ALthough the eLastic strain of sand under 
cycLic Loading was found to be nearLy constant P the pLastic 
strain kept increasing as the number of Load cycLes 
increased. Up to a maximum of 360 cycLes of Load on Loose 
sampLes and 215 on dense no signs of stabiLitY were observed 
in the pLastic strain. Both eLastic and pLastic strains 
increase as the porosity of the sand increases. 
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During the appLication of the cycLic verticaL stressr 
the LateraL stresses in both horizontaL directions cycLe 
between some minimum and maximum vaLues. WhiLe the maximum 
vaLues of the LateraL stresses decrease on increasing the 
number of Load cycLes, thei r minimum vaLues increase. The 
rate of decrease, in the maximum vaLues and increase in the 
minimum vaLues decreases as the- cycLing continues and the 
LateraL stresses ffnaLLy cycLe between constant vaLues. 
The frequency of the cycLic Loads seems to have no 
significant effect on the stress-strain behaviour of the dry 
sand sampLes within the ranges tested (from 0.1 to 0.003 
Hz)o whereas the ampLitude of the Loads has a marked infLu- 
ence on the response of the dry sand. The key factor 
affecting the LateraL stresses and'Ev apart from the LeveL 
of the verticaL stresse was found to be the percentage of 
unLoading in each cycLe. The cycLic Loads with fuLL unLoad- 
ing cycLes have the maximum effect on the sampLes and as 
avmin increases the effect of the cycLic Loading decreases. 
In a simiLar way to that found for monotonic Loading 
the constraint conditions of the sampLe have a great effect 
on the behaviour of the sand sampLe under cycLic Loading. 
In pLane strain conditions the LateraL stress in the direc- 
tion of the appLied LateraL strain suddenLy dropse but as 
the cycLing continues, it recovers part of its Loss reLa- 
tiv6Ly quickLy in the first few cycLes. Then it keeps 
increasing at a smaLLer rate and after severaL more cycLes 
becomes nearLy constant. The maximum vaLues of the LateraL 
stress in the other direction increases at the time of 
appLying the LateraL strain. On increasing the number of 
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cycLes... it sharpLy decreases over the first few cycLes and 
then keeps decreasing ata smaLLer rate untiL it becomes 
constant. In triaxiaL conditions both LateraL stresses 
change in a simiLar manner. The generaL trend is the same as 
the LateraL stress chang6s in the direction of the appLied 
LateraL strain in the pLane strain tests. ALthough the eLas- 
tic verticaL strains induced are equaL in both pLane strain 
and triaxiaL test conditions the totaL verticaL pLastic 
strains produced in triaxiaL conditions are greater than 
those in pLane strain tests. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
------------ 
DISCUSSION OF THE MONOTONIC TEST RESULTS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The verticaL strain caused by the appLication of a 
Load under confined conditions is indicated by the subscript 
o the additionaL verticaL strains due to the appLication 
of pLane or triaxiaL LateraL dispLacements of the sampLe box 
by the subscripts p and t. The totaL strain in the pLane 
strain and triaxiaL tests is given by El = Elo + Elp or El 
Elo + Elt respectiveLy depending on the test procedures. 
SimiLar subscripts are used to differentiate the 
voLumetric strains LateraL stresses and the coefficients 
of LateraL to verticaL stress induced under different con- 
straint conditions. 
6.2 CONFINED TESTS 
The data obtained from the confined tests are in fact 
the principaL stresses and strains at the boundaries of a 
cubic sampLe under Ko conditions. In these tests the verti- 
caL stress was appLied to the sampLe in incrementaL steps 
whiLe the sides of the sampLe container were fixed so that 
no LateraL st. rains occurred F-2 = E3 7- 0)- The verticaL 
strain and LateraL stresses induced were measured at the 
boundaries. 
Using the resuLts of this series of te; ts the funda- 
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mentaL properties of the materiaL under fuLLy confined con- 
ditions can be studied. For exampLe the moduLus of eLastic- 
ity and Poisson's ratio of the sand can be caLcutated assum- 
ing the concepts of eLasticity are vaLid. The coefficients 
of earth pressure at rest (Ko) can be compared with those 
found by other investigators and the effects of particLe 
size and porosity of the sand on its behaviour may be ass- 
esseJ. 
6.2.1 VERTICAL STRAIN IN Ko CONDITIONS 
As described earLier (chapter 4o figure 4.3) when the 
verticaL stress appLied to the sampLe is increased the 
verticaL strain increases by reLativeLy Large amounts during 
the first steps of Loading but the rate of change becomes 
smaLLer over further steps. This behaviour may be attributed 
to the degree of freedom of the grains to move into a denser 
packing under. a verticaL stress. InitiaLLy the particLes can 
move reLativeLy easiLy but as the Loading continues the new 
packing of the grains does not have the same degree of free- 
dom as before and proportionaLLy higher stresses are 
required to cause equaL movement. 
The initiaL porosity of the sampLe is a major factor 
determining the degree of freedom of the particLes and it 
has a Large infLuence on the stress strain behaviour of the 
sand. From figure 4.3 it is quite evident that on increasing 
the init-iaA porosity of the sampLe the rate of change of the 
verticaL strain increases significantLy. 
The totaL verticaL strains induced in the fine sam- 
pLes are considerabLy Larger than those measured for the 
coarse sand. From figure 4.3 it can be seen that under 400 
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kN/m2 verticaL stress P the fine sampLe with a reLative den- 
sity of 67,. ' has a verticaL strain of 2.5, * whiLe for the same 
conditions the coarse sand has onLy 0.6% verticaL strainp 
Less than a quarter of the fine sand vaLue. The stress 
strain curves for the coarse sand are aLso steeper than 
those of the fine sand. 
To assess the effect of the particLe size on the 
stress strain behaviour of granuLar soiLs the compLete 
series of 191-El curves for the three types of sands (AB 
and C) are shown in figure 6.1. It is cLear that the medium 
sand (B) curves fit weLL into the gap between the fine (A) 
and coarse (C) sands curves. ALthough the'generaL trend of 
stress strain behaviour for aLL three sands is the same 
the st rains-of the fine sand are much greater than those of 
the medium and coarse sands. This "may be due to the cumuLa- 
tive effects of both particLe size and shape of this type of 
sand. These resuLts are in good agreement with those 
obtained by KoLbuszewski and Frederick [1351. In an experi- 
mentaL study of the significance of particLe size and shape 
on the mechanicaL behaviour of sands P they found that the 
more anguLar the sand the higher the minimum porosity. They 
aLso noted that the minimum porosity of the sand increases 
on decreasing the size of particLes. In case of sand A which 
has fine anguLar particLes the state of packing P in even 
the densest case is stiLL Loose in comparison to those of 
sands B and C. Therefore the re'suLting verticaL strains 
under the same LeveLs of verticaL stress are reLatively 
Large. 
The variation of verticaL strain with initiat poros- 
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ity of the sampLes and the changes in the porosity' due to 
400 kN/m'v'erticaL stress are shown in figure 6.2. It can be 
seen that El increases aLmost LinearLy on increasing nt but 
the effect of the initiaL porosity. on El in the fine sand is 
more significant than ip the coarse sand. 
6.2.2 THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY (E) AND POISSON'S RATIO (V) 
UNDER Ko CONDITIONS 
In a per fect eLastic and isotropic materiaL whose 
properties are independent of the direction of Loadingo the 
stress strain cha racteristics can be identified by two con- 
stant parameterse nameLy the moduLus of eLasticity (E) and 
Poisson's ratio (V) or the buLk and shear moduLi (K and G 
). The stress strain reLationships for such a materiaL are: 
El= -! -I Cyl-V(C'2 +Cr3 (6.1) E 
E2 = -1- 
1 C12 -V 
(Cr 1+ 03 (6.2) 
E 
E3 = -1-- 1 Cý3 -V (CT1 + 172 (6.3) E 
In this research project as mentioned earLier (sec- 
tion 3.5) the specimens tested were uniform and homogeneous 
as far as practicabLe. ALthough sand does not dispLay eLas- 
tic behaviour in generaL t at smaLL strains and for increas- 
ing Loading the theory of eLasticity may be appLicabLe. The 
moduLus of eLasticity and Poisson's r. atio can eas. iLY be caL- 
cuLated under confined conditions where F-2 ý F-3 =0 and a 2= 
Cr3 =(Th : 
crh Ko 
(6 . 
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The variations of E and with verticaL stress are 
pLotted, in figures 6.3 and 6.4. WhiLe the Poisson's ratios 
for aLL three sands are nearLy constant (a smaLL-decrease on 
increasi ng CT, and nE) 01 the moduLi of eLasticity show sig- 
nificant increases as a resuLt of increasing the verticaL 
stress. They aLso increase as the initiaL porosity of the 
sampLes decreases. It can-be concLuded that as the sand 
becomes finer its Poisson*s ratio increases but the moduLus 
of eLasticity decreases. 
6.2.3 THE COEFFICIENT OF EARTH PRESSURE AT REST (Ko) 
The variations of Ko for both fine and coarse sands 
with initiaL porosity and verticaL stress are shown in fig- 
ure 4.7 and described in chapter 4. The changes of Ko can be 
reLated to the degree of freedom of the grains to move and 
the shearing resistance between them. For a certain LeveL of 
the verticaL Load if the friction between particLes is Low 
and the grains can move to a denser packing easiLy more hor- 
izontaL pressure is induced. Therefore Ko wiLL be higher. 
From figure 4.7 it is quite obvious that P with increasing 
initiaL porosity o Ko increases. ALso when the appLied ver- 
ticaL Load increasese which resuLts in more interLocking of 
the grains Ko decreases. As was discussed earLier sec- 
tion'6.2.1 the stiffer and more stabLe structure of the 
coarse sand means that Ko for thi*s materiaL is considerabLY 
smaLLer than that for the fine sand. 
The resuLts of the confined tests carried out by 
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EL-GammeL [221 on group B sand Lie in the gap between the 
resuLts of the tests on fine and coarse sands. In figure 6.5 
the variation of Ko with verticaL stress for the three types 
of Leighton Buzzard sands at different initiaL porosities is 
pLotted. It is quite cLear that Ko for the densest case of 
each group of sand is nearLy equaL to the Loosest case of 
the next coarser sand. ALthough the generaL trend of Ko var- 
iations for the three sands is simiLar as the grains 
become coarser Ko decreases remarkabLy which impLies that 
the frictionaL forces between particLes increase and a more 
stabLe and stiffer structure is formed. The higher rate of 
decrease of Ko for sand A compared to the other two sands 
may be reLated'to t'he anguLar shape of its grains in con- 
trast with the more rounded particLes of sands B and C. As 
discussed in section 6.2.1 e the anguLarity may cause a gen- 
eraLLy Looser state'of packing and this might resuLt in a 
higher rate of decrease in. the porosity of the sampLe and 
hence in the LateraL stresses. Therefore.. under the same 
increment of the verticaL stress Ko for this sand can be 
higher than those for the coarser sands. 
A comparison between vaLues of Ko obtained from con- 
fined tests on the SCTA and t*hose found or suggested by 
other investigators is made in tabLe 6.1. Since vaLues of Ko 
obtained from the SCTA change with the verticaL stresse the 
minimum and maximum vaLues for each porosity are given in 
the tabLe. From this tabLe it can be seen that for sand A 
the weLL known equation introduced by Jaky [1423 underesti- 
mates (Ko)min (obtained from the SCTA) whereas the Seidek 
equation overestimates the. m. Using the De Wet equation 
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gives (Ko)min in the dense condition but as the sampLe 
becomes Loose the vaLues approximate to (Ko)max. For sand B 
(Ko)min is given if the equation suggested by Hendron 11383 
is used. The resuLts of tests carried out by Youd and Cra- 
. ven 1363 on medium Ottawa sand and aLso the vaLues caLcu- 
Lated from the equation introduced by Jaky (1944) 
(Ko*=l-Sino) are in reLativeLy good agreement with the maxi- 
mum vaLues of Ko obtained by the SCTA on sand B. For sand C 
onLy the minimum vaLues of Ko from the SCTA are cLose to 
those caLcuLated from the Hendron equation. 
On the whoLe the previous works are more reaListic in 
predicting Ko for the medium size sand rather than finer or 
coarser sands. The differences in Ko from different experi- 
mentaL works may be due to the use of different types of 
sands and different testing apparatus e. g. shear box P stan- 
dard triaxiaL., etc. o in which the testing conditions are not 
identicaL. However the differences between Ko obtained from 
the SCTA and the empiricaL or theoreticaL works can be 
attributed to the simpLe expressions offered by most 
researchers introducing Ko as a function of the angLe of 
internaL friction. 
6.3 PLANE STRAIN TESTS 
The sampLes tested in the SCTA under pLane strain 
conditions were in fact subjected to two sequentiaL Load- 
ings. In the first step the verticaL stress is appLied 
incrementaLLy up to the desired maximum LeveL whiLe the sam- 
pLe is under confined conditions. Then the sampLe is aLLowed 
to move in one LateraL direction whiLe the maximum verticaL 
stress is appLied. This point shouLd be noted when the 
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resuLts of this series of tests are discussed. 
6.3.1 VERTICAL STRAIN IN PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
Variations of Elp with E3 are shown on figures 4.25 
to 4.29 and these were described, in chapter 4. -At the ini- 
tiaL porosity of the sampLes increases Elp increases 'as 
weLL. This-behaviour may be reLated to the degree of freedom 
of the particLes to move into a new packing. Under the same 
verticaý stress when the sampLe is sheared the grains of a 
Loose sampLe can sLide more easiLy than those of a dense 
sampLe because they are not so weLL interLocked. This argu- 
ment is appLicabLe for both fine and coarse sands. In the 
case of the fine sand in which the sampLes are reLativeLy 
Loose compared to the coarse and medium sands the resutting 
Elp is much greater than that for the other sands under sim- 
iLar conditions. 
To compare the deformationaL behaviour of sand with 
different particLe sizes under pLane strain conditions the 
vaLues of Elo and Elp for the Loosest and densest cases of 
sands A and C and aLso the totaL verticaL strain ( Elo + Elp ) 
of the three types of sands at a LateraL strain of Ej=0.57*, * 
against verticaL stress are pLotted in figure 6.6. This Lat- 
eraL strain is the maximum vaLue appLied to the sampAes and 
causes the main part of the mass to achieve the active 
state. From the f igure it is cLear that not onLy the generaL 
trend of the variation of (Elo+Elp f-or the three sands is 
the same but the vaLues of the totaL verticaL strain of the 
sand B fit between the resuLts of other two sands. It can 
aLso be concLuded that as the particLes become finer the 
effect of the porosity of the'mass on the deformationaL 
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behaviour of the sand increases. The difference between the 
totaL VerticaL strain of the densest and Loosest sampLes for 
CT1=375 kN/m2 and at F-3=0.57% for the sand C is about 0.15% 
whiLe for the sand B is 0.40% and for the sand C it 
increases sharpLy to about 3.3', em 
6.3.2 VOLUME CHANGES OF SAND IN PLANE STRAIN 
The votumetric strains in pLa'ne strain tests carried 
out on the SCTA are defined by: 
(AVI V)0 E10 due to the compression of the sampLe 
under Ko conditions initiaLLy ande 
(6V/V) p=E3-EIp due to the straining of the sampLe 
whiLe it is subjected to a constant verticaL stress. 
If (A'4/Y)p is positive the sampLe diLates and if it is 
negative the sampLe compresses during appLication of the 
LateraL strain. The change of (&Y/V)p with E3 under Cl =375 
kN/M2iS shown, in figure 6.7(a). It can be seen from the fig- 
ure that (&V/V)p increases aLmost LinearLy with increasing E3 
for sands A and C. ALthough the voLumetric strain for the 
sand*C is aLways positive . for the sand A onLy the densest 
sampLe (n! = 42%) has a positive voLumetric. strain. For the 
other cases (AV/\, Op is negative. The response is reLated to 
the state of packing of the specimens. When a dense sampL. e , 
in whýich. there is a high degree of interLocking between the 
grains . is subjected to a shear stress any sLiding which 
occurs between the particLes wiLL resuLt in diLation of the 
sampLe and hence the positive voLumetric strain. DeveLop- 
merit of shear stresses inside the Loose sampLes wiLL cause 
the grains to move into a denser packing and the voLume of 
the sampLes to decreasep and as a resuLt the voLumetric 
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strain wiLL be negative. According to this argument onLy the 
sampLe of sand A with an initiaL porosity of 420*0 (the den- 
sest case ) is dense enough to cliLate when shear stresses 
deveLop due to appLication of the LateraL strain. This 
interpýetation is in good agreement with that proposed ear- 
Her for the resuLts of the confined tests (section 6.1.1) 
in which it was concLuded that in spite of preparing the 
fine sampLes over a range of initiaL porosities from very 
dense to the very Loose their overaLL state of packing 
compared to sands B and C is Loose. The voLumetric strains 
. obtained in a simiLar series of pLane strain tests on sand B 
carried out by EL-GammeL [223 were reported to be positive. 
In figure 6.7(b) the variation of (4&V/V)p with (Tj for 
sands A and C are shown. It can be seen that when Cr, 
increases (, &V/V)p decreases graduaLLy. This reduction may be 
due to th*e effect of the intermediate principaL stress (CF2). 
During straining" of the sampLes CF2 increases somewhat on 
increasingCr, (this is discussed in section 6.3.3). This 
may restrain the particLes and decrease the voLume change of 
the sampLe. Otherwise as the totaL decrease in (&V1V)p is 
not significant (Less than 0.0004 strain) it might be due to 
errors. occuring in the measurement of the verticaL strain. 
In figure 6.7(c) variations of (&V/V)p wi th initiaL 
porosity of the sampLes for sands A and C at F-3"2 0.57% under 
minimum ( 75 kN/mz) and maximum ( 375 Wm2) (11 are shown. 
It is ctear that as the initiaL porosity increases diLa- 
tion of the sampLes decreases and compression increases. 
SampLes of sand C which are reLativeLy dense, dispLay 
smaLL decreases in (, &V/V)p and stiLL diLate. SampLes of sand 
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A which are generaLLy reLativeLy Loosef in the densest con- 
ditions (n,, =42% and 43% exhibit di Lation which does not 
occur on increasing the initiaL porosity. 
Changes in the porosity of the sampLes due to voLume 
changes of the sands whiLe compressing at Ko conditions no 
) and to the additionaL voLume change when F-3 is appLied np 
) are caLcuLated and given in tabLe 6.2. From this tabLe and 
figure 6.7(c) it can be seen that the criticaL porosity of 
the sand is not constant. It depends on the LeveL of the 
verticaL stress as weLL as the type of t he sand. For the 
sand A which reached this state dur ing pLane strain testsf 
under Gri = 75 kN/m*z ncv=44.13*, * whiLe under Crl= 375 kN/m4it 
decreases to nc: v=42.04"'I. Changes in the porosity of the sam- 
pLes subjected to Crl= 375 kN/m2at F-3= 0.57% for both sands A 
and C are shown in figure 6.8. 
6.3.3 LATERAL STRESSES IN PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
Variations of 0*2 and Cý3 with E3 for sands A and C are 
shown in figures 4.15 t-o 4.24. According to the data both CT2" 
and Cr3 initi, aLLy start from the same vaLue as that found in 
the confined tests. When E3 is appLied 03 drops sharpLy and 
on increasing E3 it keeps faLLing but at a sLower rate untiL 
it reaches an approximateLy constant vaLue. Under the ini- 
tiaL appLication of CT1 under Ko conditions the sand is com- 
pre, ssed. When the f. irst increment of E3 is appLied the par- 
ticLes start moving towards the free side. The shear 
stresses produced by the friction between particLes are 
mobiLized in the opposite direction to E3- As a resutt 0`3 
acting upon the free face of the sampLe decreases. This 
reduction in G3 continues untiL the frictionaL forces are 
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Change in the initial porosity due to application of incremental 
vertical stress UP to 375 kN/m2- on the sample under Ko condition. 
Change in the porosity due to straining the sample in one of the 
lateral directions up to 0.. 57 %, while 373 kN/M2 vertical stress 
is applied. 
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FIGURE 6.8 Changes in the porosity of the samples during Plans strain 
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fuLLy mobiLized after which further decreases in F- 3 do not 
have a significant effect on CT3 and it becomes nearLy con- 
stant. 
The amount of LateraL strain which i. s required to 
mobiLize the active state of the sand varies with the ini- 
tiaL porosity of the sampLe LeveL of the verticaL stress 
and type of the sand. There are conkicting . views about the 
exact vaLue of this strain e probabLy due to different test- 
ing conditions . but according to many investigators it does 
not exceed, 1"0. Different vaLues of the required LateraL 
strain to deveLop the active state of cohesionLess soiLs 
oýtainecl from the SCTA and other researchers are given in 
the foLLowing tabLe. In this tabLe the vaLues of straiWs 
introduced by Kirk 11371 and Terzaghi [1413 are those caLcu- 
Lated from the ratio of the movement of a retaining waLL to 
the height of the waLL; 
LateraL strains Vll) 
sources from SCTA by Kirk Lambe & Whitman Terzaghi 
fine Loose 0.35 0.50 0.50 0.13 
sand dense 0.57 0.33 0.50 0.87 
medium Loose >0.33 0.33 0.50 0.13 
sand dense >0.33 0.33 0.50 0.87 
coarse Loose 0.57 0.50 0.50 0.13 
sand dense >0.57 0.33 0.50 0.87 
TABLE 6.3 LateraL strains required to mobiLize the 
active state. 
The principaL intermediate stress (J2 was found to 
increase marginaLLy for fine sampLes and considerabLy for 
coarse sampLes whiLe the LateraL strain in the other, direc- 
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tion (63) was. increased. The rate of this increase decreases 
with increasing E3 and when (13 becomes constant Cr2 aLso 
becomes constant. This behaviour may be due to the effect of 
the movements of the particLes in the direction of ý, 3 on the 
other direction (F-2). As 63 is appLied , the grains which 
are s*tressed and interLocked start moving towards 
i*he free 
face. When a particLe tries to move in the E direction r 3. 
due to interLocking with others there is inevitabLy some 
effect in the other direction. However as the sampte in 
this direction is confined E2 ý0) this resuLts in an 
increase in the LateraL stress acting upon this face prob- 
abLy due to the new distribution of stresses inside the 
mass. 
In figure 6.9 the average LateraL stresses before 
LateraL straining of the sampLe Ne. CFh CF2 + (13 )/23 and 
aLso Cr2 and Cr3 af ter LateraL straining to E3ý0.57:; for both 
sands A and C are pLotted against Crls It can be seen that 
the vaLues Of (12 and C73 increase approximateLy LinearLy with 
increasing the verticaL stress. ' ALso they increase as the 
porosity of the sampLe increases. The effect of the initiaL 
porosity of the sampLe on Cr3 for sand A is more significant 
than for sand, C ee. g. comparison of the vaLues of Cý3 under 
(11=375 kNIW (figure 6.9 a and b for the densest and Loo- 
sest cases shows an increase of about 50*09 for the sand A 
compared to about 28% for the sand C. In order to differen- 
tiate betwee n the effect of the initiaL compression of the 
sampLe under Ko conditions ýn the LateraL stresses from that 
of the LateraL straining the sampLe in figure 6.10 varia- 
tion of (12. -CTh and CTh -Cr3 w'lth (11 are 'shown. It is cLear from 
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the figure that the increa'se in (12 and decrease in C13 
increase on increasing the verticaL stress. AppLying 'a 
greater (fl. to the sampLe increases interLocking of the 
grains. When the sampLe is strained in'one LateraL direction 
the frictionaL forces increase faster in the sampLe sub- 
jected to a. greater Cil than that subjected to smaLLercrl. As 
the frictionaL forces act to decrease Cr3 the sampLe which is 
subjected to the greater Crl shows a greater decrease in (13a 
The same argument can be appLied to the effect of the poros- 
ity on CF3 in which the denser the sampLe. - the more decrease 
takes pLace in Cr3 - The increase in CT2 is higher-in the sam- 
pLes having a higher degree of interLocking than for those 
in a Loose condition as*the effect of particLe movements in 
the F-3 direction on the other direction diminishes since 
particLes become freer to move independentLy in a Looser 
packing. 
6.3.4 COEFFICIENT OF EARTH PRESSURE IN PLANE STRAIN 
CONDITIONS 
The reLationship between E3 and ratios of 03 /0`1 and 
Cf2/(Yl are shown in figures 4.30 to 4.39. When (11 is appLied 
to the sampLe under confined conditions before straining the 
sampLe the ratio Of a3 /Cyl and Cr2 / (Jj are equa L and repre- 
sent the coefficient of earth pressure at rest (Ko). 
When the sampLes are strained in one direction (E3) 
whiLe cl, is appLied the ratio Of CF3 lUl decreases to a 
nearLy constant vaLue at which point the whoLe shear 
strength of the sand is mobiLized. The ratio at this stage 
is caLLed the coefficient of active earth pressure and is 
denoted by Ka. The ratio Of 02 /01 increases above the 
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originaL vaLue (Ko) by a reLativeLy smaLL amount for sand A 
(max. 6.5%) and by a quite remarkabLe amount for sand C 
(max. 45*, $'). The increase for sand B was reported to be 
10.30'a maximum EEL-GammeL. - 223. The ratio Of C12 ICJ tends to 
become constant when no further decrease occurs in the other 
ratio. 
Since the*verticaL stress is constant during the 
straining of the sampLes , variations Of C12 /cT, and Cr3 /Cr, are 
onLy due to changes in C12 and Cr3 and simiLar arguments to 
those proposed to expLain the changes of LateraL stresses 
can be appLied to the variations of these ratios. However 
because of the importance and frequent use of the coeffi- 
cient of active earth pressure in practice vaLues of Ka 
obtained for the three types of sands under pLane strain 
condit'ions are caLcuLated and compared briefLy. Further com- 
Parisons between Ka-vaL(jes obtained in pLane strain and tri- 
axiaL tests and aLso by the other investigators are given in 
section 6.4.5.1. 
In figure 6.11 variation of Ka and Ko for sands A PB 
and C at different initiaL porosities under (11=375 kN/m 2 are 
shown. As the initiaL porosity of the sampLes increases both 
Ka and Ko for three sands increase approximateLy LinearLy. 
But the rate of increase is Lower if the sand is coarser. In 
sands A and B, the rate of increase in Ka is more than that 
in Ko whiLe sand C shows the same ý, ate'for both Ko and Ka. 
The average vaLues of Ka are 0.294 0.163 and 0.09 for 
sands A tB and C respectiveLy. 
In figure 6.12 the variation of Ka with 151 for the 
densest and Loosest cases of the three sands is shown. It 
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can be seen that as Cj, incýeases Ka for aLL sands increasýes. 
But the rate of increase decreases as the sand becomes 
finer. ALthough the vaLues of Ka for sand B over the ranges 
of CFj tested fit weLL between the resuLts of sands A and Ce 
the trend of the curves are different from the other sands 
. -aLthough there is not sufficient data reported by EL-GammeL 
to enabLe fine concLusions to be drawn. 
6.4 TRIAXIAL TEST DATA AND COMPARISON WITH PLANE STRAIN 
BEHAVIOUR 
In the triaxiaL tests carried out on the SCTA the 
sampLe is initiaLLy subjected to a verticaL stress under Ko 
conditions and is then aLLowed to strain in the two LateraL 
directions equaLLy. Therefore the sampLe shouLd behave simi- 
LarLy in the two LateraL directionsi, where E2 =E3, =Eh and 
theoreticaLLyCr2 ýCr3ýCrhe 
6.4.1 VERTICAL STRAIN UNDER TRIAXIAL CONDITIONS 
Curves of Elt against Eh for different initiaL poros- 
ities under different teveLs of Cll for both sands A and C 
are shown in figures 4.45 to 4.49. The greater Elt for fine 
sampLes compared to that for coarse sampLes under the same 
conditions of O'l and Eh may be expLained by their states of 
packing which are Loose compared to the coarse sand in spite 
of-the same reLative density. Increasing Elt with increasing 
the initiaL porosity of ihe sampLes can be simiLarLy 
expLained, 
In figures 6.13 and 6.14 the effects of the initiaL 
porosity of the sampLes on Eit are shown. In these figures 
Elt under Ui=375 kN/M2 at. LateraL strains needed to devetop 
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the active state of the sands are pLotted against nt. it 
can be seen that Elt increases aLmost CinearLy on increasing 
the initiaL porosity for aLL three sands. - but the rate of 
increase decreases as the sand becomes coarser. This trend 
is quite cLear in figure 6.14 which shows the variation of 
the totaL verticaL strain ( Elo + Elt )with initiaL poros- 
ity. At the same verticaL stress the effeci of the initiaL 
porosity of the sampLe on E10 + Eit becomes greater as the 
sand becomes finer. 
The ef f ec t of CY1 on Elt and on Elo+ Elt is shown in 
figures 6.15 and 6.16 respectiveLy. From these figures P 
which show the changes in v6rticaL strains in the Loosest 
and densest conditions it is evident that Elt increases 
aLmost LinearLy on increasing the verticaL stress. As Cl 
increases the sand is more compressed and the* degree of 
interLocking is increased. When the LateraCstrains are 
appLied the sampLes which are subjected to the greater Cli 
tend to shear more than those which are subjected to smaLLer 
C11- As a resuLt Elt buiLds up as Cl, increases. The totaL 
increase of Itit for Loose sampLes is more than that for 
dense sampLes (the ratio is about 1.5 for sand C and 1.7 for 
sand A). ALthough the trend of variation of Elt for sand B 
is the same as that of A and Cr its vaLuesp which are taken 
from EL-GammeLs, work do not fit weLL between vaLues of 
sands A and B. This may be due to using a different maximum 
LateraL strain of 0.33'09 at which point sand B seems has not 
yet attained its active state. 
6.4.1.1 COMPARISON OF TRIAXIAL AND PLANE STRAIN VERTICAL 
STRAIN 
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Elp and Ejo+ Elp against initiaL porosities and ver- 
ticaL stresses are pLotted for aLL three sands together with 
Elt and E10' + Elt in -f igures 6.13 to 6.16. Under simiLar 
c. onditions of verticat stress and LateraL strain it can be 
se e'n that Eit and Eip show the same trend with initiaL 
poro sity but Elt is aLways greater than Elp. The ratio of 
Elt/Eip is aLmost constant and equaLs 2.25 for the three 
sands. 
ALso from figure 6.15 and 6.16 it is evident that Elp 
and Elt under the same conditions of initiaL porosity and 
LateraL strain foLLow simiLar patternsp but in the case of 
triaxiaL tests the resuLting verticaL strain. ( Elt ) is again 
greater than that in the pLane strain tests. The ratio of 
Elt/Elp is aLmost constant and nearLy equaL to 2.25 for aLL 
three sands. 
ALthough it was expected that a greater verticaL 
strain wouLd occur in the triaxiaL tests than in pLane 
strain tests P the ratio of Elt/Elp shows something more. It 
was initiaLLy expected that ELI t induced in the triaxiaL 
tests wouLd be about twice that induced in the pLane strain 
tests'under the same test conditions since in the triaxiaL 
tests the sampLes are strained in two LateraL directions 
rather than one. However during the experiments Elt was 
found t6 be about 2.25x Elp. The reason may be the effect of 
the intermediate principaL stress which restrains the sam- 
pLes in the direction of no-LateraL strain and reduces the 
verticaL strain. Therefore the sand under pLane strain-con- 
ditions wouLd show a higher strength than'that under*triax- 
iaL conditions. This argument can be appLied to the compari- 
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son 0f the angLes of inte'rnaL f ri, cti on obtained f rom 
standard triaxiaL and different pLane strain -tests made by 
Lee 11401 who concLuded that under drained conditions the 
pLane strain angLe of internaL friction exceeds the vaLue 
obtained from triaxiaL tests by about 6 to 8 degrees. 
6.4.2 THE VOLUME CHANGE BEHAVIOUR OF SAND UNDER TRIAXIAL 
CONDITIONS 
AS mentioned earLier (section 4.5.4) the voLumetric 
strain of the sampLes in the triaxiaL tests is given by: 
(&V/V)t = 2F-h -F-lt (6.6) 
where Ch 'ý F-2 = F-3 represents the appLied LateraL stýain. 
If the verticaL strain caused by the LateraL strain- 
Of 
inglthe sampLe is equaL to the sum of the LateraL strains 
appLied in two directions i. e. El t, = E2+C3 =2 F-h 
(Av/v)t=O and on the Elt- Eh pLot the Line of Eit=2 Eh repre- 
sents this condition. For sampLes with Elt( 2 F-h there is 
positive voLumetric strain or diLation and for those with 
Eit> 2 Eh there wouLd be negative voLume change or compres- 
sion. From figures 4.45 to 4.48 it can be seen that sand C 
aLways diLates whiLe sand A undergoes compression except for 
the densest sampLe (nt=42, ', ) where a smaLL amount of diLation 
occurs. As discussed previousLy for the ptane strain tests 
this behaviour may be reLated to the state of packing of the 
sampLes. 
In figure 6.17 the variations of (, &V/y)t with LateraL 
strain for the three sands are pLotted. It can be seen that 
as the initiaL porosity of the samýLes decreases the diLa- 
tion caused by the LateraL straining of the sampLes of sands 
4 
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B and C and the compression of the sampLes of sand Ae 
increase. Between the porosities of 42, % and 43*9 ýor sand A 
there is a criticaL state at which neither diLation nor com- 
pression happens(i. e. zero voLume change). 
In fi gure s 6.18 and 6.19 (, &V/v)t and (AV/v)t + (AVIV) 0 
against verticaL stress for the densest and Loosest cases of 
three sands are pLotted. For the sands B and C (AV/ V)t 
decreases graduaLLy as (11 increasese' but for. sand A the 
decrease happens onLy in the densest case. The totaL voLu- 
metric strain of the sampLesp (, &V/, V)t + (, &V/V)o., are nearLy 
aLL negative except for the sand C. This is due to consider- 
abLe compression which happens as a resuLt of the appLica- 
tion of CTI in Ko-conditions before straining the sampLes. In 
the case of sand C especiaLLy when it is dense the diLa- 
tion that occurs when LateraL strain is appLied dominates 
the verticaL strain. 
The variations of (Av/v)t with initiaL porosity of the 
sampLes for the three sands are shown in figure 6.20(b). 
From the figure it can be seen that as the initiaL porosity 
of the sampLe increases (AV/v)t decreases, Within the ranges 
of porosities achieveabLe in the Laboratory o sands B and C 
aLways diLatep but sand A initiaLLy diLates (at nL=42%) and 
as the initiaL porosity increases the diLation decreases. At 
some vaLue of the initiaL porosity UWV)t becomes zero after 
which compression begins. The amount of compression 
increases on further increasing the initiaL porosity. 
The vaLues of porosity of the sampLes after initiaL 
compression (no) and aLso after straining them to 0.57" (nt) 
at different Cyl up to 375 kN /M2 for sands A and C are shown 
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Change in -the initial porosity due to application of incremental 
, iertical stress up to 375 kN/m2 on the sample under confined 
conditions. 
t 
--Change in the porosity due td straining the sample in-both lateral 
directions up to 0.57 %, while CF1 - 375 kN/m2 is applied. 
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in tabLe 6.4. From this tabLe th6 criticaL porosity of sand 
A under (11 =75 kN/m2 is ncv =42.57% . whiLe under Cfl=375 kN/m *2 
it decreases to about ncv=41.66*, *. The changes in the initiaL 
porosity of the sampLes under CJ1=375 kN/M2. and F-hcO. 57% for 
sands A and C are pLotted in figure 6.21. The diLation of 
sand C and compression of sand A (except for nj =42***) are 
quite. ctear from this figure. 
6.4.2.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN PLANE STRAIN AND TRIAXIAL 
VOLUMETRIC STRAINS 
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show. the variation of (AV/V)p 
and (Av/v)o + (AV10p together with (AV/v)t and (&v/v)o + (&V/V)t 
for the three sands in the densest and Loosest st. ates 
respectiveLy. It can be seen that the voLumetric strains for 
aLL three sands under simiLar testing conditions in triaxiaL 
tests are greater than those in pLane strain tests. The 
ratiosof I (Av/v)t/(Av/v)p for sands B and C are nearLy con- 
stant. They are very cLose and no significant differences 
between the densest and. Loosest cases are noted. The ratio 
for sand C changes from 1.7 to 1.8 and for sand B varies 
between 1.65 to 1.78. For sand A there is a significant 
difference between the. ratio of (, &V/V)t /(6-4/v)p for the den- 
sest and Loosest cases. The ratio for the densest case 
changes from 1.33 to 1.43 P whiLe for the Loosest case it 
starts from 2.15 (under CT1=75 kN/m2) and increases to 4.5 
(under crl=375 kN/m2). The Larger voLume change of this sa6d 
in triaxiaL conditions compared with thatin pLane strain 
conditions may be attributed to the very Loose packing of 
this type of sand as weLL as the different shape of its par- 
ticLes. 
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Comparison between the resuLts of the triaxiaL and 
pLane strain tests can be aLso made from the figures 6.20(a) 
and (b) in which the voLumetric strains of three sands are 
pLotted against the initiaL porosity of the sampLes. Compar- 
ing graphs a and b it can be seen that the vaLues of (, &V/V) 
in triaxiaL tests for sands B and C are greater (at Least 
50*00') than those obtained in pLane strain tests. ' For sand A 
this difference starts from 301; (in theý densest case) and 
increa-ses to 450%. The vaLues of the criticaL porosities 
which have--aLready been shown to be a function of the verti- 
caL stress (see section 6.3.1) seem to depend aLso on the 
constraint conditions as weLL. It can be seen from the fig- 
ures that the criticaL porosities of sand A obtained from 
pLane strain tests are greater than those obtained from tri- 
axiaL -tests. The differences between these vaLues under 
CFj =7 5 kN/m2 is about 41so whereas under Cr, =375 kN/m 2it 
decreases to about 1**, 
6.4.3 THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY (E) AND POISSON'S RATIO N) 
UNDER TRIAXIAL AND PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
The moduLus of eLasticity and Poisson*s ratio for 
caLcuLati*ng the eLastic deformations of granuLar soiLs 
ar. e stiLL used in many engineering projects. It is known 
that these parameters for a reaL soiL are not constants and 
they change as the stress-strain condition of the mass 
changes and the Lack of a simpLe and reaListic method to 
find these parameters is evident. Since most soiL projects 
invoLve pLane strain or triaxiaL conditions P e. g. retaining 
waLLsP earth dams, Large embankmentse etcf it seems to be 
i'mportant to caLcuLate these parameters from triaxiaL and 
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pLane strain tests and compare them with those obtained in 
confined conditions. 
In figures 6.22 and 6.23 the vaLues of 'Q and E 
obtained from pLane. strain and triaxiaL tests are pLotted 
against verticaL stress for the test sands. From figure 6.22 
it can be seen that the Poisson's ratio of the sands in tri- 
axiaL conditions is greater than that in pLane strain condi- 
tions. Comparing this figure with figure 6.3 it is evident 
that the Poisson's ratio of the sands obtained from confined 
tests is even smaLLer than that obtained from pLane strain 
tests. Howevere Ahe moduLus of eLasticity of the sands 
changes in the opposite way to that of From figures 6.23 
and 6.24 it is cLear that the vaLues of E obtained-from con- 
fined tests are greater than those obtained from pLane 
strain tests and the pLane strain vaLues of E are greater 
than the t-riaxiaL vaLues. 
To compare the vaLues of E obtained from different 
constraint conditions with the constrained secant moduLus 
(D=AUi/AE0 and aLso with those caLcuLated using the foLLow- 
ing equation suggested by Duncan and Chang [23 for the con- 
ventionaL triaxiaL testso, tabLe 6.5 was compiLed. 
-2 
Et- Rf(l -Sin y)(Crl-CF3 
) Cý3 (6.7) k Rý 2 UjSin Y 
stants which shouLd be found experimentaLLy. 
This equation is based on the hyperboLic stress 
strain reLationship of soiLs and is used in many finite eLe- 
where Pa is the atmospheric pressure and Rf, k and n are con- 
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2 
Sand A Sand B Sand C 
elastic modulus (MN/m ) 
loose dense loose dense loose dense 
Secant modulus 2.40 12-30 11-30 22-50 1 
23-80 28.60 
Confined test 1- 50 9-50 10.00 18.50 21.50 26.00 
75 
2) (kjj 
Plane strain 1.25 5-25 5.63 10-25 10-25 12.00 
/M 
Triaxial 0.75 4.25 4.10 7.50 7.10 8.20 
Duncan & Chang 0.54 3-11 2.93 1 
4.67 4.98 5-18 
Secant modulus 4.11_ 18.41 ig. 4o 34-75 I 
33.45 41-25 
Confined test 2.75 14#20 17.12 30-13 31-50 38.60 
01- 150 
2 
Plane strain 2.75 9.10 10-15 15.25 
i 16.20 17-75 
- ) (kN/m 
Triaxial test 1.75 7.25 9.17 12.82 12-50 13.88 
Duncan & Chang 1-09 5.89 7.45 10-17 9.21 10.12 
Secant modulus 5.73 22. 25-84 44-35 42.30 51-15 
Confined test 4.1o 18-15 22.50 4o. 17 39.52 48.10 
CrI = 225 
2 
Plane strain 3.63 11-75 14-13 21.20 22-17 24-31 
) (kN/m 
Triaxial test 2.88 10.11 12.10 17.25 17-75 19-50 
Duncan & Chang 2.17 8. og 10.63 14-93 13-30 15.42 
Secant modulus 7.16 26.91 31.42 _54.12 
50-80 61-72 
Confined test 5.11 
1 
21.50 26.51 1ý3-31 48.11 -58-17 
01 = 300 
2 
Plane strain n 4.80 14.10 17.25 25-75 1 
2.7-51 31-10 
- (kN/m ) 
TrIaxial test 3-75 12.11 14-75 2111.20 22.6o 24 70 
Duncan & Chang 2-93 10-13 12-31 18-38 1 
19.61 20.98 
- 
Secant modulus 8-52 30-11 36-30 60-51 57-78 70.40 
Confined test 6.50 24.15 30-10 56-70 55.14 
66-32 
CT1 - 375 
2 
Plane strain n 5.75 15-75 -20 -30 30-31 
32.50 36.20 
(kN/m 
Triaxial. test 4.38 14.25 i6; 75 24.17 26.25 28-50 
Duncan & Chang 1 3.64 1 11.62 1 13.42 "'0.19 
22.10 23-92 
TABLE 6-5 Elastic moduli of 
Duncan's equation ur 
6. ý -i 
ments caLcuLations. From tabLe 6.5 it is quite cLear that 
the moduLus of eLasticity of sands varies over a wide range 
from about 1 to 70 MN/ml depending on the LeveL of the ver- 
tical stress., porosity of the sampLe and constraint condi- 
tions. The constrained secant moduLus which can be easiLy 
measured from the sLope of the Line joining the origin and 
any point of the Gl-El c urve of the confined tests offers 
the highest vaLues and cannot be used for accurate caLcuLa- 
tions. The vaLues of E obtained from confined tests are 
aLso greater than those obtained from pLane strain and tri- 
axiaL tests and the importance of using the right vaLue of E 
for each condition is quite evident. Howeverf the equation 
suggested by Duncan and Chang for E to enabLe non-Linear 
incrementaL stress-strain caLcuLations to be carried out 
does not seem to be accurate. VaLues of E caLcuLated form 
this equation rfor the same CF, and Eh Of triaxiaL tests. - are 
aLways smaLLer (max. 37*0 than th'ose obtained from direct 
caLcuLation using the eLasticity equations (6.1 to 6-3). 
The differences may be due to either the hyperboLic, assump- 
tion of the stress strain reLationship of the soiL or the 
exponentiaL effect of the confining pressure on*the initiaL 
tangent moduLus suggested by Janbu which the Duncap and 
Chang equation is based on. 
6.4.4 LATERAL STRESSES IN TRIAXIAL CONDITIONS 
Variations of the LateraL stresses with Eh for sands 
A and C are shown in figures 4.40 to 4.44. The same argument 
deveLoped whiLe discussing the pLane strain tests to expLain 
the decreasing Cr3 with increasing E3, can be appLied to the 
decrease of Gh with Eh In this conditio-n.. as Eh is appLied 
2-lTL%4j 
to both LateraL directionsp the shearing resistance of the 
sand is mobiLized in the both directions. In a simiLar way 
to pLane strain tests when Eh reaches about 0.57% LateraL 
stresses become aLmost constant which means at this point 
the shearing resistance of the sand has been fuLLy mobi- 
Lized. 
Variations of LateraL stresses with the verticaL 
stýess at F-h=0.57*, s for the three test sands *in the densest 
and Loosest cases are pLotted in figure 6.24. It can be seen 
that as CY, increases Clht increases aLmost LinearLy for aLL 
three sands. But the rate of, increase of Oht for 'sand A is 
approximateLy twice that for sands B and C. This may be 
reLated to t'he generaL state of packing of sand A which is 
Loose compared with sands B and C. 
Variations of Cht with initiaL porosity under Ch=375 
kN/m 2 and at Eh=O. -57, 'ol for the three sands are shown in figure 
6.25. Again it can be seen that (Tht increases approximateLy 
LinearLy with increasing initiaL porosity of the sampLes 
over the ranges of porosities achieveabLe in the Laboratory. 
The totaL increase in l1ht for sand A is about twice that of 
sand B and about nine times that occuring for sand C within rV 
the range of their porosities. It can be concLuded that the 
initiaL porosity has a major effect on the response of sand 
A in contrast to sands B and C. 
6.4.4.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN LATERAL STRESSES IN THE TRIAXIAL 
AND PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
The LateraL stresses ( (13P are pLotted against the 
verticaL stress and initiaL porosity of the sampLes together 
with (Tht in figures 6.24 and 6.25 for aLL the test sands. 
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From the figures it is cLear that the LateraL stresses in 
the triaxiaL condition are greater than those in pLane 
strain conditions. To compare these resuLts the ratio of 
Uht/173P for aLL cases are pLotted in these figures. It can 
be seen that the ratio of O'ht/CT3P for each sand is nearLy 
constant. From figure 6.24 t-his ratio for sand A is about 
1.05o whiLe for sand B is 1.37 and for sand C 1.5. These 
vaLues are the averages obtained from the densest and Loo- 
sest vaLues for each sand since there is onLy a smaLL dif- 
ference between them. According to these resuLts there is 
not a significant difference between the resuLts of pLane 
strain and triaxiaL tests for sand A. However for sand B 
there is about 37o'e' increase in LateraL stresses obtained in 
triaxiaL. compared with pLane strain tests and for sand C 
this difference become-s about 50%. 
This outcome from a direct comparison of test resuLts 
in triaxiaL and pLane strain conditions carried 'out on the 
SCTA is in good agreement with that reported by Lee 11401 
comparing the vaLues of the angLe of internaL friction 
obtained from conventionaL triaxiaL and pLane strain tests. 
He found that as the initial porosity of the sampLe 
increases the differences between vaLues *of 0 obtained from 
triaxiaL and pLane strain tests becomes smaLLer and for the 
very Loose sampLe this difference becomes negLigibLe. As 
discussed before in sectiop 6.1.1p for sands C to A 'as the 
overaLL state of the sampLes changes from very dense to very 
Loose the ratio of Cfht/(13P changes from 1.5 to 1.05 which 
agrees weLL with that found by Lee. 
Variation of (1ht and (13p with initiaL porosity of the 
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sampLes for the three test sands are pLotted in figure 6.25. 
It is evident that the ratio of Cfht/(13p decreases graduaLLY 
as the initiaL porosity of the sampLe increases. 
6.4.5 COEFFICIENT OF EARTH PRESSURE IN TRIAXIAL CONDITIONS 
The ratio of K= Cyht/Cy, agýinst Eh for sands A and C 
is pLotted in figures 4.50 to 4.54. As expLained earLier in 
ch-apter 4 for both sands A and CK starts from vaLues equaL 
to. Ko in each test and then as Eh is appLied it decreases. 
At some vaLue of Eh when there is no significant decrease in 
the LateraL stress K becomes nearLy constant and equaL to 
Ka.. To differentiate between Ka obtained from pLane strain 
tests from that obtained from triaxiaL tests they are 
denoted by Kap and Kat respectiveLy. 
Variations of Kat with-(Il in the Loosest and densest 
cases for the three test sands are shown in figure 6.26. 
From this figure Kat increases approximateLy LinearLy as C11 
increases. The vaLues of Kat over the ranges of verticat 
s tresses used decreases as the sand becomes coarser. 
Variations of* Kat with the initiaL porosity of the 
sampLes under CF1=375 kN/m 2 for the three sands are pLotted 
in figure 6.27. From this figure it can be seen that Kat 
increases aLmost LinearLy as the initiaL porosity of the 
sampLes increases for. aLL test sands. But the totaL increase 
of Kat over the ranges of porosities achieveabLe decreases 
as the sand becomes coarser. 
6.4.5.1 COMPARISON OF Ka FROM TRIAXIAL AND PLANE STRAIN TESTS 
Figures 6.26 and 6.27 aLso show the variations of Kap 
and Ko as weLL as Kat in each case for the three sands in 
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order to aLLow a comparison of the resuLts obtained from 
different constraint conditions; According to these figures 
Ka obtained from triaxiaL tests is aLways greater than those 
obtained from pLane strain tests. The ratios between these 
two vaLues R= Kat/Kap ) are caLcuLated and pLotted on 
figures 6.26 and 6.27 as weLL. It can be seen that for sand 
Ae R is about 1 whereas for sand B is. a, bout 1.37 and for 
. 
sand C 1.5. 
Variations of R for each sand over the ranges of ini- 
tiaL porosities are shown in figure 6.27. There is a smaLL 
decrease in R from the densest to the Loosest cases of each 
sand. Variation-of Ko with Cr, as can be seen from figure 
6.26 is in the opposite direction of Kat and Kapf whiLe Kof 
Kap and Kat change in the same way with the initiaL porosity 
of the sampLes. The overaLL vaLues of Ko Kap and Kat 
decrease as the sand becomes coarser. 
To compare Ka obtained from triaxiaL and pLane strain 
tests on the SCTA with those obtained or suggested by other 
investigators tabLe 6.6 is given. As Ka obtained from t'he 
SCTA varies'with the LeveL of the verticaL stresse the mini- 
mum and maximum vaLues are used. From this tabLe it can be 
seen that the vaLues of Ka suggested by other researchers 
for the medium sand in many cases are cLose to those 
obtained on the SCTAP but for the fine and coarse sands some 
differences are evident. WhiLe Ka suggested by otheý inves- 
tigators for the fine sand are smaLLer than those obtained 
in this researche for the coarse sand they are greater. ALL 
Ka vatues given in this tabLe from the previous works are 
those found actording to the retaining waLL studies [after 
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Kirk.. 1371. - thus the above differences may be due to the 
different assumptions taken for the waLL effects on the'sand 
response as weLL as to the different types of sand used. 
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CHAPTER 'SEVEN 
-------------- 
DISCUSSION OF THE CYCLIC TEST RESULTS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The cycLic tests carried out in the SCTA are simiLar 
to the monotonic tests in the preparation of the test speci- 
men., appLication of the different constraint conditions and 
measurements of the stresses and strains at the boundaries 
of the sampLe. The onLy difference is in the appLication of 
the verticaL stress on the sampLe. In this series of tests. - 
as described in chapter 5P instead of appLying the verticaL 
stress up to a. maximum LeveL as in the monotonic tests. - it 
is appLied cycLicolly at a constant frequency and ampLitude in 
each test for a certain number of cyctes. 
As described beforer the direction of the principaL 
stresses and strains change during this series of tests and 
so (Tv - Ghl P Clh2 - Ev -, Ehl and Eh2 are used to denote the 
principaL stresses and strains rather than (11 etcr. In the 
confined and triaxiaL tests in which Ehl : -- F-h2 and as a 
resuLt CFhl ý CTh2, the LateraL strains and stresses are 
denoted by Eh and Clh - 
The cycLic tests were carried out on the medium sand 
(group B) onLy and so a comparison can onLy be made between 
the resuLts of these tests and the monotonic tests carried 
out on the same sand aLthough it wouLd be reasonabLe to 
expect 'the generaL pattern of behaviour to appLy to the 
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other sands. 
7.2 CONFINED TESTS 
In this series of tests 150 mm cubic sampLes were 
tested under a sinusoidaL Loading at different frequencieso 
ampLitudes and number of cycLes under Ko conditions. LateraL 
stresses and verticaL strains of the sampLes were continu- 
ousLy measured during the experiment. The tests were carried 
out at the two states of packing -of the sand i. e. the den- 
sest (nL=33's) and the Loosest (n. =41*, s) conditions possibLe U 
for this sand in the Laboratory using the raining technique. 
The etastic and pLastic deformations of the sand dur- 
ing Loading c an easiLy be measured and detaiLed information 
on the behaviour of the sand obtained is discussed in the 
foLLowing sections. 
7.2ý1 VERTICAL STRAINS IN Ko CONDITIONS 
TypicaL variations of the verticaL strains of the 
sampLes under cycLic confined tests are shown in figures 5.1 
and 5.2 for the densest and Loosest conditions and-the gen- 
eraL response was discussed in chapter 5. As described in 
section 5.3.1f within the first cycLe of the verticaL stresso 
Ev cycLes as weLL but it never returns to its initiaL vaLue 
and some irrecoverabLe strain occurs. That part of the totaL 
verticaL strain. which is recovered after'the removaL of the 
Load is the eLastic strain and is denoted by Eve. - and that 
part which is permanent is the pLastic strain and is denoted 
by Evt 
7.2.1.1 THE EFFECT OF THE FREQUENCY OF THE LOAD ON Ev 
The infLuence of the frequency of the cycLic*Loads on 
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the verticaL strain of the sampLes was investigated in chap- 
ter 5 by comparing the tests resuLts on the densest and Loo- 
sest sampLes of the sand at different frequencies (figures 
5.3 to 5.10). In figure 7.1 the variations of the maximum 
and minimum vaLues of the verticaL strain are pLotted 
against the frequency of the cycLic Loads for the densest 
and Loosest conditions. These vaLues are those measured 
after the appLication of the first and 45th cycLes of the 
Load on the sampLes at a constant ampLitude. 
From figure 7.1 it is cLear that Ev does not depend 
on the frequency of the Loading. The verticaL strains are 
expected to be independent of the frequency of the Loads 
within the ranges tested in this research as the tests are 
performed on dry sampLes. The main factor that determines 
whether the rate of Loading is a criticaL parametegr is the 
time taken for the soiL skeLeton to respond to a change in 
Load and for the sand grains to move to a new stabLe-posi- 
tion. For saturated sampLes under drained conditions the 
rate *of Loading has a great infLuence on the verticaL strain 
of the sand particuLarLy if the materiaL consists of fine 
particLes and consequentLy has a Low permeabiLity. Neverthe- 
Less when the sampLes are dryp except for the Loa'ds with 
high-frequency which impact the soiL or for vibrations., 
as the Load is appLied the grains move to a denser packing 
and pore air pressure effects are negLigibLe. The creep of 
the sand under such Loadingspi. e. with Low frequencyo does 
not seem to be considerabLe aLthough the evidence is Lim- 
ited. 
7.2.1.2 THE EFFECT OF THE AMPLITUDE OF THE LOAD ON Ev 
0 lst cycle 
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In chapter 5 it was found that the percentage of 
unLoading as weL L as the ampLitude of the cycLes has a major 
effect on the verti ca, L strairý and both of these factors have 
to be taken into account when considering cyctic Loadings. 
If the verticaL stress appLied to the sampLe cycLes between 
Clvmin. and Clvmax. the percentage of unLoading is defined as 
foLLows: 
percentage of unLo 
. 
adi n, 
crv max. -G-v min. X100 O*VMax. 
In figure 7.2 the differences between the maximum and 
minimum vaLues of the vertcat Strain ,a re pLotted against the 
percentage of unLoading at a constant ampLitude (a and b) 
and aLso against the ampLitude for a constant unLoading per- 
centage (c). From this figure it is cLear that the effect of 
the cycLic Loads on the verticaL strain increases with both 
i ncreasing ampLitude and unLoading percentage. The effect is 
greater on the Loose sampLes than on the dense sampLes. 
When a sampLe is Loaded the sand grains are com- 
pressed and forced to move into a denser packing. As a 
resuLt the verticaL strain increases from zero to a maximum 
LeveL depending on the peak vaLue of the verticaL stress. 
When unLoading commences due to the compressibiLity of the 
grainst part of the verticaL strain recovers. The greater 
the percentage of unLoading the more grains are free to 
recover. Increasing the ampLitude of Loading at a constant 
unLoading percentager which means increasing CTvmax.. - causes 
the particLes to be compressed more. Therefore when unLoad- 
ing takes pLace Evmax. -Evmin. for the sampLe subjected to a 
greater ampLitude of Loading is higher than in those sub- 
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jected to Lower ampLitude. 
7.2.1.3 ELASTIC AND PLASTIC COMPONENTS OF THE VERTICAL 
STRAIN IN Ko CONDITIONS 
The effects of the number of Load cycLes on Ev are 
shown in figures 5.20 and 5.21 which were discussed in chap- 
ter five. In figure 7.3 the eLastic and pLastic components 
of the verticaL strain and aLso the totaL pLastic strain are 
pLotted against the number of Load cycLes for both dense and 
Loose sampkes. From the figure it is evident that the eLas- 
tic and pLastic strains are initiaLLy approximateLy equaL. 
However.. as the cycLing continues the incrementaL pLastic 
strain decreases sharpLy whiLe the eLastic strain remains 
nearLy constant. EventuaLLy the pLastic strain per cycLe 
becomes aLmost negLigibLe. It can be seen from figure 7.3 (a 
and b) that after a series of cycLese the incrementaL pLas- 
tic strain for both dense and Loose sampLes becomes nearLy 
zero., whereas the eLastic strain stabiLizes at about 0.24% 
and 0.28',. ' for the dense and Loose sampLes respectiveLy. This 
behaviour can be expLained as foLLows. 
When sand sampLes are subjected to a verticaL stress 
under Ko conditions the individuaL particLes are com- 
pressed and deformed whiLe the whoLe mass is forced to move 
into a denser packing by the grains sLiding reLative to each 
other. These two phenomena which occur simuLtaneousLy 
resuLt in an increase in the verticaL strain proportionaL to 
the maximum vaLue of the verticaL stress and the initiaL 
porosity of the sampLe. When unLoading takes pLace the indi- 
viduaL particLes return to their initiaL shape as much as 
possibLe depending on the unLoading percentage and eLastic 
.8 
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properties of the grains. This wiLL cause a recovery of part 
of the verticaL strain. This part which is attributed to the 
eLastic deformations of the sand is*caLLed the eLastic com- 
ponent (Eve). The other part of the verticaL strain which is 
due to the sLiding of the grains is permanent and is caLLed 
pLastic strain (Evt. ). This component can aLso be caused by 
the crushing or pLastic deformation of the particLes. How- 
ever under the ranges of the verticaL stress (0-450 kN/m*z) 
appLied in this investigation it is unLikeLy to happen. When 
the sampLe is reLoaded the new increment of the eLastic 
strain is of aLmost the same magnitude as before whiLe the 
incrementaL pLastic strain decreases sharpLy due to the new 
denser packing of the mass after the previous cycLe. On the 
second unLoading the eLastic. strain is recovered but the new 
increment of the pLastic strain remains and is additionaL to 
the previous increment. As a resuLt the sampLe becomes even 
denser and the totaL pLastic strain buiLds up. As the 
cycLing continuesp in each cycLe of the Load the eLastic 
component of the verticaL strain is approximateLy constant 
but the incrementaL pLastic strain decreases sharpLy. The 
totaL pLastic strain of the sampLe increases particuLarLy 
for the Loose sampLe but the rate decreases as the sampLe 
becomes denser. 
ALthough the 
usuaLLy depends on 
the compressibiLity 
according to the re 
initiaL porosity of 
bLe effect as weLL. 
eLastic strain increment of the sampLe 
the LeveL of the verticaL stress and on 
of-the grains for a particuLar sand, 
suLts of this series of cycLic tests., the 
the sampLe seems to have some considera- 
For the same sand under the same cycLic 
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Load the eLastic strain of the Loose sampLe is found to be 
17*, $ greater than that of the dense sampLe. This increase 
may be attributed to the smaLLer number of contact points of 
the particLes in the Loose sampLe which causes greater 
stresses on the grains. On the other hand when the sampLe is 
dense the number of contact points increases and the 
stresses on these points of contacts are smaLLer. Therefore 
the grains are Less deformed and the eLastic strain is 
smaLLer. This argument can be appLied to e-YpLcL; n the 
smaLL decrease which occurs in the eLastic strain of each 
sampLe over cycLes of the Load. 
7.2.1.4 SECANT MODULUS OF THE SAND IN Ko CONDITIONS 
The secant moduLus (D) of the stress strain curves of 
the sand under confined conditions at different cycLes of 
Load are pLotted in figures 7.4 and 7.5 for dense and Loos-e 
sampLes. These vaLues are caLcuLated from the sLopes of 
Lines joining the desired point and the (Jv=O point of each 
curve. As can be seen from the figures.. in the first 
cycLe of the Loade vaLues of D during Loading are signifi- 
cantLy smaLLer than those during unLoading. However.. the 
differences between unLoading and Loading vaLues of D 
decrease as the number of cycLes increases. After appLica- 
tion of 50 cycLes of Load to the dense sampLe and about 100 
cycLes to the Loose sampLe the secant moduLus for both Load- 
ing and unLoading becomes equaL and the sand behaves Like an 
eLastic materiaL. 
ALthough the behaviour of the sampLes after the 
appLication of severaL cycLes of Load is quite eLastic,, the 
stress strain reLationship can not be approximated by a 
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Linear modeL even at this stage because 0f significant 
changes that occur in the secant moduLus. ' Instead., the vaL- 
ues of D seem to increase aLmost LinearLy on increasing the 
verticaL stress for Cfv above 50 kN/m 2. and can be reLated to 
Ov by the foLLowing equation: 
D=a+b (Jv (7.1) 
a and b are constants that can be found from the test 
data at this stage (pure eLastic response). For the medium 
sand used in these tests a and b are found to be 38.0 and 
0.35 for the dense and 37.5 and 0.27 for the Loose condi- 
tionsp where Crv is in kN/M2 and D in MN/M2, According to 
this resuLt the sand can be defined as a materiaL which has 
non-Linear eLasto-pLastic behaviour under primary Loading 
but becomes non-Linear eLastic under successive cycLic Load- 
ings. 
7.2.1.5 THE CHANGES OF POROSITY OF THE SAMPLES IN Ko 
CONDITIONS 
The, change in voLume of the sand sampLes under Ko 
conditions is simiLar to the verticaL strain response since 
no LateraL st-rains are permitted in these experiments. 
Therefore the changes in the porosity of the sampLes which 
occur can be directLy caLcuLated from the verticaL, strains. 
In the cycLic confined tests the voLume of the specimen 
decreases due to an increase in the totaL ptastic strain 
after the appLication of a certain number of Load cycLes. 
In figure 7.6 the changes in the porosity of the 
dense (a) and Loose (b) sampLes with Load cycLes are shown. 
. The porosity of the dense sampLe changes from 33*, *' to 32.4's.. 
a decrease of 1.8% after the appLication of 215 cycLes of 
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Load whiLe the porosity of the Loose sampLe over the same 
number of cycLes changes from 411% to 39.2%, a decrease of 
4.4 *10' . Continuing the appLication of the cycLic Loads on the 
Loose sampLe up to 360 cycLes resuLts in af urther decrease 
of 1.64o., .a totaL decrease of about 6% over 360 cycLes of 
Load. 
It was thought that the Loose sampLe may achieve the 
same density as the initiaLLy dense sampLe given a suffi- 
cient number of Load cycLes. During this series of tests it 
was found that the porosity of the sampLe does not change so 
rapidLy and that the rate of change significantLy decreases 
as the number of cycLes increases. This behaviour is due to 
the decreasing rate of increase of the totaL pLastic strain 
as discussed in the previous section. Thus it seems to be 
very difficuLt to achieve the same density as the initiaLLy 
dense sampLe by the appLication of cycLic verticaL stresses 
onLy. The major factor in causing compaction in sand has 
been found to be cycLic shear stresses [65 and 663 rather 
than verticaL stress. 
7.2.1.6 COMPARISON OF CYCLIC AND MONOTONIC Ko TEST RESULTS 
To compare the verticaL strains of cycLic confined 
tests with those of monotonic tests under the same LeveL of 
verticaL stress the resuLts of both. types of test are shown 
in figure 7.7. In this figure the maximum vaLues of the ver- 
ticaL strain in the first and aLso 70th cycLes of Load are 
pLotted against the peak vaLues of the appLied verticaL 
stress. The resuLts are from tests carried out on the den- 
sest and Loosest sampLes under monotonic and cycLic Load- 
ings. From the figure it can be seen that the maximum 
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vaLues of the verticaL strain in the first cycLe of Loading 
a're nearLy the same as those of the monotonic tests. How- 
ever.. as the cycLing continues on the sampLee the strains in 
the cycLic tests increase and exceed those of the monotonic 
tests. The differences between monotonic and cycLic tests 
resuLts increase on increasing the number of cycLes and aLso 
on increasing the LeveL of the verticaL stressý From the 
f igure it is aLso cLear that the initiaL porosity of the 
sampLe has a great effect on the differences induced between 
the resuLts of the monotonic and cycLic tests at higher num- 
bers of cycLes. The differences between Ev induced under 
Ch=325 kN/M2 in the monotonic tests and the 70th cycLe of 
the cycLic tests for dense sampLes is about 0.15*,, ' strain. 
This figure for the Loose sampLe increases to about 1.25'. p 
i. e. it becomes about 8 times greater than that in the dense 
sampLe. 
7.2.2 LATERAL STRESSES IN Ko CYCLIC TESTS 
TypicaL variations of the LateraL stresses under 
cycLic verticaL stress Loading in confined conditions are 
shown in fi gures 5.1 and 5.2. As described in section 5.3.1 
the LateraL stresses of the sand-sampLes vary between maxi- 
mum and minimum vaLues in each cycLe of Load. As the number 
of cycLes increases these maximum and minimum vaLues get 
cLoser and after a series of cycLes they become virtuaLLy 
constant. The various factors affecting the LateraL 
stresses of the sampLes under cycLic Loading conditions and 
aLso expLanations of the sand response are discussed in the 
foLLowing sections. 
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7.2.2.1 THE EFFECT OF THE FREQUENCY OF THE LOAD'CYCLES ON Uh 
In figure 7.8 the maximum and minimum vaLues of the 
LateraL stresses at the end of the lst and aLso 45th cyctes 
of the Loads are pLotted aga. inst the f requencies used in 
these tests for dense (a) and Loose (b) sampLes (fuLL 
resuLts are given in figures 5.3 to 5.10). As can be seen 
there are no significant changes in the maximum and minimum 
vaLues of the LateraL stresses over the ranges of frequen- 
cies used in these experiments, 
Since the frequency of the Loading used aLso had no 
effect on Ev (section 7.2.11.1) it can be concLuded that the 
stress strain behaviour of dry sand is independent of the 
frequency of the Loads over the ranges tested. 
7.2.2.2 THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF THE LOAD CYCLES ON (1h 
Variations of the LateraL stresses with the number of 
Load cycLes for dense and Loose sampLes are shown in figures 
5.11 and 5.12. In figure 7.8 maximum and minimum vaLues of 
the LateraL stresses at the end of the lst and 45th cycLes 
are pLotted. It was expLained in section 5.3.3 that the max- 
imum vaLues of the LateraL stresses decrease whereas their 
minimum vaLues increase on increasing the number of Load 
cycLes. 
In section 7.2.1.3 it was shown that as the cycLing 
continues the totaL pLastic strain increases and causes the 
sampLe to become denser. In the monotonic confined tests it 
was found that when the porosity of the sampLe decreases the 
LateraL stress for a particuLar verticaL stress decreases* as 
weLL. As a resuLt the decrease in the maximum vaLues of the 
LateraL stresses may be attributed to the decrease in the 
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porosity of the sampLe which occurs as the number of cycLes 
increases. 
For the increase in the minimum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses another argument may be used. On the appLication of 
the first cycLe of the verticaL stresse the LateraL stresses 
increase aLmost LinearLy from zero up to a maximum vaLue pro- 
portionaL to the peak vaLue of the verticaL stress in the 
Loading portion of the cycLe. When unLoading commencesf the 
LateraL stresses recover with a sLower rate than on Loading. 
At compLete unLoading ((Yv=O) some LateraL stresses stiLL 
remain in the mass ((Thr-0). This may be due to reversaL of 
r 
the direction of the frictionaL forces occurCing during 
unLoading at the contact points between the particLes. As 
cycLing continues the sampLe becomes denserp as a resuLt the 
contact areas and the frictionaL forces increase and the 
Locked in La. teraL stresses thus increase. 
The change in the maximum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses over 45 cycLes of Loads shown in figure 7.8 for the 
Loose sampLe is about 4.4 times greater than that for the 
dense sampLe. This can be attributed to the greater compres- 
sibiLity of the Loose sampLe. Howevere the change in the 
minimum vaLues of the LateraL stresses is in the opposite 
direction to that of the maxima. This change for the'dense 
sand is twice that. for the Loose sand over 45 cycLes of Load 
appLication. 
7.2.2.. 3 THE EFFECT OF THE AMPLITUDE OF THE LOAD CYCLE ON Clh 
The infLuence of the ampLitude of the cycLic Load on 
the LateraL stresses of sand sampLes under Ko conditions has 
been discussed in section 5.3.4 and figures 5.13 to 5.19. 
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The differences between maximum and minimum vaLues of the 
LateraL stresses are pLotted against ampLitude and aLso 
against unLoading percentage in figure, 7.9. 
From this figure it can be seen that at a constant 
ampLitude as the unLoading percentage increases the effect 
of the cycLic Loads increases as weLL. ALso for a constant 
unLoading percentage [figure 7.9(c)] as t"he ampLitude of the 
cycLic Loads increasese the vaLues of (Thmax. -Clhmin. increase 
approximateLy LinearLy for both dense and Loose sampLes. The 
effect of the cycLic Loads on the LateraL stresses in Loose 
sampLes is aLways greater than in dense sampLes. 
It can be concLuded thatf in a simiLar manner to the 
response of the verti6aL strainf both unLoading percentage 
and ampLit. ude of the cycLes shouLd be taken into account 
when the behaviour of the LateraL stresses under cycLic 
Loading are investigated. Comparing figures 7.9(a) and 
7.2(a) shows that cycLic Loads with an unLoading percentage 
of Less than 30% do not have any effect on the verticaL 
straine whereas they do have a remarkabLe effect on the Lat- 
eraL stresses. This may be argued in terms of the nature of 
these parameters (i. e. Ev and Oh). For the verticaL strain 
Evmax. -Evmin. represents the eLastic strain resuLting from 
the appLication of a Load cycLe and this depends on the 
eLastic properties of the sand. Howeverf the LateraL 
stresses are the horizontaL components of the resuLtants of 
the distributed CTv and deveLoped shear stresses between par- 
ticLes. Therefore it is conceivabLe that there wiLL be some 
fLuctuation in the LateraL stresses even when there is onLy 
a smaLL unLoading percentage in the appLied cycLic verticaL 
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stress. 
7.2.2.4 COMPARISON OF Uh FROM CYCLIC AND MONOTONIC TESTS 
To compare the-LateraL stresses from cycLic Loading 
and monotonic Loading tests under Ko conditionsp the resuJLts 
of tests are pLotted in figure 7.10 for the dense and Loose 
sampLes. In this figure the maximum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses in the lst and 70. th cycLes of the Load are pLotted 
against the peak vaLues of the appLied verticaL stress. 
-From 
the' figure it can be seen that the maximum vaL- 
ues of the LateraL stresses in the first cycLe of Load for 
'both 
dense and Loose sampLes are equaL to those measured 
Punder the same LeveL of the verticaL stresse in the mono- 
tonic tests. They aLL increase LinearLy with increasing ver- 
ticaL stress. The difference between the LateraL stresses in 
cycLic and monotonic tests begins as cycLing continues. In 
this case -the maximum vaLues of the LateraL stresses for 
both dense and Loose sampLe decrease as the number of cycLes 
increases. This decrease increases on increasing the peak 
vaLue of the verticaL stress and on increasing the initiaL 
porosity. of the sampLe. 
7.3 CYCLIC PLANE STRAIN TESTS 
As a resuLt of the test conditions in the SCTA the 
sampLes tested are not in a continuous pLane strain stbte 
(see section 5.4.1). At the begining of each'steP of the 
0 
test., after the appLication of the verticaL stresse a con. - 
stant increment of the LateraL strain is appLied to one face 
but as the cycLing on the sampLe continues the situation 
quickLy changes and approximates the confined condition. 
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This shouLd be taýen into account during the discussion of 
the resuLts. 
7.3.1 VERTICAL STRAIN UNDER PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
VerticaL'strains due to the appLication of 36 cycLes 
of verticaL stress and 0.067% LateraL , strain 
in each of the 
12 steps of the cycLic pLane strain test are shown in fig- 
ures 5. ý'5 and 5.26. In figure 7.11 changes in the verticaL 
strain due to the appLication of the LateraL strain incre- 
ment for each step of the test (&Evp) and aLso the porosity 
of the sampLe at these points are pLotted against number of 
steps of tests during cycLic pLane strain experiments. 
From the figure it can be seen that AEvp decreases as 
the number of steps increases. The vaLues of AEvp are aLways 
Less than the constant increment of the LateraL strain in 
each step. This means that when the sampLes are strained 
diLation takes pLace. This resuLt is in good agreement with 
that obtained in the monotonic tests on the same sand in 
which the sampLes aLways diLated when subjected to the Lat- 
eraL strain. 
The totaL decrease in AEvp of about 50'19 for dense and 
60% for Loose sampLes may be due to the decrease in the 
porosity of the specimens over the 12 steps of the test. 
This change in the porosity is about 1.810 and 4.010 for the 
dense and Loose sampLe respectiveLy. ALso the greater. &Evp 
induced in the Loose sampLe compared to that in the dense 
sampLe may be due to the state of packing of the specimens. 
7.3.2 LATERAL STRESSES UNDER PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS 
The variation of the LateraL stresses with the number 
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of cycLes due to the appLication of the increments of the 
LateraL strain are shown in figures 5.25 and 5.26. As 
expLained in section 5.4.3e appLying the 36 cycLes of verti- 
caL stress to the sampLes with fixed side waLLs in each step 
of the testo resuLts in nearLy equaL LateraL stresses ( 
ahlýCFh2=(1h The maximum and minimum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses before and after straining the sampLe at each step 
are pLotted against the number of steps in -figure 7.12 for 
dense and Loose sampLes. 
From this figure it can be seen thatp in a simiLar 
manner to the monotonic pLane strain testsp as the LateraL 
strain is appLied ( Eh=0.667', *) the maximum vaLues Of (Thl 
decrease whiLe the maximum vaLues of Cy hZ increase. This 
phenomenon is-repeated in aLL steps and the amounts 0f 
decrease in CThj and increase in 42 are nearLy constant over 
the 12 steps. As the vaLues of the LateraL stress. - before 
straining the sampLep decrease continuousLy the percentages 
decrease in CThl and increase in CJh2 due to the appLication 
of a constant Ehl=0-067 **' increase whiLe the test steps are 
carried on. 
SimiLar arguments to those given for the monotonic 
pLane strain tests for the decrease Of CT3 and increase of Cr2 
due to straining the sampLesp can be appLied here for 
describing the cause of this phenomenon which happens in the 
Loading portion of the cycLe. The ihcrease in the percentage 
decrease of Clhl (f rom 16% to about. 19'% for Loose and from 
18', 4 to 24% for dense sampLes) and in the percentage increase 
Of CTh2 (from 7*, o' to about 8.5'0 for dense and from 6.5'eq to 
about 7.5*, e' for Loose sampLes) may be attributed to the 
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decrease in the porosity of the sampLes over the 12 steps of 
the tests.. 
The vaLues of Chimin and (Jh2Min shown in figure 7.12 
represent the variation of Ght and CTh2 under pLane strain 
conditions when unLoading occurs. As it can be seen both 
Chimin and Gh2min decrease to some minimum LeveL in each 
step.. but Ch, decreases more than Citi2. This behaviour of 
LateraL stresses in the unLoading portion of the cycLes can 
be expLained as foLLows. As discussed in the confined cycLic 
testse the LateraL stresses induced due to Loading the sam- 
pLe under Ko conditions do not recover compLeteLy when 
unLoading occurs. For dense sampLes the recovery of *Locked 
in' LateraL stresses is Less than that for Loose sampLes. In 
the pLane strain test as the Lateral strain is appLied in 
one side.. the grains tend to move. towards this side but this 
movement cannot be done in isoLation without any effect. - 
aLthough smaLLP on the other side. Therefore.. in this condi- 
tion the Locked in LateraL stre'sses decrease sharpLy in the 
direction of straining the sampLe and suffer a reLativeLy 
smaLLer decrease in the other direction. Due'to this effect 
the minimum vaLues of the LateraL stresses become different. 
They might become equaL if further Load cycLes were appLied 
to the sampLe. 
7.4 CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TESTS 
In this series of tests carried out on the SCTA,, in a 
simiLar manner to the pLane strain tests., the experiments 
were performed in 12 steps. In each step the sampLe was 
initiaLLy subjected to 36 cycLes of the verticaL stress and 
then at the peak of the 37th cycLe a constant increment of 
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the LateraL strain of 0.067% was appLied in both horizontaL 
directions. Thus the specimens shouLd behave simiLarLy in 
both LateraL directions where F-hl, =F-h2=Eh=0.067*, * and theo- 
reticaLLy Chi=Ch2ýCh. 
To differentiate the verticaL strains due to strain- 
ing the sampLe in triaxiaL conditions from those due to 
pLane strain conditions they are denoted by Evto and Evp 
respectiveLy. SimiLar suffixes are used to differentiate 
the LateraL stresses from different constraint conditions. - 
i. e. Crht., and CJhP- 
7.4.1 VERTICAL STRAIN UNDER CYCLIC TRIAXIAL CONDITIONS 
Variation of the verticaL strain due to the appLica- 
tion of 36 cycLes of Load and straining the sampLes are 
shown in figures 5.27 and 5.28. Concentrating on the verti- 
caL strains due to the LateraL straining of the sampLes. - 
variations of, &Evt with the number of steps of triaxiaL 
tests are pLotted in figure 7.13 for both dense and Loose 
sampLes. 
From this figure it can be seen that for both dense 
and Loose sampLes, &Evt decreases approximateLy LinearLy as 
the number of steps increases. The horizontaL Line of. &Evt= 
21&Eh re presents the no-voLume change condition due to 
straining the sampLe since a constantlý'F-h (0.067"0) was 
appLied in each step of the test. As is apparent from the 
fig'ure., for both dense and Loose sampLes AEvt is beLow this 
Line. This means that when the sampLes are strained diLation 
occurs. VaLues of &Evt for dense sampLes are smaLLer than 
those for Loose sampLes. Thus the diLation of dense sampLes 
is greater than that of Loose sampLes. ALso the amount of 
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diLation of-each sampLe increases as the number of steps 
increases. This increase in diLation or decrease in the ver- 
ticaL strain may be reLated to the appreciabLe decrease 
which occurs in the porosity of the specimen over the 1ý 
steps of triaxiaL tests. 
7.4.1.1 COMPARISON OF. Ev FROM CYCLIC PLANE STRAIN AND CYCLIC 
TRIAXIAL TESTS 
Figure 7.13 aLso shows the variation of AEvp and the 
ratio of AEvt/AEvp with the number of steps of th4ý test for 
both dense and Loose sampLes. From this figure it can be 
seen that the vaLues of the verticaL strain under cycLic 
triaxiaL conditions. are greater than those under pLane 
strain conditions. The ratio of R=AEvt/AEvp is nearLy con- 
stant at approximateLy 2.25 for aLL cases. This means that 
the increment of the verticaL strain.. in the Loading portion 
of a cycLer due to appLication of a certain Eh., in the case 
of triaxiaL is about. 2.25 times greater than that in the 
pLane strain tests. As discussed in chapter 6e the greater 
verticaL strain than was expected (i. e. 2.25 tim. es instead 
of 2 times) in the triaxiaL tests may be due to the effect 
of the*LateraL stress in the direction of no-LateraL strain 
in case of pLane strain test. 
7.4.2 THE LATERAL STRESSES IN CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TESTS 
The LateraL stresses in the cycLic triaxiaL tests due 
to the appLication of 36 cycLes of Load and 0.067% LateraL 
strain are shown in figures 5.27 and 5.28. in figure 7.14 
the vaLues of Uh before and after straining the sampLe in 
each step are pLotted against the number of test steps for 
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both Loose and dense sampLes. As Ghl and Crh2. in these tests 
are quite cLosep their average vaLues (Crh) are used in this 
figure. 
From this figure it can be seen that for both dense 
and Loose specimens vaLues Of Gh before straining the sampLe 
decreases as the test continues. This reduction,, which is 
about 20% over the 12 steps of the testo may be reLated to 
the appreciabLe decrease in the porosity 'of the sampLes 
which occurs due to the appLication of 36 6ycLes of Load in 
each step. The sudden drop which happens in the LateraL 
stresses on the Loading portion of the cycLe due to the 
appLication of 'the 0.067% LateraL strain increment is 
approximatety constant in aLL steps. As a resuLt the per- 
centage decrease of the LateraL stresses increases from 15.. ' 
to about 17% for the. dense and from 12*0 to X5*0' for the Loose 
sampLe over the 12 steps of the test. 
It was expected that an increase in the minimum vaL- 
ues of Gh before straining the sampLe wouLd occur as the 
number of steps increases. This expectation is based on the 
cYcLic confined tests which show that the minimum vaLues of 
the LateraL stresses increase as the number of cycLes 
increases. But during the cycLic triaxiaL testsp as is cLear 
from figure 7.14, these minimum vaLues of CTh for the Loose 
sampLe were found to be constant in spite of a decrease in 
the porosity of the sampLe. Th'is behaviour *in the minimum 
vaLues of the LateraL stresses may be reLated to the insuf- 
ficient number of cycLes appLied after straining the sam- 
pLes. Different trends of variations of the minimum vaLues 
of the LateraL stresses in dense and Loose sampLes may be 
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due to the same reason that the number of cycLes has a 
greater effect on Loose sampLe than that on dense. 
7.4.2.1 COMPARISON OF Gh IN CYCLIC PLANE STRAIN AND CYCLIC 
TRIAXIAL TESTS 
Variations Of Clh at the peak of the cycLes (ie. maxi- 
mum vaLues) and the ratio of Cyht/ CThP with the number of 
test steps are shown if figure 7.14. It can bi seen from 
the figure that Clht for both dense and 'Loose sampLes are 
greater than (Thp under the same testing condition. This 
means that under the same cycLe of Load and at the same Lat- 
eraL strain when the sampLe is tested in pLane strain condi- 
tion the LateraL stress drops more than that in the triaxiaL 
condition. As discussed for the monotonic tests. - this may be 
reLated to the Lower freedom of the soiL in the pLane strain 
condition than triaxiaL condition. As a resuLt greater fric- 
tionaL forces deveLop between the particLes and this causes 
Less stress to be transferled to the side compared with the 
triaxiaL condition. The ratio of Ght/ CJhP for both dense and 
Loose sampLes is nearLy constant and equaL to 1.07. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
-------------- 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The stress-strain behaviour of granular soils under 
monotonic and cyclic Loading in different constraint condi- 
tions was investigated in this research project. A simple 
cubic triaxiaL apparatus (SCTA)e developed at Leeds Univer- 
sity. - was used in the study. The SCTA uses 150-mm cubical 
samples. A vertical principal stress is applied to the spec- 
imen and the two Lateral principal stresses are measured. 
The resulting vertical strain is also measured and the two 
Lateral strains can be controlled to provide the desired 
constraint conditions i. e. confinede plane strain or triax- 
iaL conditions. 
Theý performance of the SCTA was checked and some 
areas of weakness were identified. These were studied and 
the necessary rectifications made. The SCTA was modified so 
that cyclic Loading tests could be carried out as well as 
monotonic tests. A new computer controlled Loading system 
using a pneumatic cylinder was constructed. Vertical 
stresses of upto 450 kN/M2can be applied to the samples by 
this system. Cyclic Loads of various shapese ampLitudep fre- 
quepcy (to a maximum of 0.1 Hz) and number of cycles can be 
specified. A data acquisition system based on a programma- 
bLe data Logger unit Linked to a micro-computer was 
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deveLoped which reads the principaL stresýes and the verti- 
caL strains and stores the data on fLoppy discs for Later 
anaLysis. 
SampLes of different porosities were prepared using 
the raining technique described by KoLbuszewski [553. Three 
types of sandp nameLy fine (A)p medium (B) and coarse (C) 
were used. Two main types of experiment were carried out. 
Monotonic Loading tests simiLar to- those performed by EL- 
GammeL on the medium sand were carried out on the fine and 
coarse sands to extend the stress-strain information in this 
area. CycLic Loading tests were aLso perfdrmed on the medium 
sand. The resuLts of both types of testi show a satisfac- 
tory degree of repeatabiLity and consistency. A summary of 
the main findings and concLusions from the experiments in 
each area are given beLow. 
8.2 MONOTONIC LOADING 
When a cubicaL sand sampLe is subjected to an 
increased verýicaL stress ( up to 375 kN/M2)0' the foLLowing 
characteristics can be identified. - 
1- The particLe size and the initiaL porosity of the sand 
have a significant effect on the verticaL strain. 
The verticaL strain of the sampLe increases sharpLy as the 
initiaL porosity increases and aLso as the particLe size 
decreases. 
2- Under, verticaL stresses when the sampLe is strained Lat- 
eraLLyp the incrementat verticaL strain in the triaxiaL con- 
ditions is about 2.25 times greater than that in the pLane 
strain conditions. 
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3- There is a smaLL decrease in the incrementaL verticaL 
strain as the verticaL stress appLied to the sampLe 
increases. 
4- The voLume' change of the coarse and medium sands due to 
straining the sampLe in pLane strain or triaxiaL tests are 
aLways positive (diLation) but the fine sande except for the 
sampLes prepared at the densest conditions.. has negative 
voLume changes (compression). The criticaL porosity of this 
sand was found to be a function of the verticaL stres's and 
the constraint condition of the sampLe. From the pLane 
strain tests the criticaL porosity was betwedn V; to 4% 
greater than that from the triaxiaL tests. 
5- The Poisson's ratio of the sand was found to vary over a 
smaLL range under different- LeveLz of the verticaL stress. - 
initiaL porosity and different constraint conditions. 
6- The' moduLus of eLasticity changes significantLy as the 
stress-strain conditions of the sand change. For the ranges 
of paeticLe sizep verticaL stresse and constraint conditions 
studied in this projectp it was found to vary between 750 
and 70000 kN/mz, 
7- The LateraL stresses-of sand in confined conditions were 
found to increase approximateLy LinearLy on increasing the 
verticaL stress. 
8- The particLe size and the initiaL porosity of the sand 
have a considerabLe effect on the LateraL stresses. 
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9- Decreasing the particLe size and increasing the initiaL 
porosity of the-sand both increase the LateraL stresses. 
10- Under a fixed verticaL stress when the sampLe is 
strained LateraLLy the LateraL stresses decrease but the 
rate of decrease drops as the LateraL strain increases. 
11- At some vaLue of the LateraL strain the LateraL stresses 
become nearLy constant. This is when the shearing resistance 
of the sand is fuLLy mobiLized and the sand is said to 
achieve its'active state. 
12- The ratio of the LateraL to verticaL stress in confined 
conditions, which is caLLed the coefficient of earth pres- 
sure at rest (Ko)p decreases on increasing the verticaL 
stresse particLe size and density of the sand. 
13- As the sampLe is LateraLLy strained the ratio of LateraL 
to verticaL stress decreases but the rate of decrease faLLs 
as the LateraL strain is increased. When sand achieves its 
active state the ratio becomes nearLy constants it is 
denoted by Ka the active pressure coefficient at this stage. 
14- VaLues of Ka obtained from triaxiaL tests are greater 
than those obtained from the pLane strain tests (from 5, ', for 
, 
the fine sand up to 50% for the coarse sand). 
15- Ka decreases on increasing the particLe size and density 
of the sand. It increases on increasing the verticaL 
stress. 
16- Over ranges of particte size., verticaL stresso initiaL 
porosity and constraint conditions tested in this project Ko 
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was found to vary between 0.20 and 0.50 and Ka between 0.04 
and 0.39. 
8.3 "CYCLIC LOADING 
When a cubicaL sand sampLe is subjected to a number 
of cycLic verticaL Loadings under different constraint con- 
ditions the foLLowing pattern of behaviour emerges. 
1- As the verticaL Loade appLied to the, confined sampLe., 
cycLes between constant minimum and maximum vaLuesp the ver- 
ticaL strain cycLes as weLL but its maximum and minimum vaL- 
ues continuousLy increase on increasing the'number of Load 
cycLes. 
2- The eLastic strain per cycLe f 
part of the verticaL strain.. decr 
cycLes but finaLLy becomes constant. 
which is the recoverabLe 
eases in the first few 
Its uLtimate vaLue was 
Tound to be about 0.24% for the dense and 0.28'10 for the 
Loose sampLes. 
3- The pLastic strain per cycLer which is the irrecoverabLe 
part of the verticaL strain, continuousLy decreases as the 
number of cycLes increases but the totaL pLastic strain 
increases as the cycLing continues. After the appLication of 
a series of Load cycLes the incrementaL p Last ic strain 
becomes aLmost negLigibLe. 
4- Both the*eLastic and' pLastic verticaL strain per cycLe 
increase as the porosity of the sampLe increases. 
5- The frequency of the cycLic Loads within the range tested 
(0.003 to 0.1 Hz) does not have a significant effect on the 
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verticaL strain probabLy because the sand is dry. 
6- The unLoading percentage which is defined as beLowe as 
weLL as the ampLitude of cycLic Loads.. has a great effect on 
the verticaL strain. 
unLoading percentage= 
Cfvmctx. - Chmin. X100 
Eivmctx. 
7- The higher this percentage the greater the eLastic strain 
induced per cycLe. In the cycLic Loads with the same unLoad- 
ing percentage when the ampLitude increases the incrementaL 
pLastic strain increases as weLL. 
8- The constrained secant moduLus of the sand (D) during 
unLoading is greater than that during Loading for the first 
few cycLest but as the cycLing continues they become cLose 
to each other. After severaL Lo ad cycLes (50 for dense and 
100 for Loose sampLes) they become equaL. At this stage the 
sand shows an, eLastic behaviour and the vaLues of D can be 
reLated to the verticaL stress by a Linear equation. Foý the 
sand tested in this project (for CTv>50 kN/m2) it was found: 
D= 38 + 0.35 CFv (dense condition) 
D= 37.5 + 0.27(Jv (Loose condition) 
where Gv is in kN/m*z and D in MN/m2 . 
9- Therefore, 
, the sand can be defined as a materiaL which 
has a non-Linear eLasto-pLastic behaviour on primary Loading 
and has a non-Linear eLastic response when is subjected to 
severaL cycLes of Load under confined conditions. 
10- If the initiaLLy confined sampLe after a series of 
2-97 
cycLic verticaL Loads is strained LateralLy.. the incrementaL 
verticaL strain due to straining the sampLet in the case of 
triaxiaL conditions is greater (2.25 times) than that meas- 
ured in the pLane strain conditions. On further appLication 
of the verticaL Loado the verticaL strain keeps increasing 
after the sudden jump due to straining t-he sampLe and the 
confined condition graduaLLy dominates. 
11- When a cycLic verticaL Load with constant ampLitude and 
frequency is appLied -to a confined sampLe the LateraL 
stresses cycLe between some maximum and minimum vaLues. On 
increasing the number of cycLesp whiLe maximum vaLues of the 
LateraL stresses decreasee their minimum vaLues increase. 
The rate of decrease in the maxima and increase in the min- 
ima decreases. as cycLing continues. After the appLication of 
severaL Load cycLes they become aLmost constant. The maximum 
changes in the minimum and'maximum vaLues of the LateraL 
stresses-over a certain number of Load cycLes are associated 
with the initiaL porosity of the sampLe. 
12- The frequency of the cycLic Load over the range tested 
does not have .a signif i cant ef f ect on the LateraL stresses 
of dry sampLes. 
13- AppLying a certain increment of LateraL strain to a con- 
fined sampLe-whic, h is under cycLic verticaL Load causes the 
maximum and minimum vaLues of the LateraL stresses to drop 
suddenLy at the time of straining 'the sampLe. Howeverp as 
the cycLing continues they reýover quickLy and then behave 
as described fýr the confined condition. 
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14- In the pLane strain testse the maximum vaLues of the 
LateraL stress in the fixed direction increase by reLativeLy 
smaLL amounts compare. d to the other-LateraL stress. The min- 
imum vaLues of this stress drops but Less than that occurring 
for the LateraL stress in the direction of straining the 
sampLe. 
8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
As far as the stress-strain behaviour of granuLar 
soi Ls is concerned there are some other areas of int. erest 
which can be studied using the apparatus used in this inves- 
tigation. For some of them the SCTA wouLd need to be modi- 
fi ed and deveLoped, and for the other it can be used 
directLy. The points which are recommended for further 
investigations in this area are as foLLows. 
1- Studying the effect of the particLe size-and shape 
on the cycLic behaviour of the sand. 
2- Studying the uniformity and isotropy of 'the sam- 
pLes prepared -in the Laboratory, using the raining tech- 
nique, in the LateraL directions by rotating the axes of the 
principaL stresses 90 degrees. 
3- Doing a series of drained and undrained tests on 
saturated sampLes with pore pressure measurement and compar- 
ing the resutts with the dry tests resuLts obtained from 
monotonic and cycLic Loading conditions. 
4- Performing cycLic tests with higher frequency and 
transient ampLitude in order to study the effects of earth- 
quake Loadings on the stress-strain response of the sand. 
5- Studying the stress-strain behaviour of the sand 
when i, t is subjected to the passive conditions by pushing 
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one or two moveabLe faces of the sampLe container towards 
the specimen (passive pLane strain or triaxiaL tests). 
6- Undertake a theoreticaL study of aLL experimentaL 
data obtained so far in . order to find a mathematicaL modeL 
which covers the monotonic and cycLic stress-strain behav- 
iour of granuLar soiLs more reaListicaLLy. 
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